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會議介紹與歡迎詞 Conference Introduction and Welcome Remarks

Lalan, Chalan, Tala, Ara (Path)‐‐Reconnecting Pacific‐Asia Histories
The 21st biennial conference of the Pacific History Association takes place in Taiwan, the
island on the pathway of Austronesian migrations to the Pacific. Since the 17th century,
Taiwan has reconnected to the Pacific through trading activities; and has also experienced
multiple colonial regimes, and participated in World War Two as a Japanese colony. Recently,
growing ties between Pacific Island communities and Asia make this a good time to reflect
on the journeys our ancestors have traveled, and to further reconnect Pacific‐Asian histories.
The theme of the conference is “Lalan, Chalan, Tala, Ara (Path)‐‐Reconnecting Pacific‐Asia
Histories”. In Proto‐Austronesian, *zalan refers to path, way or means to do something.
Cognate forms which are widely found throughout the Pacific such as lalan/dalan (Taiwan,
Southeast Asia), chalan (Chamorro), tala (Solomon Islands) and ara/ala (Polynesia) are some
examples that exhibit the strong connections of people and places since ancestral times. The
path originates from the past, and points to the future; it links tradition to the present; and
it denotes both history and future prospects as an inter‐linked whole.
Three prominent scholars─Judith Bennett, Sun Da‐chuan (Paelabang Danapan) and Francis
X. Hezel—will deliver keynote speeches as anchors of the conference. From encompassing
and envisioning perspectives they map and remap the world. Panels and research papers in
the conference explore Pacific‐Asia histories from numerous approaches. Some highlights
include the discussions of linking Pacific and Asia from prehistoric to contemporary era,
colonial regimes and various actors, genres of historical memories and alternative histories,
indigenous knowledge and dynamic engagements with the environment, religious
encounters, ethnographic filming and music, and new advancement and innovations in
research and teaching of history.
There are three venues for this conference. For the first part of the conference we
convene at the National Taiwan University campus, located in Taipei, the capital city of
Taiwan. We then travel to Taitung to be closer to the indigenous communities for the second
part of the conference. Sessions will take place in the campus of the National Taitung
University, and we close the conference at the National Museum of Prehistory. Located in
southeast Taiwan, Taitung is famous for its rich Austronesian cultures and the beautiful
scenery between coastal mountains and the Pacific Ocean. Tours to Austronesian villages,
archaeological sites and the Prehistoric Museum, and presentations of cultural
performances are also included in the conference agenda. We hope this journey would be a
1

great opportunity for visiting and local participants to engage in intellectual and cultural
sharing and exchanges.
We need to know our path(s) in the past in order to find our way(s) to the future. Through
this conference, we hope that the study of Pacific history will pave new paths of connections,
and generate creative prospects and possibilities.

Pei‐yi Guo
President of Taiwan Society for Pacific Studies
Associate Research Professor
Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica
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會議議程 Agenda

December 3 (Wed)
Time

Panel / activity

Location

8:30‐9:00

Registration

9:00‐9:30

Opening
Moderator: Yuan‐chao Tung
Keynote
Judith Bennett
The Pacific: Worlds within Worlds
Chair: Jacqueline Leckie
Break
Roundtable: Path (conference theme)
Organizer & Chair: Pei‐yi Guo
Discussants: Daya Da‐wei Kuan, Teresia Teaiwa, Anne Perez Hattori, Yi‐tze Lee, Chieh‐fu Jeff
Cheng
Engagements, Narratives and Impacts of WWII
Chair: Shi‐chi Mike Lan
1. Shingo Iitaka
Mining, Bombing, and Touring: Dark Tourism and War Memory in Palau
2. Hiromitsu Iwamoto
Memories and Realities of Japanese Occupation of New Guinea
3. Jillian Thiele
Seventh‐day Adventist Solomon Islanders Contribution to WW2
4. Shi‐chi Mike Lan
Path of War, Path of Memory: Taiwanese in the Pacific/War
Comparative Colonialism: Colonial Regimes Across the Pacific
Chair: Weichung Cheng
1. Stephanie Mawson
Convicts or Conquistadors? Seventeenth Century Migrations of Spanish Soldiers across
the Pacific
2. Juan Ignacio Toro Escudero
From the Spanish Colony to the “International Settlement”, the British Colonial Empire
and Portuguese Reminiscences in Eastern Asia: Antonio Ramos Espejo and the
Begining of Cinema in China and the Philippines
3. Grant McCall
Colonialism and Autonomy in Hispanonesia: The Case of Rapanui (Easter Island)
4. Chun‐chieh Chen & Ching‐Shan Chen
The Discussion of Expansion between the Western Europe and Asia from the Point of
Portuguese Urban Management
Crossing Divides: Movements of People and Objects in Contemporary
Taiwan
Panel Organizer & Chair: Kai‐Shyh Lin
Discussant: DJ W. Hatfield
1. Wei‐Ping Lin
Where Is Goddess Mazu Buried? Mapping a Golden Triangle between China, Taiwan,
and the Mazu Islands

GIS NTU
Room A
GIS NTU
Room A

9:30‐10:30

10:30‐10:50
10:50‐12:20

GIS NTU
Room A

GIS NTU
Room A

GIS NTU
Room C

GIS NTU
Room D

GIS NTU
Room E
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2.

12:20‐13:40
13:40‐15:10
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Kai‐Shyh Lin
Haunted Landscapes and Civilizing Ritual: Coping with Unruly Pasts in Southern
Taiwan
3. Shu‐Ling Yeh
Connecting Research of Taiwan Aboriginal Cultures to the Austronesian World—the
Amis as a Case Study
4. Suliljaw Lusausatj
Men’s House (palakuwan) and Social Hierarchy in Tjavualji, Eastern Paiwan, Taiwan
Lunch
Pan-Pacific Indigenous Resource Management: Part 1
Panel Organizers & Chairs: Daya Da‐wei Kuan & Paul D’Arcy
1. Ai‐Ching Yen
Collective Action in Agroforestry: A Case of Tayal Indigenous Community in Taiwan
2. Shih‐Yuan Lin & Meng‐Hsuan Chang
Digitization of Traditional Knowledge and Practice of Farming – A Case Study of the
Atayal Communities in Jianshih Village, Taiwan
3. Paul D’Arcy
In Praise of Diversity: Austronesian Integrated Resource Management, Permaculture,
and Local Autonomy in the Era of Globalisation
4. Daya Da‐wei Kuan
Indigenous Landscape and Watershed Management: An Ethno‐physiographical Study
in Tayal Communities, Taiwan
Genres of Articulation: Cultural Nationalism and Beyond
Chair: Pi‐Chen Liu
1. Alex Golub
Recovering the Melanesian Way: Documenting Bernard Narakobi and the Near‐past of
Papua New Guinea’s Cultural Nationalism
2. Yuan‐Yu Kuan
Austronesian Mobility: Fusion Music and an Aboriginal Path toward Contemporary
Taiwan
3. Michael Clement
I Sunidon Chamolinian (The Chamolinian Sound): Music and Syncretic Cultural
Nationalism in the Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas, 1975‐1981
Colonial Encounters as Contact Zone
Chair: Max Quanchi
1. Patricia O’Brien
From Sudan to Samoa: Imperial Legacies and Cultures and New Zealand’s Rule over
the Mandated Territory of Western Samoa
2. Olivier Hoffer
Paths to the Shore: Regulating Public Access to the Coast in Colonial and Postcolonial
Cities (Auckland, Noumea, Port Vila)
3. Elyssa Santos
A History of Guam Farmer’s Markets
4. Rebecca Pratt
Representations of “Home” by a Woman Traveller: Constance Gordon Cumming’s “At
Home in Fiji”
Micronesia History & Identity
Panel Organizer & Chair: Karen Tu
1. Gonzaga Puas & Peter Sitan
Inter‐Island Warfare in Traditional Mortlockese History
2. Karen Kan‐Lun Tu
The Transformation of the Yapese Stone Money Voyaging Tradition
3. Hui‐Lin Lee

GIS NTU
Room B

GIS NTU
Room C

GIS NTU
Room D

GIS NTU
Room E

15:10‐15:30
15:30‐17:00

Sakau on the Factory Floor: Imperial Sugar and Indigenous Resistance in Taiwan and
Pohnpei, 1900‐1945
Break
Reconsidering Asian Diasporas in the Pacific
Panel Organizer & Chair: Jacqueline Leckie
1. Brij Lal & Jacqueline Leckie
Reflecting on the Indian Diaspora in the Pacific – a Conversation between Lal and
Leckie
2. David Y. H. Wu
Local Identities in the Colonial Imagination: Where are the Chinese Pacific Islanders?
3. Chifang Chao
Okinawan Diaspora in Hawai‘i: the Historiography via Performances
4. Yuan‐chao Tung
Kinship and Citizenship: Citizens of Japanese Ancestry in Micronesia
Outreach Teaching & Appropriate Education Models for Pacific Communities
Panel Organizer & Chair: Paul D’Arcy
1. Morgan Tuimaleali’ifano & Max Quanchi
The Connecting Moana Project: An Online Teaching‐Research Nexus Across the Pacific
2. Grant McCall & Max Quanchi
Undergraduate Fieldwork Programs in the Pacific
3. Roannie Ng Shiu
Linking Communities: Pasifika Australia Outreach Program
4. Kylie Moloney
Oh… the Possibilities! The Use of Digital Archives for Teaching and Research in Pacific
Island Studies
5. Nan O’Sullivan & Saint Andrew Matautia
Cultural Strategies of Inclusiveness: A Contemporary Interpretation of These Concepts
within Hybrid Design Educational Strategies
Climate Change, Disasters & Pacific Agency
Chair: Pei‐yi Guo
1. Hirokuni Tateyama
Remembering the Self‐Reliant Self: Agency and Reflexivity in the Relocation of the
Carteret Islanders of Papua New Guinea
2. Tammy Tabe
The First Encounter: Re‐conceptualizing the Relocation of the Gilbertese Settlers from
Atolls in Micronesia to High Islands in Melanesia
3. Valagas Gadeljeman (Che‐hao Hu)
Finding the Land by Following the Talan (Path) of Ancestors: the Process of
Post‐Disaster Relocation and Site Selection for Three Communities
4. Jenny Bryant‐Tokalau
Artificial Islands in the Pacific: The Historical and Future Realities of Floating
Communities
5. Pei‐yi Guo
Vulnerable Islands? Contesting Discourses on Disasters and Sustainability of Artificial
Islets in Langalanga Lagoon, Solomon Islands
Contestations and Negotiations of History and Landscape
Chair: Nishino Ryota
1. Nishino Ryota
Commemorative Tours of Pacific War Battlefields. Onna hitori gyokusai no shima o
yuku (English title: Toward the Island of Graves)
2. Gregory Bablis
Remnants of the Kokoda Track
3. Jun Shiung Liu

GIS NTU
Room B

GIS NTU
Room C

GIS NTU
Room D

GIS NTU
Room E
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17:00‐18:00

Voices In Taiwan Cooked‐Barbarian Woman: An Analysis of Cultural Translation in
“Return of Dadu”
Studying History Through Music
Panel Organizer & Chair: Ying‐fen Wang
1. Osamu Yamaguti
Pan‐Pacific Traces in the Musics of Micronesia
2. Junko Konoshi
How Palauans Adopt the Japanese Music since the 1920s ?: Analysis of Lyrics and
Melody of a Song Genre Called Derrebechesiil
3. George Shan‐Hua Chien & Chiao‐Wen Chiang
Oral Tradition in Austronesian Music: The Expressive Culture in Palauan Chanting
4. Chun‐yen Sun
The Aboriginal Music under Statecraft in Taiwan after 1949
(Optional) guided tour in NTU
Launch of Connecting Moana Project

GIS NTU
Room F

December 4 (Thu)
Taipei‐Taitung
Cultural tours

December 5 (Fri)
Time

Panel / activity

Location

9:00‐9:30

Opening in Taitung
Moderator: Futuru Tsai

9:30‐10:30

Keynote
Paelabang Danapan Da‐chuan Sun
Formosa’s Gift to the World: An Indigenous Perspective
Chair: Bien Chiang
Break
Visualization and Exhibition of Nature and Culture in the Pacific
Chair: Shan‐Nan Chang
1. Alexis von Poser
Exhibiting Austronesian Connections: The Planning of a New Permanent Exhibition in
Lower Saxon State Museum Hanover, Germany
2. Akira Goto
New Exhibition of Oceanic Culture Museum in Okinawa: Its Aim and Challenge to the
Austronesian Maritime Culture History
3. Marianne George
Te Haehale o Vaka o Lata: Radial Alignments, Opposite Pairs, Natural Phenomena,
and Spiritual Experience in the Shelter of a Polynesian Voyaging Canoe
4. Max Quanchi
Down a Jungle Path in Oceania: Visualising Nature, Natives and the Interior
Pan-Pacific Indigenous Resource Management: Part 2
Panel Organizers & Chairs: Daya Da‐wei Kuan & Paul D’Arcy
1. Futuru C.L. Tsai
Pinangan no kapah (Well done, young man!): Spearfishing as a Dynamic Ethnoscience

NTTU
Lecture
hall
NTTU
Lecture
hall

10:30‐10:45
10:45‐12:15
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NTTU
Room A

NTTU
Room B

12:15‐14:00
13:00‐14:00

14:00‐15:30

and a Know‐How of Marine Area Management among Amis People in Taiwan
2. Tamatoa Bambridge
Large‐scale Marine Protected Areas in the Pacific: Cultural and Social Perspectives
3. Lynette Carter
Pacific Islander Migration, Identity and Cultural Sustainability in the Era of Climate
Change
4. Su‐Mei Lo & Jer‐Ming Hu
Knowledge and Practices of Wild Edible Plants of the Amis of ‘Tolan: Contents and
Social Distribution of a Locally‐bound Traditional Ecological Knowledge System
5. Cynthia Zayas
Bínasët, Palyën, and Mariit ‐ Endangered Philippine Indigenous Peoples’ Ideas of
Conserving Resources
Methodologies & Themes in Reconstructing Hidden Cultural Histories
Panel Organizer & Chair: Judith Bennett
1. Benoit Vermander
Millet‐based Rituals and Ethnic Reconstruction among Taiwanese Aborigines
2. Lewis Mayo
The Political History of Birds in the Pacific and Taiwan, 1280‐2014
3. Ryan Jones
Kelp Highways, Cold Beaches, and Nuclear Walruses: The North Pacific Ocean in a Sea
of Islands
4. Kathryn Anderson Wellen
Austronesian Expansion in the Longue Durée
The Rise and Fall of Denominations
Chair: Jacqueline Leckie
1. Shiun‐Wey Huang
The Development of Christianity under Dominant Han Culture: A Case of the Amis in
Chishang Township, Taitung County
2. Edwin Jones & Christine Weir
Seeking a New Lotu: The Growth of Catholicism and the Seventh Day Adventists in the
Eastern Colo Area of Fiji, 1887‐1937
3. David Atienza
Ethno‐missionary Transformations in the Seventeen Century in the Mariana Islands.
The Vision of the Marianos in the Unpublished Letters of Father Manuel Solórzano to
His Father (1676‐1684)
4. Hiroaki Yamanishi
Missionary Work of Tenrikyo in Palau Islands under Japanese Rule: Contact Zone in
Religious Encounters between an Empire and Micronesia
Pacific Transnationalism: Welcome, Rejection, Entanglement: Part 1
Panel Organizers & Chairs: Jonathan Ritchie & & Kirstie Close‐Barry
1. Christopher Waters
Seli hoo!: Dennis Freney, Barak Sope and the Decolonisation of Vanuatu
2. Kirstie Close‐Barry
Mediating and Segregating: Arthur J Small and the Methodist Mission, 1879‐1924
3. Jonathan Ritchie, Willy Huanduo, & Benedict Warwakai
Transforming Melanesia: Three Papua New Guinean Thinkers
Lunch
Special Event: Exchanging Reflections on Ethnographic Filming
Chair: Futuru Tsai
The Wings of the Takasago Giyutai 高砂的翅膀 (Director: Futuru Tsai)
Tongues of Heaven 天堂的語言 (Director: Anita Chang)
Rethinking Relations to Land
Chair: Alex Golub

NTTU
Room C

NTTU
Room D

NTTU
Room E

NTTU
Room E

NTTU
Room A
7

1.

15:30‐15:50
15:50‐17:20
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Scott Simon & Awi Mona
Staking Claims: Ontologies of Property Rights on Pre‐colonial Formosa
2. Chia‐Nan Lin
Another 'the Tragedy of the Commons' in Indigenous People's Land: A Critical Review
on the Power of Land Governance of Orchid Island, Taiwan
3. Yi‐yu Lai
Are We Really Related to Nature? Conservation and Development in Madagascar
4. Tzu‐Mei Nancy Chen
Not Only Thinking Like a Mountain: Reawakening the Ancient Wisdom, In Search of an
Alternative Culture
Pacific Transnationalism: Welcome, Rejection, Entanglement: Part 2
Panel Organizers & Chair: Jonathan Ritchie & Kirstie Close‐Barry
1. David Lowe & Jonathan Ritchie
University Pilgrims: the First Papua New Guinean University Students
2. Helen Gardner
Lorimer Fison and the Absent Fijians
3. Jane Samson
‘Tea with George’: The Transnational Material Culture of Mota’s Kohimarama
‘Swift Injustice’: Punitive Expeditions in East Asia and the Western Pacific: Part
1
Panel Organizers & Chairs: Chris Ballard & Bronwen Douglas
1. Chris Ballard
Swift Injustice: An Introduction
2. Elena Govor, Chris Ballard & Deveni Temu
The Kalo Massacres of Southeast Papua, 1881
3. Dario Di Rosa
Punishing Kerewo Land: The Moral Dimensions of Two Punitive Expeditions in the Gulf
of Papua
Fluid Frontiers: Oceania & Asia in Historical Perspective: Part 1
Panel Organizer & Chair: Paul D’Arcy
1. Lewis Mayo
Locating Taiwan in Pacific History
2. Stewart Firth
China in the Pacific Islands since the 19th Century
3. Matt Matsuda
About Ancestors: Origin Debates Connecting Oceania and Asia
Iconicity, Performance & Consumption of Culture & Ethnicity
Chair: Grant McCall
1. Ian Conrich
Moai and Mirth: Easter Island in Cartoons
2. Anna Marie Christiansen
Te Aroha Nui: Global Configurations of Maoritanga through Entertainment
3. Weining Cheng
Being Oneself in Alterity: The (Un)Making of ‘Authenticity’ in Clothing Styles among
the Rukai of Taiwan
Break
Historicizing Gender and Power Relations in the Pacific
Chair: Ruth E. Tringham
1. Anne Perez Hattori
Chamorro Bar Maids, Guam Congress Men, and Decolonizing Pacific History in the
21st Century
2. Teresia Teaiwa
Militarized Modernities: Fiji in Colonial, Nationalist and Post/neo‐colonial Comparative

NTTU
Room B

NTTU
Room C

NTTU
Room D

NTTU
Room E

NTTU
Room A

Perspective
3. Kate Stevens
Words and Bodies: Hierarchies of Knowledge in the Colonial Courtrooms of Fiji,
1875‐1920
4. Lalita Sharma
Negotiating Local Subjectives on the Edge of Tourism Development: The Volivoli Cane
Grower Wives in the Hotel Industry
The Growth of Mormonism in The Pacific Rim: Samoa, Taiwan, Micronesia,
and Indonesia
Panel Organizer & Chair: Craig Manscill
1. Craig K. Manscill
“A City Set on a Hill”: The Latter‐day Saint Educational System in Samoa, 1892–1960
2. John Hilton
Crossings and Dwellings: Encounters between Latter‐day Saint Missionaries and
Taiwanese Individuals, 1956–1966
3. Devan Jensen
Casting the Net: Latter‐day Saint Missionaries in Micronesia in the 1970s
4. Casey Paul Griffiths
A Tale of Two Schools: Latter‐day Saint Educational Programs in Kiribati and Indonesia
‘Swift Injustice’: Punitive Expeditions in East Asia and the Western Pacific: Part
2
Panel Organizers & Chairs: Chris Ballard & Bronwen Douglas
1. Cesar Suva
Delays as Defiance: The American Reaction to Tausug Notions of Auspicious Timing in
Sulu, Philippines, 1903‐1913
2. Adrian Muckle
“Thoughtlessly Savage Words”: the Contested Legitimacy of Colonial Violence in New
Caledonia, 1917‐18
3. Patricia O’Brien
Crime, Punishment and the League of Nations: the 1922 A. W. Winston Case in New
Guinea
4. Stuart Bedford
Indigenous Resistance to the Encroachment of Church and State: Dealing with Punitive
Expeditions on Malakula, Vanuatu
Fluid Frontiers: Oceania & Asia in Historical Perspective: Part 2
Panel Organizer & Chair: Paul D’Arcy
1. Paul D’Arcy
The Philippines as a Pacific Nation: National, Cultural, and Regional Implications of the
Rising Filipino Presence in the Western Pacific
2. Judith A. Bennett
Uncertain Boundaries: World War Two and US Exclusion of Asians and Pacific
Islanders
3. Fabrizio Bozzato
When the Strait is an Ocean: China and Taiwan's Pacific Island Crossing
4. Gonzaga Puas
Micronesia and the Rise of China: Realpolitik Meets the Reef
Genealogies and Alternative Histories
Chair: Ching‐hsiu Lin
1. Lea Lani Kinikini Kauvaka
Moanan Genealogies: Tapu, Noa and Indigenous Paradigms in Research
2. Emalani Case
He Kanaka Hawai‘i, He Kama Na Kahiki: Hawai‘i Is a Man, A Child of Kahiki: A
Genealogy of Ideas

NTTU
Room B

NTTU
Room C

NTTU
Room D

NTTU
Room E
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3.

18:00‐21:00

Anne Eddy
A Cross‐Cultural, Dual Biography: Te Hemara Tauhia and Martin Krippner in
Nineteenth‐Century Aotearoa/New Zealand
4. Piling Humi & Hui‐Ju Pai
A Century after the Battles to Suppress the Truku Tribe: The Significance of the
Resistance of the Aboriginal Land Rights Movement and the Rhizome Strategy
Conference banquet

Tiehua
Village

December 6 (Sat)
Time
8:30‐10:00

10

Panel / activity
Asian & Pacific Origins and Intimacies
Panel Organizer & Chair: Maile Arvin
1. Lee Ann Wang
Settler Logics of “Paper Son” Origin Narratives: The Overdetermination of Racial
Exclusion in Chinese American Claims of Proximity to Asia and the Pacific
2. Kirisitina Sailiatan
“Islands of Law”: Asia‐Pacific Frontiers of Comparison
3. Brian Su‐Jen Chung
The "Origins" of Silicon Valley at the Interstices of U.S. Empire and Taiwan Postcolonial
Student Migration
4. Maile Arvin
“The Polynesian Problem”: Critical Readings of Racial Origin Stories of the Pacific
Working with Christianity: Language, Place and Identity
Chair: Benoit Vermander
1. Rik de Busser
Indigenous Languages, Traditional Culture and the Introduction of Christianity in
Taiwan
2. Chun‐wei Fang
The Power of Written Words: Constructing Identity in the Early Bunun Christian
Church, Taiwan
3. Kambati Uriam
My Coconut and My Land: Religious Paroxysm on Onotoa Island in the Defence of
Identity
4. Candice Roze
Church as Embodiment of Place and Crystallisation of Growth in Tasiriki, a Village of
South West Santo, Vanuatu
Revisiting Histories of International Relation & Rethinking the Future in
Pacific-Asia Connections
Chair: Morgan Tuimaleali’ifano
1. Scott Mackay
Indigeneity and the Nation State: A Reconsideration of the Place of Australia and
Taiwan within the Pacific
2. Lorenz Gonschor
“It was here that I came to know what modern, civilized governments are like and
what they mean” (Sun Yat Sen): Revisiting the Hawaiian Kingdom as a Model for East
Asian Modernization
3. David Teng Yueh Ma
The Predicament of the U.S.A. and Contemporary Hawaiian Nationalist Political
Movements

Location
NTTU
Room A

NTTU
Room B

NTTU
Room C

10:00‐10:15
10:15‐11:45

The Paths of Plants & Animals and Their Implications
Chair: Cheng‐hwa Tsang
1. Chris Ballard
Sweet Potato Transfers in East Asia and the Pacific: Some Historical Reflections
2. Chi‐Shan Chang
Plant Trails in Oceania: A Case Study of Paper Mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera)
3. Ke‐Ting Chen & Gene‐Sheng Tung
The Ocean Current of Taro from the Batanes to Irala
4. Deborah Van Heekeren
Fish Names and Vula’a Cultural Heritage: A Study of Language and Memory in
South‐eastern Papua New Guinea
Contemporary Micronesia
Panel Organizer & Chair: Manuel Rauchholz
1. Manuel Rauchholz
Micronesia as an Intermediary Region in Establishing Relations between Australia, the
USA, China and Japan: Micronesia’s Future Engagement with the Outside World
2. Donald H Rubinstein & Clement Yow Mulalap
A Proposed Chinese Mega‐resort in Yap: Vulnerabilities, Opportunities, and Pacific
Geo‐politics
3. Paul D’Arcy
Past Lessons and Future Prospects: Shared Maritime Interests as a Bridge between
Asia and the Pacific
Break
Pan-Pacific Indigenous Resource Management: Part 3
Panel Organizers & Chairs: Daya Da‐wei Kuan & Paul D’Arcy
1. Yih‐Ren Lin
Reconciliation between Land and People: A Case Study on the Spiritual Landscape of
Taiwan’s Tayal Tribe
2. Jonathan Osorio
Intimacies: Poetics of a Land Beloved
3. Toni Bauman
Co‐management of Protected Area Partnerships through Native Title in Australia:
Free, Prior and Informed Consent and What to Look for
4. Keri Mills
The First South Pacific Conference on National Parks, 1975: Conservation and
Indigenous Rights Ideas in Context
Migration of Rice: Cultivation and Co-evolutionary Cultural Systems
Panel Organizers & Chairs: John A. Peterson, Stephen Acabado & Marlon Martin
1. Marlon Martin
Ritual rice: Tinawon and the Continuity of Ifugao Agricultural Rituals in the WHS Rice
Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras
2. John Peterson
Introductions as Adaptive Packages: Wet‐rice and Dry‐rice Varieties and Agricultural
Practice in the Philippines and Guam
3. Acabado Stephen, Marlon Martin & John Peterson
The Tinawon (Ifugao Rice): Centrality of Rice in Ifugao Society
4. Yi‐tze Lee
Rice in the Ethnic Crossroad: Research Institutes, Cultivation Landscape, and Ritual
Changes of Rice in Eastern Taiwan
Classification & Mobility of Persons & Boundaries
Chair: Yu‐ping Chen
1. Selina Tusitala Marsh
Metaphorical Mitchondria: Poetic DNA Pathways between Taiwan and Pacific Poets

NTTU
Room D

NTTU
Room E

NTTU
Room A

NTTU
Room B

NTTU
Room C
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2.

11:45‐12:30
12:30‐13:30
13:30‐14:30

14:30‐15:00
15:00‐16:00

12

Hsin‐Yi Tsai
Circulation of Children in Pohnpei, Micronesia
3. Michael Goddard
‘…Certain Malays and South Sea Islanders…’: The Influence and Legacy of Early
In‐marrying Foreigners in Papua New Guinea
Libraries, Museums & Archives
Panel Organizer & Chair: Kylie Moloney
1. Kylie Moloney
The Path Pambu Took, from Microfilm to Digital
2. Martha Smalley
Digitization of Missions and Church‐Related Materials at the Yale University Divinity
Library
3. Francis Hezel
From A Few Bookshelves to a Regional Resource Center
Tā-Vā: Towards A Moana "Time-Space" Theory of Reality
Panel Organizers & Chairs: Maui‐Tāvā‐He‐Akó Dr Tēvita O. Ka‘ili, Māhinarangi‐Mārama‐He‐
Tāvā Dr Helen Erana Ferris‐Leary & Hūfanga Dr ‘Ōkusitino Māhina
1. Tēvita O. Ka‘ili
Genealogizing, Narrating, and Caring for Maunawila Heiau – A Sacred Tā‐Vā,
“Time‐Space” in Hawai‘i
2. ‘Ōkusitino Māhina
Tā‐Vā: Towards a Moana “Time‐Space” Theory of Reality
3. Sione Vaka, Sēmisi Potauaine & ‘Ōkusitino Māhina
Loto, Ongo and Sino: A tā‐vā [time‐space] Theoretical Reflection on Desire, Feeling
and Body
Transportation to National Museum of Prehistory (NMP) & lunch
Guided tour in the Museum
Keynote
Francis Hezel
Worshiping on the Graves of Our Ancestors
Chair: Stewart Firth
Closing
Moderator: Pei‐yi Guo
Guided tour in the Museum (including storage rooms)

NTTU
Room D

NTTU
Room E

NMP
NMP

NMP
NMP

專題演講 Keynote Speeches
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Professor Judith A. Bennett
Department of History and Art History, University of Otago
Professor Bennett’s research interests are in Pacific History, Environmental History and Australia's
and New Zealand's relations with the Pacific Islands. Her latest book, An Otago Storeman in
Solomon Islands: The Diary of William Crossan was published in 2012. She is also the lead
investigator of the project "Mothers' darlings: Children of indigenous women and World War Two
American servicemen in New Zealand and South Pacific societies".
Professor Bennett works also as Co‐Editor of 'The Journal of Pacific History'; Editorial Board
member of 'Pacific Affairs'; Board member of the Pacific History Association; Assessor of
Pacific‐related applications for the Australian Research Council; Referee for 'Agricultural History'
(USA), 'Pacific Studies' (Hawaii), 'Global Environmental Politics' (Sydney) and Member of the Forest
History Society and the Tongan History Association.
Professor Bennett has published several important books including Pacific Forest: A History of
Resource Control and Contest in Solomon Islands, c.1800‐1997 (2000), Natives and exotics: World
War II and environment in the southern Pacific (2009) and An Otago Storeman in Solomon Islands:
The Diary of William Crossan, Copra Trader, 1885‐86 (2009; co‐edited with Tim Bayliss‐Smith).

KEYNOTE
Dec 3 – 9.30-10.30 – GIS NTU Room A
Chair: Jacqueline Leckie (Department of Anthropology and Archaeology, University of Otago)

The Pacific: Worlds within Worlds
The focus here is on the varieties of Pacific history that reveal different worlds, depending on the
historian’s lens. A brief summary of historical trends is followed by a discussion of possible new or
revived directions that have the potential to provide more relevance to the present and strengthen
history’s voice in the wider Pacific and beyond. New tools for researching and practising history are
discussed as well as challenges for teachers in the development of student historians.
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Professor Sun Da-chuan (Paelabang Danapan)
Associate Professor of Graduate Institute of Taiwanese Literature,
National Chengchi University;
Vice President, The Control Yuan
Sun Ta‐ch'uan was born in 1953 as Paelabang danapan in Pinaseki village (Taidong, Taiwan) and
belongs to the Puyuma ethnic group. He graduated from the Department of Chinese Literature,
National Taiwan University and obtained two master’s degrees respectively from the Department
of Philosophy, FuJen Catholic University and Sinology Studies, K.U.Leuven.
He was President of Graduate Institute of Taiwanese Ethno‐Development; Chairman of Department
of Indigenous Languages and Communication, National Dong Hwa University; Editor‐in‐Chief of
Taiwan Indigenous Voice; Chairman of the Board of Formosa Indigenous Dance Foundation of
Culture and Arts; Director of the Association of Native Peoples' Education in Taiwan; Minister of
Council of Indigenous Peoples, Executive Yuan. He is currently Associate Professor of Graduate
Institute of Taiwanese Literature, National Chengchi University and the Head of Association of
indigenous writers of Taiwan.
He founded Taiwan indigenous Voice bimonthly journal in 1993. Before taking the position of
Minister of Council of Indigenous Peoples in 2009, he devoted himself to indigenous languages and
literature. He assisted the exchange and translation of texts from Taiwan Indigenous and Inner
Mongolian writers. With the Japanese scholar Shigeru Tsuchida, they cooperated together for the
promotion and the translation of Taiwan Indigenous literature, co‐editing the Japanese translation
series of Taiwan Indigenous literature (台灣原住民文學選集日譯本系列叢書).
His publications cover Taiwan Indigenous literature, history, politics and society studies including
久久酒一次 (1991), 夾縫中的族群建構—台灣原住民的語言、文化與政治 (2000), BaLiwakes 跨時代
傳唱的部落音符—卑南族音樂靈魂陸森寶 (2007) and 搭蔖灣手記 (2010).
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KEYNOTE
Dec 5 – 9.30-10.30 – NTTU Lecture hall
Chair: Bien Chiang (Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica)

台灣給世界的禮物－一個原住民的觀點
Formosa’s Gift to the World: An Indigenous Perspective

一、引言

I. Introduction

1.

台灣既尷尬又獨特的歷史定位

1. An Awkward but Unique Historical Positioning of Taiwan

2.

南島民族：台灣的海洋側面

2. Austronesian: The Maritime Profile of Taiwan

3.

台灣可以成為一個禮物嗎？

3. Can Taiwan Become a Gift?

二、第一個禮物：華人民主的標竿

II. The First Gift: A Benchmark Set for a Chinese

1.

從黃宗羲到孫中山

Democracy

2.

台灣民主化的過程與經驗

1. From Huang Zongxi to Sun Yat-sen

3.

文化多元與人權鞏固

2. The Democratization Process and Experience in Taiwan
3. Cultural Diversity and Human Rights Consolidation

三、第二個禮物：捍衛第一自然
1.

台灣環境議題中的原住民

III. The Second Gift: Defending the First Nature

2.

山海邏輯：與自然合節拍的文化建構

1. Indigenous Peoples in Taiwan Environmental Issues

3.

空間對時間的承諾

2. The Logic of Mountain and Sea: Cultural Construction to
the Rhythm of Nature

四、第三個禮物：禮樂精神

3. The Commitment of Space to Time

1.

南島文化在台灣

2.

從生命禮俗到歲時祭儀

IV. The Third Gift: the Spirit of Etiquette and Music

3.

用筆來唱歌

1. Austronesian Culture in Taiwan
2. From Rites of Passage1 to Calendrical Rituals

五、第四個禮物：海洋的敞開性

3. Singing with Pen

1.

海陸之子

2.

大海浮夢

V. The Fourth Gift: the Openness of Ocean

3.

一個鬆散却 有用的團結

1. The Children of Land and Sea
2. A Dream Emerging From the Sea

六、結語

3. An Unbound but Bustling Solidarity

VI. Conclusion

1

Etiquette and Custom of Life
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Francis X. Hezel, SJ
Founder of Micronesian Seminar
Francis X. Hezel, S.J., is a Jesuit priest who has lived and worked in Micronesia for forty‐five years.
He founded and directed the Micronesian Seminar, a church‐sponsored research institute that
engaged in a broad public education program for the islands.
He is the author of several books on the region’s history and culture, including The First Taint of
Civilization (1983), Strangers in Their Own Land (1995), The New Shape of Old Island Cultures (2001)
and Making Sense of Micronesia (2013). His articles and videos and other products of the
Micronesian Seminar can be viewed on‐line at the Micronesian Seminar website: www.micsem.org

KEYNOTE
Dec 6 – 13.30-14.30 – National Museum of Prehistory
Chair: Stewart Firth (Australian National University)

Worshiping on the Graves of Our Ancestors
As we gather in the homeland of the Pacific peoples, we historians should honor our ancestors‐‐
those of the island peoples we study as well as those who were the pioneers in our discipline. But
grave worship entails responsibilities to the living as well.
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會議論文摘要 Presentation Abstracts
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December 3

ROUNDTABLE: PATH (CONFERENCE THEME)
Dec 3 – 10.50-12.20 – GIS NTU Room A

Panel organizer and chair:
Pei‐yi Guo (Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica)
Discussants:
Daya Da‐wei Kuan (Department of Ethnology, National Chengchi University)
Teresia Teaiwa (Pacific Studies, Victoria University of Wellington)
Anne Perez Hattori (University of Guam)
Yi‐tze Lee (Department of Ethnic Relations and Cultures, National Dong Hwa University)
Chieh‐fu Jeff Cheng (Boston University)
Panel introduction:
The central theme of this conference surrounds the notion of ‘path’, which has a long history
in Austronesian worlds along the ways of their journeys and across their settlements in the Pacific.
The concept of ‘path’ is expressed in various but discernible linguistic forms in many places, with
cultural implications of ways to comprehend the past and envision the future. In this roundtable,
discussants from different areas of the Pacific with different research approaches gather to explore
the spectrum and meanings of ‘path’ in Pacific societies, and exchange how the concept could
invoke our imaginations and enhance our understandings of Pacific cultures and histories.
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ENGAGEMENTS, NARRATIVES AND IMPACTS OF WWII
Dec 3 – 10.50-12.20 – GIS NTU Room C
Chair: Shi-chi Mike Lan (National Chengchi University)

Mining, Bombing, and Touring: Dark Tourism and War Memory in Palau
Shingo Iitaka
University of Kochi, Japan
Tourist industry has flourished in the post‐Pacific War Palau, Micronesia through the
construction of paradise image, which is consumed by tourists anxious to see the most beautiful
ocean designated as a World Heritage site. In this tourism context, Palau is represented as a place
which is far from a long history of colonization since the end of 19th century and deaths occurred
during the Pacific War. Born out of the latest tourism development was dark tourism in Palau,
which focused on visiting the remains and memorials of the Pacific War. In the 1960s, Japanese
veterans and ex‐migrants started to visit the former battle fields to conduct memorial services and
construct war memorials. Even though such tours are declining recently due to aging of those who
directly experienced cruelty and agony of the war, contemporary tourist agencies have arranged
tours to war sites for younger generations.
This presentation examines the ways in which on‐site tourism has developed (or planned) in
two Palauan villages, both of which had been heavily mined during the Japanese administration
era and bombed at the end of the Pacific War. Cases from Angaur Island that was mined for
phosphate and Ngardmau village, on Babeldaob Island, mined for bauxite will be investigated. In
both places, there is vivid remnant of mining, which is found as traces of digging, abandoned
infrastructures, and remains of mine workers residents, some of which are still used by local
population now. War remains, such as craters, battle tanks, bullets, guns and airplanes are also
conspicuously left behind. It is said that in the immediately following days after the war, Palauans
had not added important meanings to those remains of mining and war, since those were
recognized not as their heritage but as belongings to outsiders who administered their islands. In
recent years, however, these remains are recognized as Palauan heritage particularly by those in
charge of historic preservation. In addition, agencies from outside such as tourist companies and a
NPO also make use of mining and war sites as visiting places in their planned tours, while other
agencies totally leave out colonial history and only focus on leisure.
History of mining, bombing, and touring in Palau created a complicated mixture of loss and
pleasure for local population and tourists in different contexts. Tourist agencies and tourists gratify
their curiosity by consuming pendulating images of the paradise and hell. Local Palauans
strategically appropriate the remains as cultural resources or even engage in tourism industry for
their living. Concurrently they have kept collective memory, which is often preserved in performing
arts, about destruction of villages caused by mining and war. The development of dark tourism in
Palau will be explored by paying attention to the dialectical process of reinterpreting the past by
the visitors who consume images of otherness and local population who represent themselves via
complex and long colonial history.
Keywords: dark tourism, war memory, mining, Palau, Japanese administration
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Memories and Realities of Japanese Occupation of New Guinea
Hiromitsu Iwamoto
Japan International Cooperation Agency Papua New Guinea Office
There are various memories of the Japanese occupation of New Guinea mainland. Some
Japanese veterans say that they owe their very survival to the villagers. Some remember no
relations between the Japanese and villagers. And some recall that the Japanese treated villagers
well, and that is why New Guineans are now friendly to the Japanese. The diversity of memories
depends, of course, on the situations those men were in. Some were on the front line where they
hardly saw any villagers, who ran away before the fighting started, while some were in the areas
where there were no major battles but the Japanese stayed and lived with villagers. The same
variety can be found in New Guinean memories, although most emphasise the difficulty of life and
fear under Japanese rule. However, quite often only some of those many memories are selected,
mentioned or highlighted, when they talk or write of their views on the Japanese occupation.
Because they have been selected by leading members of veterans' associations or used widely in
newspapers or history books on the war, some major images have been established, and from
them one major image has been repeatedly presented to the public.
In the case of New Guinea, it would not be greatly exaggerated to say that the story of Captain
Shibata and Michael Somare is the one most widely known in the Japanese media, as the story has
been published both in English and Japanese and introduced often in Japanese newspapers. The
story has not gained much publicity in both Papua New Guinean and Australian media when it is
compared to the story such as the Australian‐Papua New Guinean collaboration on Kokoda Track to
fight against the Japanese. But in the Japanese media, it is the one of the very rare stories to
project a favourable image of Japanese wartime occupation in the Pacific theatre. Captain Shibata
was a naval officer who was assigned to occupy a village called Kaup where Michael Somare, who
became the first Prime Minister of independent Papua New Guinea, lived during his childhood. The
two men met again in 1985 during Somare’s official visit to Tokyo.
But this story alone does not, of course, tell all the experiences of the Japanese and New
Guineans. And there has been no comprehensive academic research to present the whole picture
of the Japanese occupation in Papua New Guinea yet.
In this paper, I shall attempt to provide a guide to a more comprehensive account of the
Japanese occupation, starting with re‐introducing the story of Shibata and Somare to examine how
their memories have been projected to create the dominant image of the Japanese occupation.
Then I shall summarise my findings about the Japanese occupation of the New Guinea mainland
ranging from Madang to Sepik areas, particularly in regard to labour recruitment, requisition of
food and propaganda operations, through my research on the official records, memoirs and oral
evidence, in an attempt to present the realities of the Japanese occupation.
Keywords: Japanese occupation, New Guinea, Somare
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Seventh-day Adventist Solomon Islanders Contribution to WW2
Jillian Thiele
Pacific Adventist University, Papua New Guinea
With the repatriation of expatriate administrators at the beginning of World War II, many
Solomon Islanders were forced to become leaders and sustainers of the Seventh‐day Adventist
church. Three Solomon Island men, Ragoso, Rore and Jugha made an incredible contribution, first
to the continuance of the Seventh‐day Adventist church; and, secondly, to war efforts. Kata Ragoso
took over the leadership of the Seventh‐day Adventist church in the whole of the Solomon Islands
until the return of the expatriate administrators after the war. With the Japanese in most areas,
many churches and schools forced to close. The people met in caves and on mountainsides and
travelled in the dark to their worship sites.
Ragoso organised the distribution of the church possessions and school resources among the
various church members. Boats were hidden in creeks and other resources were buried to be
retrieved later. He and his group of Seventh‐day Adventist members, and support, with support
from the Methodist church members, had the honour of saving the life of a young man who was
destined to become President of the United States in 1961. They continually provided food and hid
the allied soldiers when necessary. Before the outbreak of war in the Pacific, Pastor Rore was
placed in charge of the mission on Guadalacanal and arrived three months before the Japanese
invaded the northern side of the island.
Pastor Rore also knew that his responsibility was to support the mission workers and the laity.
He continued to visit the people, conduct district meetings and worked extremely hard to continue
the mission work of the church even without transport and wages. Then the Japanese came to
Marau Sound and threatened the villagers. Rore was responsible for contact the American for air
support and responsible for sending the villagers into the bush to hide. That afternoon when the
enemy was supposed to come, the American planes came and sank the three enemy ships.
Jugha, originally a slave boy for Poe, after becoming a member of the Seventh‐day Adventist
church at the Ghoghombe mission on Choiseul and set up missions in other villages on Choiseul.
During the war, Pr Jugha, knew the where‐about of the Japanese and kept the American scouts
informed. When the American commander arrived, he willingly took him to the Americans
stationed at an SDA village. In the evenings, he used the opportunity to conduct worship for the
residents and the soldiers. The commander commented, “The simple service conducted by that
little missionary with the perpetual smile and the remembering of the soldiers in his prayer, left an
indelible impression upon all present. We felt safe after that.”
Keywords: Solomon Islands, World War Two, Seventh‐day Adventists
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Path of War, Path of Memory: Taiwanese in the Pacific/War
Shi‐chi Mike Lan
National Chengchi University
This paper aims to study the history and historical memory of Taiwanese experiences in the
Pacific islands during the Second World War. It first briefly recounts the “path of war”, i.e. Japanese
military deployment of the Taiwanese in the Pacific theatre between 1942 and 1945. Particularly, it
looks into the consequence of such deployment on the Taiwanese, including casualty, postwar war
crime trials, and suffering of the bereaved families. This paper then traces the “path of memory”.
Utilizing oral history by Taiwanese veterans and recollection by veterans’ families, this paper seeks
to delineate the process in which war memory of the Taiwanese in the Pacific has been
(re‐)constructed— against decades of forgetting in public memory in postwar Taiwan—since the
1990s. Furthermore, this paper focuses on the ethnographical/documentary works of Futuru Tsai.
It argues that civic commemoration of Takasago Giyutai (aboriginal Taiwanese soldiers) in Taiwan
and Papua New Guinea as led by Futuru since 2009 provides a long‐overdue recognition—at home
and abroad—of Taiwanese war experiences in the Pacific. More significantly, this endeavor
provides a new post‐colonial perspective to understand the Pacific War, beyond the conventional
“war of imperialism” (Japanese vs. American/British/ Australian). Commemorative work such as
Futuru’s and the response it receives from Papua New Guinea not only assert and re‐establish
former colonial subjects—people of Taiwan and Papua New Guinea—as the focus of the Pacific
War, they further help to re‐connect Taiwan to the Pacific and re‐define Taiwan’s relationship with
the Pacific islands.
Keywords: the Second World War, war memory, Takasago Giyutai, Papua New Guinea, Futuru Tsai,
post‐colonial
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COMPARATIVE COLONIALISM: COLONIAL REGIMES ACROSS THE PACIFIC
Dec 3 – 10.50-12.20 – GIS NTU Room D
Chair: Weichung Cheng (Center for Asia-Pacific Area Studies, RCHSS, Academia Sinica)

Convicts or Conquistadors? Seventeenth Century Migrations of
Spanish Soldiers across the Pacific
Stephanie Mawson
University of Cambridge
The Spanish conquest and settlement of the Philippines in the late sixteenth century opened
up a Pacific connection between Southeast Asia, Mexico and Europe that had significant
repercussions for global history. While historians are well aware of the impact of the galleon trade
on regional and global economies, little is known about the people who traversed the Pacific and
how their experiences defined the history of Spanish colonisation in Southeast Asia. This paper will
examine the social history of the ordinary soldiers that migrated from New Spain to the Philippines
during the seventeenth century. Numerically, soldiers outnumbered other Spanish migrants to the
Philippines seven‐to‐one, with approximately 15,600 soldiers making the Pacific crossing during
the course of the seventeenth century. These soldiers played a critical role in the furthering of
Spanish imperialism; they manned the galleons that patrolled the archipelago and transported
silver and Chinese silks between Acapulco and Manila. They defended the islands against attacks
by Dutch and Moro raiders, and they were essential for furthering the evangelisation and
colonisation of indigenous peoples. Yet, their presence within the archipelago has also left a lasting
impact on the Philippines and helps to account for the high levels of cultural and racial mingling
between Spaniards and indigenous populations during the colonial period. Despite this, soldiers
appear only as murky figures within the historiography of the early colonial Philippines, often
presented as pawns of their military leaders and as complicit and active participants in conquest.
This paper will present new research that utilises archival records from Spain, Mexico and
Guam relating to the migration of soldiers across the Pacific during the seventeenth century. By
examining the social composition of the Spanish infantry stationed in the Spanish presidios in the
Pacific and the conditions that they experienced during their service, I argue that the experience of
soldiers bore little relation to the archetype of the quixotic conquistador. Far from the image of
adventuring, fortune‐seeking professional soldiers of pure Spanish ethnicity, the archival evidence
paints a compelling case that the companies of soldiers stationed across the Pacific were largely
comprised of half‐starved, under‐clothed and unpaid recruits, many of whom were in fact convicts
transported across the Pacific against their will, and were more likely to be Mexican mestizos than
pure‐blood Spaniards. Thus, from the very outset loyalty amongst Spanish soldiers in the
Philippines was problematic. Furthermore, the conditions experienced within Spain’s Pacific
presidios were also catalysts for disaffection and soldiers were prone to desertion, vagabondage
and criminality. Mutinies also periodically shook the presidios. Faced by disloyalty and shortages
amongst their own forces, the Spanish in Manila came to rely increasingly on the recruitment of
indigenous Filipinos as soldiers in the service of the Crown. These findings help to shift our
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understanding of empire construction in the Pacific, challenging the idea of hegemonic imperialism
which inexorably divided conquered from conqueror.
Keywords: Spain, Philippines, Soldiers, Convicts, Migration

From the Spanish Colony to the "International Settlement", the British Colonial
Empire and Portuguese Reminiscences in Eastern Asia: Antonio Ramos Espejo and
the Begining of Cinema in China and the Philippines
Juan Ignacio Toro Escudero
Universidad Complutense de Madrid; East China Normal University; Confucius Institute
Antonio Ramos Espejo, originally a Spanish soldier participating in the defense of Manila
against the Philippinean revolution and the North American agression, ended up founding film in
the archipelago. American rule prompted him out of the country but could not erase his footprints
out of the History of the Philippines. However, his traces in China, where he controlled film
industry until his return to Europe in 1927, he founded the first film theatres both in Shanghai and
in the European colonies of Hong Kong (with the difficulties of being a foreigner under the
oppressive British rule in both cases) and Macau, and he produced the first films ever made in the
Qing Empire, have been systematically ignored, if not eliminated. In this paper we analyse the
importance of Ramos as a film pioneer in Asia and try to conclude the reasons for his ostracism in
British and Chinese film histories.
Keywords: Manila, Film History, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Macau

Colonialism and Autonomy in Hispanonesia: The Case of Rapanui (Easter Island)
Grant McCall
Department of Anthropology, University of Sydney
“Hispanonesia” is the name given to the Spanish speaking part of the Pacific Islands, with only
Rapanui (Easter Island) being in that area in the present day. Since 1888, Chile has been the
metropolitan power controlling Rapanui, requiring that all decisions, from the layout of roads to
the content of school curricula, be made some 3,600 km distant on the mainland. Upon taking over
the island, Chilean commercial interests quashed all forms of local governance, with the
acquiescence of the Chilean Government, who found it convenient to agree to such brutal
suppression of local autonomy.
There have been protests against this usurpation of ethnic and human rights from time to
time, the most violently suppressed being in 2010 when, once again, commercial and government
interests coincided in the case of the re‐branded “Hanga Roa Eco Village and Spa”.
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The alignment of commerce and government has a long history in Hispanonesia and persists
in the case of Chile’s “uncertain sovereignty” over Rapanui, its one overseas territory/colony.
Keywords: Rapanui, Colonialism, Hispanonesia, Nissology, Chile

The Discussion of Expansion between the Western Europe and Asia
from the Point of Portuguese Urban Management
Chun‐chieh Chen & Ching‐Shan Chen
Department of Architecture, Chaoyang University of Technology
Before the Western Europe started their comprehensive expansion, conflicts were form
during the Age of Discovery. Although the reasons of conflicts were form because of the opening of
new sail routes and the discovery of New World as the main content. Unfortunately, it can’t
achieve to huge success by just creating of new routes. The most important key is to have effective
and fully control of the sail routes, trade and the economy, to monopolize the field between
manufacture and consumption. And by “Arms trade” they could maximize the benefits.
In the other hand, the Portuguese did not only controlled the world trade of 15th and 16th
century by using the “Arms trade”, but also by building the Portuguese fortress and citadel, they
have changed the overall pattern of global economic geography and instigate a whole new “Urban
Era”. All the forms, build houses and the construction of street traffic and so on has a total different
development from the traditional face. All of these changes which begins from the fortress of
Pavilion Ocean City, and gradually overspread to the inland cities, resulting a substantial change of
Asia.
However, “Arms trade” doesn’t only work in entire places or aspects. Although the Portuguese
had controlled over the economic path of Indian Ocean within 25years, and even occupy the pass
of South Pacific Islands‐Malacca during 1511, they still face the encounter resistance once they
entered the East Asians Seas. The Portuguese took 50 years, almost twice the times of the
establishment of the Indian Ocean pathway to occupy Malacca, get the permit to settle down in
Macau in 1557 and establish governance institutions in 1560. What does the differences brings out?
How do they redraw the border of Asian economies? How does Malacca and Macau become the
access to the world? Did the layout of Malacca and Macau reflect any interaction between these
two cities? Overall, Malacca and Macau will be used as object describe in this study to clarify all
above mentioned questions.
Keywords: Sail route/route, Arms trade, urban/cities, monopolies, Economic Geography
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CROSSING DIVIDES: MOVEMENTS OF PEOPLE AND OBJECTS IN CONTEMPORARY TAIWAN
Dec 3 – 10.50-12.20 – GIS NTU Room E

Panel organizer and chair:
Kai‐Shyh Lin (Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University)
Discussant:
DJ W. Hatfield (Liberal Arts Department, Berklee College of Music)
Panel introduction:
There are many intellectual and social divides in the anthropological studies of Taiwan. Some
of them are institutional based, such as aboriginal studies v.s. Chinese studies long established by
Old Customs Survey Committee of the Japanese colonial government; some of them are political,
such as China‐based studies v.s. Taiwan‐based studies; and more of them are discipline‐based, such
as historical and diachronic approach v.s. anthropological and synchronic approach. The
participants of this panel use their empirical cases to show us that the various peoples in Taiwan
not only are constantly on the move, but also cross many national and ethnic divides deliberately
and creatively. They challenge us to break down both institutional and intellectual barriers of the
past and follow the informants and their stories to wherever they took us. A wider comparative
framework and a boundary‐crossing methodology are called for.
Our panel consists of four papers. Professor Wei‐Ping Lin analyzes how people of Mazu Island
imagine themselves in the neoliberal world through drawing different pilgrimage routes between
Taiwan and China.
Mr. Kai‐Shyh Lin discusses how did various indigenous peoples of uncertain origins pass
through webs of land paths and ocean routes, and converge to Hengchun Peninsula of Southern
Taiwan to form a so‐called “multi‐ethnic” frontier recognized and identified by modern
nation‐states.
By putting her ethnographic materials of Amis in wider contexts of Austronesian culture, Dr.
Yeh Shu‐Ling shows us that the comparative perspective could shed new lights on old theoretical
questions in Taiwan aboriginal studies, and in turn, Amis materials could provide insights into
problems of other Austronesian ethnographies. A more systematic and ambitious project of
comparison is called for.
A recent revitalization of Men’s house in a village in Eastern Paiwan is the subject of Suliljaw
Lusausatj (葉一飛)’s study. He argues the social relationships between different status groups of
the village and sacred objects of house are mutually constructing and constructed in the process.
House could be seen as a cultural institute capable of encompassing both social and spiritual
aspects of Paiwan life.
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Where Is Goddess Mazu Buried? Mapping a Golden Triangle between China,
Taiwan, and the Mazu Islands
Wei‐Ping Lin
Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University
The Mazu Islands, located in the Taiwan Strait between China and Taiwan, were a battlefield
for 40 years; it was not until 1992 that military control was abolished. After de‐militarization,
although the Mazu people have a new opportunity to open up to the world, they also face the
threat of being forgotten and utterly marginalized in the evolving framework of China‐Taiwan
relations. Since 2000, the county government, Mazu temple, and local elites have developed
previously vague legends into a new myth, “Goddess Mazu was buried in the Mazu Islands,” in an
attempt to connect China, Taiwan, and Mazu in a “golden triangle.” This myth has initiated and
attracted many new religious interactions with China and Taiwan. Wei‐ping Lin discusses how the
religious innovations provide a way for the Mazu people, amidst their rapidly changing conditions,
to imagine their future, reconfigure political, economic, and religious space, and forge new
connections.

Haunted Landscapes and Civililzing Ritual: Coping with Unruly
Pasts in Southern Taiwan
Kai‐Shyh Lin
Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University
Landscapes of Manzhou Rural township in Southern Taiwan are still stalked with hidden
stories and unknown relics from past. The paved roads, government buildings, public schools,
public housing, electric lines, tap water system, and all the modern survey technologies had
transformed this once remote area into a well‐organized and clearly‐defined territory that every
resident is registered under a household registration system, classified according to his or her
occupation, and given a clean social identification card. Nevertheless, archeologists, local
historians, construction workers, farming hands continued to dig out bones and relics from
surrounding mountains and hills, and stories of revenging old spirits or haunting ancestors lingered
on the daily conversation of villagers.
This paper will discuss stories about how the residents of Manzhou utilize altered landmarks
to comment and reflect about their past, and how the landscape of hidden past keep coming back
to deflect and disrupt their memories. Despite many determined and devoted efforts, like a lavish
exorcised ritual every four years, to pacify the territory, the Manzhou landscape is still unruly and
unpredictable. Many residents of hidden tribal identities and knowledge are still impossible to be
civilized and ignored. It is especially evident in the temple building activities and the abundance of
shaman possession in this area.
Keywords: landscape, social memory, Taiwan aborigines, civilization
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Connecting Research of Taiwan Aboriginal Cultures to the Austronesian World—
the Amis as a Case Study
Shu‐Ling Yeh
Austronesian Studies, Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University
Taiwan is widely recognised as the homeland of the Austronesian societies now dispersed
over the island world from Madagascar to Easter Island. Yet anthropological knowledge of the
aboriginal peoples of Taiwan has long been divided between two bodies of scholarship which, by
virtue of language difference, have unfortunately been largely inaccessible to one another ‐‐ that
conducted in Japanese and Chinese by specialists in Taiwan, on the one hand, and that conducted
over the rest of the Austronesian region mainly by anthropologists and historians writing in English
on the other. From 1988 to 1992, the Comparative Austronesian Project of the Research School of
Pacific and Asian Studies at the ANU published an impressive series of volumes which explore
comparatively a wide range of topics, including leadership and hierarchy, origins, precedence,
settlement history, house, locality, and so on. However, the path‐breaking Project did not include a
single significant contribution based upon Taiwan’s aboriginal populations. Similarly, many
comparative Austronesian insights developed in Australia have yet to impact strongly upon the
studies of Taiwan’s aboriginal cultures. In this paper, I use my reinterpretation of the Amis
paternal/fraternal grade system as a case study to exemplify cross‐fertilisation between earlier
ethnography of the Amis and Anglophone anthropology of Southeast Asia and the Pacific. While
the comparative Austronesian perspective can shed new light on the study of the aboriginal
Taiwanese societies, these Taiwanese societies can also provide interesting points of comparison.

Men’s House (palakuwan) and Social Hierarchy in Tjavualji, Eastern Paiwan, Taiwan
Suliljaw Lusausatj
Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica
This paper presents my ethnographic finding of a men’s house organization in the village of
Tjavualji, located in Taimali Township, Taitung County of Eastern Taiwan. The nominal Paiwan
people of the Tjavualji Village has a social structure consisting of both men’s age grade and
hereditary social hierarchical systems. The men’s house organization has been revitalized in the
past ten years. Through literatures review, interviewing elders and members of the men’s house,
and participating in tribal rituals and annual traditional ceremonies, I present how the men’s house,
as a social entity based on age class, and social hierarchy, as based on the division between
aristocrats and commoners, can be synthetically understood from the perspective of the concept
of “house society”.
This assay begins by revealing the similarities in the migration histories between the villages
of Tjavualji (a Paiwan settlement) and Katipul (a Puyuma settlement about 10 km away from
Tjavualji). Secondly, I discuss the history of how the men’s house is forced to moved between
different locations in the Tjavualji Village in the past decade; I then point out the mutual
construction between the men’s house spirituals occupants (vuvu), which are attached to the
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concrete space, and the member’s social lives that are influenced by the spiritual forces that
occupy space of men’s house. Thirdly, I try to present the sacred and the secular collective
activities of the men’s group by which to reveal how the social‐reproduction is achieved in the
context of encouragement and/or intervention from the tribal chiefs. Finally, in order to apprehend
why the social system is sustainable among the Tjavualji Paiwan, I provide an integrated argument
between the two ethnographic findings: “mutual construction of relationship” and “the concrete
material objects that exist in the men’s house space’’. I conclude that the brotherhood among men,
which is represented in traditional rituals, essentially has nothing to do with blood. The purpose of
this essay is not only to help readers to understand the complication and variety of Tjavualji society,
but also to discover an appropriate approach of ethnographic research among the Eastern Paiwan.
Keywords: Tjavualji, Katipul, men’s house, social hierarchy, social reproduction, ancestral spirit
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PAN‐PACIFIC INDIGENOUS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: PART 1
BALANCED DEVELOPMENT
Dec 3 – 13.40-15.10 – GIS NTU Room B

Panel organizers and chairs:
Daya Da‐Wei Kuan (National Chengchi University)
Paul D’Arcy (Australian National University)
Panel introduction:
Indigenous peoples across the Pacific Islands face many similar resource management issues.
While ultimately solutions will only be ecologically sustainable and socially enduring if they take
account of distinct local contexts and cultures, this need to take account of local contexts and to
empower local resource guardianship can be enhanced through looking at how other groups deal
with broadly similar issues and contexts. These two panels adopt a comparative framework by
discussing a series of local resource management issues across the Pacific. Each panel combines
indigenous Taiwanese perspectives with those of other indigenous groups from around the Pacific.
In tacking between general principles of conservation, consultation, and community
empowerment, and specifics of place, identity and cultural values, we will also indirectly explore
how indigenous groups might best interact with each other and in some cases the larger
non‐indigenous populations of nation states they inherited from colonial pasts. We also seek to
assess the value and most effective use of such Pan‐Pacific indigenous networks for future
resource management issues.

Collective Action in Agroforestry: A Case of Tayal Indigenous Community in Taiwan
Ai‐Ching Yen
Department of Land Economics, National Chengchi University
Community, as a basic unit to self‐govern essential events, one of the important symbol is that
community members have the same willingness and identical target to act collectively. Within
collective action, social capital is a necessary condition to support community members’ trust and
collaborationship (Bianchi, 2001).
In Cinsbu, Tayal indigenous people in mountainous area adopt organic farming to cultivate
crops within forest as agroforestry. Such technique has been proceeded for thousand years and
now reappears. By community members’ efforts, Cinsbu people collectively practice ancestors’
knowledge to earn their living. Community farmers start to grow trees along field ridge to maintain
water and soil. Community elders’ wisdom forms treasurable social capital that pushes community
members to respect and pursue. Although community members’ businesses are not identical, in
some extent, Cinsbu Community’s collective action can build up robust, stable network and trust
relationship.
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In order to see how Cinsbu Community members practice collective action on agroforestry,
and what forms their social capital, this study uses in‐depth interview and participatory
observation. I find that social capital, as fair institution and regulations to lead community
members to follow and to benefit them, is cumulating community members’ trust and
collaboration willingness, so that lead whole community to an organic and sustainable future.

Digitization of Traditional Knowledge and Practice of Farming A Case Study of the Atayal Communities in Jianshih Village, Taiwan
Shih‐Yuan Lin & Meng‐Hsuan Chang
Department of Land Economics, National Chengchi University
From previous case studies, it has been observed that the official land management policy
usually conflicts with traditional land use practice conducted by local indigenous people. One of
the examples given by O’Flaherty et al. (2008) reported that indigenous elders believe the official
division of land use such as “protection” or “development” is not an effective way to manage the
land. Although the arguments still carry on, nowadays it is more and more commonly recognized
that traditional knowledge and associated practice established based on a long‐term interaction
between human and organism is the most optimal rule for both the environment and local
residents. Therefore, such traditional knowledge and the practical actions is worthwhile being
finely documented so they can be transferred between different tribes or generations.
To achieve this, the study follows a two‐stage work to investigate the traditional ecological
knowledge applied in farming activities. The research is carried out in the area of Atayal
communities located in Jianshih Village, Hsinchu County, Taiwan. Firstly, based on the observations
of farming activities conducted in the village, it was found that the farming practice derived from
the traditional ecological knowledge were various. In order to investigate the traditional knowledge
and associated practice, we categorized the farming types in Jianshih Village into three models,
including home gardening, organic farming and conventional farming. Home gardening type
farming is usually conducted around the settlements. One of the features of home gardening is
that it seldom changes the landform. Also, people grow multi‐species crops for self‐sufficient. It is
treated as the farming type with practice of high level traditional ecological knowledge. In contrast,
conventional farming is highly affected by market economic. The agriculture adopts large‐scale
mechanized, and usually crops only single species bringing highest profits. As for organic farming,
agriculture conducts in a modern way combining part of traditional way, and emphasizes the use of
stated methods of fertilization and pest control. It is noted that the traditional knowledge
contributed in the latter two farming types mainly focuses on the conservation of soil and water.
Since the agricultural types are determined, the task at the first stage is to produce the map of
farming, showing not only the spatial distribution but also the attributes, such as magnitude,
species, farming knowledge, practice, etc. From the mapping procedure and the resultant maps,
the traditional local knowledge and practice can be revealed and recorded.
As the farming and the associated traditional knowledge and practice are realized, the next
step is to evaluate their effect to the environment by examining the relationship between the
farming activities with three types of models and the landslide hazards. To this end, the map of
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landslide is produced and then overlapped with the map of farming, remote sensed image data
and topographic models. Subsequently a series of investigations using GIS and remote sensing
analysis are performed to understand whether the farming causes the landslide or not. Based on
the results, the traditional local knowledge and practice for conserving soil and water while
farming with specific model can be recognized. The importance of traditional knowledge and
practice can then be presented in quantitative way and visualized. Furthermore, the current policy
limiting the farming activities in mountainous area could be reviewed accordingly.
In this paper, the mapping of farming sites with three models will be presented. The
importance of traditional knowledge and practice of farming is reported as well.

In Praise of Diversity: Austronesian Integrated Resource Management,
Permaculture, and Local Autonomy in the Era of Globalization
Paul D’Arcy
Australian National University
The colonization of almost one third of the globe by Austronesian‐speaking seafarers required
rapid adaptation by adept horticulturalists to new island environments and climates. As such, they
hold potential lessons for the world in this new age of climate change. Most Austronesian
colonisers survived by putting in place integrated ecosystem management systems that produced
more caloric output than the caloric equivalent of energy input required to produce them, and
emphasized a wide portfolio of food sources to reduce pressure on any one product or sub‐zone.
A system can be defined as sustainable if over its lifetime it produces or stores more energy than it
consumers in its creation, operation and maintenance. Examination of local Polynesian
management regimes using this measure shows them to not only to be scientifically validated as
sustainable, but also in many cases more output than contemporary mechanized and fertilizer
dependent systems. Across the world, largescale, monoculture and chemical farming are giving
way to multiple‐crop, organic and small‐scale, localised farming. Surveys show the latter
increases both output (often doubling) and food security, as well as significantly reducing the high
degree of waste and rotting of food before it reaches market in the current global food trade, and
improving food security through promoting local genetic variation.

Indigenous Landscape and Watershed Management:
An Ethno-physiographical Study in Tayal Communities, Taiwan
Daya Da‐Wei Kuan
Department of Ethnology, National Chengchi University
Tayal people is the most widely distributed Austronesian language speaking group in the
mountain area of Taiwan. Expanding from the central mountain ridge to the north and east, Tayal
people developed abundance knowledge in the process of migration and adaptation. Based on
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extensive ethnographical research in the Tayal communities, this paper reveals the human ecology
in Tayal society, and the inspiration it brings to contemporary watershed management. This paper
explores the human‐environment relations embedded in Tayal knowledge of landscape in three
scales: 1) the migration and territory distribution between watersheds; 2) the hunting, fishing and
swidden agriculture within a watershed; 3) the utilization and maintenance of each piece of land.
The multiple human‐environment relations in these three scales constitute a dynamic and effective
complex of resource management. In conclusion, this paper makes suggestion for the integration
of this complex in contemporary watershed management regime.
Keywords: Tayal, river, indigenous ecological knowledge, watershed management
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GENRES OF ARTICULATION: CULTURAL NATIONALISM AND BEYOND
Dec 3 – 13.40-15.10 – GIS NTU Room C
Chair: Pi-Chen Liu (Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica)

Recovering the Melanesian Way: Documenting Bernard Narakobi and the Near-past
of Papua New Guinea’s Cultural Nationalism
Alex Golub
Department of Anthropology, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
This paper will present a picture of Bernard Narokobi as a theorist of cultural nationalism.
Bernard Narokobi’s concept of “the Melanesian Way” was key to developing Papua New Guinea’s
(PNG’s) cultural nationalism during its transition to independence in the 1970s. Like the theme of
‘path’ that this conference is organized around, Narokobi’s ‘way’ was meant to valorize the
Melanesian past so that could be used as a moral compass to navigate a modern future, thus
linking tradition to the present.
The Melanesian Way is still central to PNG’s sense of itself, but as the 1970s recede into the
past, it is important to return to the near past and document Narokobi’s life and thought in order
to recover its originality and vitality. This is especially true since existing formulations of the
Melanesian Way may have drifted from and become more simplistic than Narokobi’s original work.
This work is especially important to do now, when oral history can still be done on the near past,
and because PNG’s relatively basic library infrastructure means locating and preserving documents
can be a challenge.
This paper will be based on the author’s previous archival work on Narokobi conducted at the
Pacific Collection at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, supplemented with interviews conducted
with Narokobi’s colleagues and family. The goal is to provide a scholarly work which articulates
with PNG’s contemporary issues, thus modeling a mode of engaged and responsible historical
anthropology/ethnohistory.
This paper fits the conference themes of “Histories in the plural” (decolonization of history
curriculum, indigenous epistemology) and “Finding the past in the present” (Pacific biographies,
cultural heritage, discourses of cultural rights and cultural policy).
Keywords: Bernard Narokobi, Papua New Guinea, nationalism, biography, cultural heritage
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Austronesian Mobility: Fusion Music and an Aboriginal Path toward
Contemporary Taiwan
Yuan‐Yu Kuan
Ethnomusicology, University of Hawai'i at Mānoa
In the environment of modern nation‐states, native cultures often go through a process of
metamorphosis in the face of colonialism and imperialism. The results are twofold: the
construction of an idealized ethnic identity and a hybridization of their cultural practices.
Taiwanese cultural identity and its people certainly provide an example of such a process in which
local people negotiate not only with the Chinese state (in its various historical forms) but also with
the pre‐Pacific War Japanese empire. Taiwanese indigeneity is therefore defined and constructed
in larger part by various East Asian hegemonies and their chronology of cultural policies regarding
Taiwan and its indigenous peoples.
By adopting the Austronesian cultural ethos of path (i.e. lalan or dalan) suggested by Reuter
(2006) as a lens, I interrogate the claim that cultural hybridity is a postmodern outcome of
globalization, colonialism and imperialism. Rather I suggest the hybridity is already embedded in
an Austronesian ethos of longstanding. Focusing on three aboriginal pop musicians—Suming Rupi
and Ilid Kaolo of the Amis people and Gelresai of the Rukai people, this paper uses textual, visual
and sonic analyses of their musics to problematize the notion of hybridity, particularly the
polarities of “tradition” and “modern.” Referencing the Austronesian concept of path I argue, for
an Austronesian mobility that is more than mere physical migration from an ancestral homeland to
a new, distant, and foreign locale. Rather, I point out that path and its glosses are metaphorically
appropriated by contemporary aboriginal musicians to penetrate and transition between domains
to another in terms of time and space. This migratory worldview is the way in which aboriginal
singers transition, cross, and negotiate the old and new, the ancient and modern, the rural and
urban, and the aboriginal and non‐aboriginal, creating “hybridized” musical genres and styles in
contemporary aboriginal musics in Taiwan.
By identifying features of such migrations, the paper offers an approach to understanding
contemporary Austronesian cultures that appear “hybrid” in nature. The study further seeks to
decolonize the present hegemonic definition of indigeneity, arguing that Austronesian as marker
has less to do with surface manifestations and more to do with the deep and long‐held cultural
lifeways (recognized or not) that confirm a continuing quality of Austronesian‐ness to a people.
Keywords: Cultural Policy, Indigeneity, Hybridity, Popular Music
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I Sunidon Chamolinian (The Chamolinian Sound): Music and Syncretic Cultural
Nationalism in the Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas, 1975-1981
Michael Clement
University of Guam
This paper examines the role of Saipanese bands in the development of cultural nationalism in
the Northern Marianas during the 1970s and early 1980s. The creators of i sunidon Chamolinian
(the Chamolinian sound) engaged a legacy of colonial era class/race based segregation and
competing narratives of indigeneity. The music they produced promoted a syncretic indigenous
consciousness that recognized outside threats to be greater than internal tensions.
While Chamorros are the indigenous people of the Marianas, Spain forcibly evacuated all the
islands north of Rota during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century. Islanders from
atolls surrounding Chuuk discontinued their long established trade voyages to the Marianas during
these years. The Spanish on Guam however soon recognized the need for manpower and the
Carolinian knowledge of boatbuilding and sailing. In the early nineteenth century, Guam’s governor
allowed the first of several groups of Caroline Islanders to settle permanently in Saipan. When
Guam Chamorros began to resettle the island in the 1870s they encountered Carolinian
communities that had already been established for several generations. Chamorro and Carolinian
communities remained largely segregated during the Spanish and German eras, but Japanese
colonialism, World War II and post‐war American control of the islands created environments in
which these communities began to intermarry. Nevertheless, when the Northern Marianas decided
to break away from the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands and began to negotiate a new political
status with the United States, tensions emerged that loosely aligned with ethnic divisions.
The vote on the Commonwealth Covenant and the transition to United States commonwealth
created anxiety within both Chamorro and Carolinian communities. Carolinians were apprehensive
about cutting ties with their ancestral atolls. With the rapid Americanization of Guam as a model,
Chamorros and Carolinians feared that accepting American citizenship would spell the end of their
indigenous languages and cultures. Saipanese musicians were therefore inspired by the indigenous
cultural revival in Guam, which was being expressed through the development of Chamorro
popular music that advocated pride in Chamorro language, identity and traditions. Saipanese
bands were however often made up of mixture of Chamorros and Carolinians and some individuals
who were both. As they began to develop and record their own music, they wrote songs that
expressed pride in the unique syncretic identity of Saipan and they chronicled the social and
political tensions of their particular historical moment.
Keywords: Chamorro music, nation‐building, Carolinian, indigenous, syncretism
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COLONIAL ENCOUNTERS AS CONTACT ZONE
Dec 3 – 13.40-15.10 – GIS NTU Room D
Chair: Max Quanchi (University of the South Pacific)

From Sudan to Samoa: Imperial Legacies and Cultures and New Zealand’s Rule over
the Mandated Territory of Western Samoa
Patricia O’Brien
Australian National University
This paper explores the Sāmoan nationalist movement, the Mau, in the broader context of
British Empire and examines how imperial legacies, colonial cultures and contemporary colonial
struggles played a role in the history of the Mau. As well as bringing imperial precedents into
view in Mau history, this paper will focus on New Zealand’s status as a deputized colonial power to
Britain, in which the British Governor General, Charles Fergusson, played a significant but
underestimated role in how New Zealand acted against the Mau, culminating in numerous
draconian measures and the most notorious and recalled moment of New Zealand’s rule: the Black
Saturday Massacre of 1929. As well as looking at how a global context fed New Zealand’s colonial
practice, this paper will also examine how Sāmoan nationalist leaders, particularly Ta’isi O. F.
Nelson, conjured up imperial precedents and contemporary colonial situations as a tool in their
anti‐colonial campaigns.
Keywords: Ta'isi O. F. Nelson, Charles Fergusson, New Zealand, Sāmoa, The Mau

Paths to the Shore: Regulating Public Access to the Coast in Colonial and
Postcolonial Cities (Auckland, Noumea, Port Vila)
Olivier Hoffer
CNEP (Centre des Nouvelles Etudes sur le Pacifique), University of New Caledonia
This paper undertakes a comparative analysis of the evolution of the law on public access to
the coast in New Zealand, New Caledonia and Vanuatu. The legal framework appears a priori as a
decisive factor to ensure the public access to the coast. But actually, is the law a necessary and
sufficient condition of control of the public access to the coastal area? The paper explores different
ways of legislating and implementing since colonial to postcolonial times, inspired by English or
French legal systems, and by Oceania customary rules. The comparison of three scenarios in
Auckland, Noumea and Port Vila, leads to question some preconceptions about the role and the
efficiency of laws and regulations to secure paths to the shore. This paper presents some results of
a PhD thesis in geography completed in December 2013 entitled “When the shore is closing: What
governance of access and uses of the coastal interface in three South Pacific Cities (Auckland,
Noumea and Port Vila)?”
Keywords: Coastal area, Postcolonial cities, Public access, Legislation, Governance
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A History of Guam Farmer’s Markets
Elyssa Santos
University of Guam
This presentation examines the history of Guam farmers' markets during the American Naval
Era (1898‐1949). Canonical histories generally present the development of markets as benevolent
acts of American naval governors who sought to instill the capitalist value of profit among
Chamorros. However, such descriptions mask the role of Chamorro agency in the development of
these markets and pay little attention to how these markets were understood by the farmers on
which they depended. This presentation situates these markets in the context of anthropologist
Nicolas Thomas' "colonial project", a concept which allows for the exploration of the complex
dynamics of cultural exchange and resistance that mark many such transformative colonial
impositions. This presentation asserts that, despite the navy's intentions to change the value
system of the Chamorro farmer, Chamorro farmers utilized these markets in ways that were
compatible with the value system known as kustumbren Chamorro.

Representations of “Home” by a Woman Traveller:
Constance Gordon Cumming’s “At Home in Fiji”
Rebecca Pratt
University of the South Pacific
Constance Gordon Cumming wrote, in 1875, of her experience in Fiji a year after it was
annexed by the British, as a woman traveller tramping far and wide, benefitting from her
association with the Governor. Her collection of letters is written back to her English home, and
compares life in Fiji with her experiences of other colonies – Ceylon and India. Drawing on the
ideas of Mary Louise Pratt, this paper looks for evidence of a “portrait of customs and manner” or
“sentimental” writing. Gordon Cumming’s representations are of a “contact zone” (as coined by
Pratt) rather than a “frontier” of early colonialism, and indicate that Gordon Cumming is positively
disposed towards the Fijian native people and culture she encounters. Despite this, Gordon
Cumming cannot shake off the shackles of her own cultural background, and she continued to
write from the Centre and about the Other. The paper will look at several examples from the text
At Home in Fiji published in 1880, five years after the author had been in Fiji, and presents
Gordon‐Cumming as typical of the polarised attitudes held by nineteenth century English women
in Fiji.
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MICRONESIA HISTORY & IDENTITY
Dec 3 – 13.40-15.10 – GIS NTU Room E

Panel organizer and chair:
Karen Tu (Australian National University)
Panel introduction:
Much Micronesian history remains within the vast reservoir of traditional oral memory ‐
remembered, but not recorded in published form by local communities or empathetic outside
researchers given access to them as a measure of community trust. A revolution is currently
underway throughout Micronesia where communities are recording that history in ways of their
own making to ensure they are available to future generations to understand their history and
self‐identity. History and identity are shown to be fluid and evolving to meet the dynamic mix of
internal contexts and constantly changing external influences throughout the indigenous and
colonial eras. These four cutting edge histories demonstrate the strength, and dynamic and
pro‐active nature of Micronesian history, and therefore the importance of understanding local
traditions to truly understand the impact of global forces on localities.

Inter-Island Warfare in Traditional Mortlockese History
Gonzaga Puas & Peter Sitan
Australian National University
Inter island warfare was a part of Mortlockese history in relation to the control, acquisition of
resources and request for assistance from another island. Warfare took many forms from sorcery
and magic to open conflict and occupation or annexation of an island. One of the most famous
examples of open warfare in the Mortlocks was between the islands of Ettal and Lekinioch. This
event is significant to the debate over the legitimate makal (paramount traditional chief or first
occupiers) of Lekinioch as it is still impacting on the present traditional hierarchy discourse of the
region. The debate over makal remains controversial and divides local tradition on social lines. This
paper will explore the issues surrounding the question of makal on Lekinioch. It will discuss the
events that led to the invasion of the island by the islanders of Ettal and the events post Ettal
occupation.The paper will address questions such as were there survivors of the invasion and if so
who were they; how was Lekinioch recaptured and who might have emerged as the new makal of
Lekinioch after the people of Ettal abandoned the island? These questions are important to
contemporary social relationships in the Mortlocks as the issue of makal is about paramount chief
linking to clan history and its impact on the current traditional and now a political discourse of the
region.
Keywords: Mortlocks, Lekinioch, Ettal, Warfare, Makal
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The Transformation of the Yapese Stone Money Voyaging Tradition
Karen Kan‐Lun Tu
Australian National University
Yap is famous for its once unique stone money currency. This paper focuses on the historical
evidence of how and why the Yapese reduced their level of stone money acquisition, an
occurrence which led to the diminished use of the Yapese canoe for long distance voyaging. Yapese
used to travel on canoes to Palau, Guam and even Formosa (Taiwan) in order to quarry the
aragonite discs that formed the stone currency. Traditional canoe usage was thus highly relevant to
Yapese culture and economy but ultimately, the long distance voyaging canoes became obsolete.
The historical focus of the paper will be from the mid‐to‐late nineteenth century when foreign
powers began exerting their dominance on the islands and canoe usage began to change
dramatically. Europeans began to visit the islands of Yap from the mid‐sixteenth century and since
1885, Yap has continually been officially governed by foreign authorities, including Spain, Germany,
Japan and the United States. Each wave of colonialism contributed to the demise of certain forms
of voyaging and sailing as well as the transformation of related practices. One of the most famous
traders appeared on Yap was David Dean O'Keefe who set up a successful trading business with the
Yapese. There are many stories and records of O’Keefe’s work on Yap but none of the scholars
explored deeply how his involvement in the stone money trade caused a drop in Yapese long
distance voyaging. A genealogy of traditional Yapese canoes will be linked to this history drawing
upon recent fieldwork I have completed on Yap.
Keywords: Yap, Stone Money, Canoes, History, David Dean O’Keefe

Sakau on the Factory Floor: Imperial Sugar and Indigenous Resistance in
Taiwan and Pohnpei, 1900-1945
Hui‐Lin Lee
Department of Anthropology, University of Hawai'i at Mānoa
This presentation focuses on the evolution of Japanese colonial knowledge about sugar and
the role that knowledge played in expanding and transforming Japanese empire across the Pacific.
As sugar experts circulated through Pacific colonial spaces, they encountered indigenous people,
laborers, colonial authorities, and engineers. These encounters produced a movable blueprint that
could theoretically convert any suitable space into a productive sugar plantation, offering
producers both a body of technical knowledge and strategies for transforming land and labor as
well.
Our field sites in Ciautou, Taiwan and Sapwalap, Pohnpei (Micronesia) use land records and
plantation maps to emphasize these transpacific connections. At the same time, Ciautou and
Sapwalap highlight the collisions produced when blueprints for ready‐made sugar plantations were
imposed on local communities. Japanese colonial authorities tended to attribute these collisions
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over land tenure and labor migration to local environmental and political factors. However, we
argue that a discourse of race embedded within land and labor policies more effectively explains
the frictions that attended development projects. Thus, Japanese racial ideologies became a key
mechanism through which knowledge about sugar was produced. This knowledge in turn drove
imperial expansion, even as sugar colonies in Taiwan in Micronesia formed a foundation for
imagined future expansion farther south.
Keywords: Japan, empire, sugar, knowledge, Micronesia/Taiwan
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RECONSIDERING ASIAN DIASPORAS IN THE PACIFIC
Dec 3 – 15.30-17.00 – GIS NTU Room B

Panel organizer and chair:
Jacqueline Leckie (Department of Anthropology and Archaeology, University of Otago)
Panel introduction:
At some stage the history of immigrant communities, indeed ethnic minorities, in the Pacific
Islands shifted to diasporic studies. Yet was there a commensurate shift in the approach towards
studying migration and diaspora? This panel considers a key thread in that historiography —
indeed the source from which the Pacific was first settled — the passage out of Asia and into the
Pacific. Historians and others however have focused on the last two centuries of these waves.
Initially it might appear that the primary task of historians was to unearth the too‐often silent and
forgotten histories of Asian migrants in the Pacific. When we look back on this rich historiography
we can see that writing the Asian Subaltern into Pacific history was also a political act and as much
about identity and national belonging. This panel will re‐open these questions, look back on the
historiography of Asian diasporas in the Pacific, re‐interrogate some perennial questions (eg agency,
identity‐formation, gender relations) as well as reflect upon the methodologies that were used.
Those methodologies as well as the resultant research on Asian migrants also contributed
significantly to the development of social and cultural Pacific historiography (for example in health
and labour).
The panel will also probe fundamental and taken‐for‐granted concepts such as
diaspora/Asian/Pacific. What is the future of research relating to Asian diasporas in the Pacific and
the challenges for emerging scholars? Have we been too isolationist in our pursuits (within ‘silos’ of
indentured vs. free immigrants, different Asian regions, separate island states; within our
disciplines) and should we now embark on more ambitious comparative and transnational
research? This seems especially pertinent with new Asian centres outside the historic heartlands
and transnational flows not only between Asia and the Pacific but within these vast regions and
cultural zones. The long history of the relationships between Asian settlers and local communities
also demands further research. In what ways have Asian diasporas become Pacific‐ised?
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Reflecting on the Indian Diaspora in the Pacific –
A Conversation between Lal and Leckie
Brij Lal
College of Asia and the Pacific, Australian National University
Jacqueline Leckie
Department of Anthropology and Archaeology, University of Otago
We first met in the Indian Archives in New Delhi in 1978 when we were both researching our
PhDs on the Indian diaspora in the Pacific. Although from widely different backgrounds we both
has a common mission — to research crucial waves of the Indian diaspora in the Pacific. For Brij
this was indentured labour and the origins of the Girmitiyas in Fiji. For Jacqui it was ‘free labour’
and the Gujaratis of New Zealand. We were also questioning the national narratives we had been
schooled in. Brij, himself a grandson of Girmitiyas, was from a nation that had only recently shaken
off colonial rule. Jacqui, a Pakeha came from a white settler nation where many were still in
denial about its bicultural foundations –let alone those of other ethnicities. Long before subaltern
studies – we were researching silent histories of the underdog and were among a pioneering wave
of graduate students treading into new historical methodologies — quantitative analysis, oral
history and ethnographic fieldwork.
This presentation will be in the nature of a conversation where we probe our initial research
agenda and how this changed over the years. We will talk frankly about our own positionality —
the very different ancestral heritages we brought to our research, the respective obligations this
entails and how researching diaspora is a political act. What is the future of research on of the
Indian diaspora in the Pacific and the issues new scholars might face? How will they respond as the
Indian diaspora(s) now originating from the Pacific, but still flowing into the Pacific from India (and
other diasporic centres) undergoes profound restructuring in the 21st century?

Local Identities in the Colonial Imagination:
Where are the Chinese Pacific Islanders?
David Y. H. Wu
East‐West Center, University of Hawai‘i
After some 40 years working among the so‐called “Diaspora Chinese” in the South Pacific and
Southeast Asia, I question the colonial mentality of this very conception in the making of a Western
Pacific history, under Western social science domination. In this paper I argue that in the
presentation or representation of the Pacific Islanders and their cultures, much emphasis has been
focused on the “Chinese” as a single “diasporic” ethnic group, or even members of a single
imperialist nation of China. Overlooked in the Pacific history are Pacific Islanders who lived multiple
cultural identities and varieties of socio‐economic and political existence; although whose
ancestors might include earlier Chinese migrants from China. This issue becomes obvious when I
reinvestigate the meanings of over one hundred years of individual Chinese lives in Papua New
Guinea and Hawaii. I wonder whether we should rethink: (1) the dynamic process of becoming an
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alien diaspora or a native Pacific islander; (2) conceptual difference between “cultural homeland”
and “homeland culture” in the global imagination of diaspora history; and (3) whether
entrepreneurship and mercantilism are essential for linking the “Chinese.”

Okinawan Diaspora in Hawai’i: the Historiography via Performances
Chifang Chao
School of Dance, Taipei National University of the Arts
This paper intends to explore the contemporary experiences of ethnic and cultural identity
among the Okinawan immigrants in Hawai’I, in order to debate on the complex issues intertwining
nationalism, minority, ethnicity and diaspora, which have occurred among many Asian immigrant
communities in Pacific Islands since the second half of last century. Focusing on the transmission
and practice of various kinds of Okinawan performances, ranging from the classical to the folk
genres, this paper illustrates the dialogue, reflexivity, and criticism that performance carries in a
diasporic context. Based on ethnographic approach, I have accumulated generation‐specific
narratives among Okinawan immigrants, and observed ritualistic and festive performances. The
specific dimensions of Okinawan diaspora in Hawai’I is manifested by its having both parallel and
contrast trends in the Asian and Pacific nationalistic history from the very beginning of the
twentieth century, which all make it into a unique historiography, a merge of history and
geography in a real sense, by the interplay of spatial and temporal factors.

Kinship and Citizenship: Citizens of Japanese Ancestry in Micronesia
Yuan‐chao Tung
Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University
Even before the mandate of Micronesia by Japanese, there were a few Japanese fishermen
and traders settled in various islands. Ebi Shide probably was the most famous one. Japanese
traders and farmers followed by military personnel poured into Micronesia and spread out
unevenly with a higher concentration on the Northern Marianas and Western Caroline. Based on
Japanese surnames Isumi Kobayashi estimated the percentage of people with Japanese ancestry in
Micronesia ranging from 31.5% on Chuuk to 20% on Marshall Islands. These children of (partial)
Japanese ancestry grew up in segregated schooling during Japanese colonialism, and caught in an
awkward situation when islanders suffered during the WWII and after their islands came under
American rule. Japanese government’s efforts to retrieve remains of war casualties reconnected
them with Japan in a favorable light. In this paper, I will examine how these fatherless children
were incorporated into local Micronesian societies where various principles of descent were
practiced. Also, as these trust territories became independent nation‐states, how foreign blood
was considered when new nation‐states struggled to define themselves against other to mark out
national boundaries.
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OUTREACH TEACHING & APPROPRIATE EDUCATION MODELS FOR
PACIFIC COMMUNITIES
Dec 3 – 15.30-17.00 – GIS NTU Room C

Panel organizer and chair:
Paul D'Arcy (Australian National University)
Panel introduction:
This panel focuses on a diverse range of outreach teaching and appropriate education models
being used to bring ideas about Pacific Islander identity and history to a range of Pacific
communities on and off campus. Speakers will discuss the formulation of the Connecting Moana
trans‐Pacific course stretching from Taiwan to Tahiti, its trial at NUS and USP in second semester
2014, and where to from here in terms of appropriate education and outreach. This is followed by
discussion of the long history of really successful and innovative field‐trips and village stays
programme run by the Queensland University of Technology and the University of New South
Wales to bring the day to day realities of island life closer to university students. We then shows
how archival records are going digital and online and will soon include many photos in a form that
is ideal for teaching and research projects, and how this has breathed new life into archives and
helped students understand, learn about and research the history of their communities, parents
and grandparents. We end with an overview of ANU’s award winning outreach projects to
Australia’s diverse Pacific Island communities for Pasifika Australia such as courses for Pacific Island
Rugby League and Australian Rules Football players as a complement to, and potential partner with
Connecting Moana's Islands focus. We emphasize that these diverse approaches in fact
complement each other very well and offer exciting synergies that may be of particular value in
developing Pacific Studies programmes in Taiwan.

The Connecting Moana Project:
An Online Teaching-Research Nexus across the Pacific
Morgan Tuimaleali’ifano & Max Quanchi
University of the South Pacific
The Moana project is an exciting development in teaching and learning about Pacific Histories.
The outcome will be a first year‐level undergraduate eHistory course in Pacific 'pre‐History'
focusing on the deep and complex histories of Oceania prior to European contact. It will be an
online course, available in English and French, with an entirely independent, student‐centered
learning pedagogy, and with access to all universities in the region from Taiwan to Tahiti,
particularly the small, remote and isolated centers of learning across the Pacific Islands. From July
2014, the University of the South Pacific (and the National University of Samoa) will trial the first
online eHistory course offering across USP’s twelve member countries. By the time of the PHA
Taiwan conference, we would’ve completed the first trial. The linking of campuses and
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communities across the Pacific also opens the way for greater research and teaching collaboration
between staff and student teams on themes of common interest across the Pacific. What were the
experience, outcome and lessons from the course coordinators and students?
Keywords: online learning, ehistory, Pacific history, French and English

Undergradute Fieldwork Programs in the Pacific
Grant McCall
Department of Anthropology, University of Sydney
Max Quanchi
University of the South Pacific
How does a Lecturer get across to their students a deep sense of Pacific Islands living? There
are, excellent documentaries, still and motion, along with poetry, plays and islander art exhibitions
as well as outsider descriptions going back several centuries. An approach that was trialled in the
1970s and then formalised jointly in 1995 at a NSW and a Qld university, was to take a class,
familiarise them with basic fieldwork research tools and transport them to a remote Pacific Island
village, in a new location each year, where they could conduct supervised participant observation
and research on closely defined topics. These classes were taken for credit towards an
undergraduate degree. This paper focuses on four elements of fieldwork class experience: 1)
Student reactions; 2) Local villager reactions; 3) Learning and logistic difficulties, and 4) Learning
Outcomes. Specific instances include villager reactions to two contrasting cinematic showings;
student madness ‐ significant as well as everyday; and university management reaction to an
innovative teaching approach.

Linking Communities: Pasifika Australia Outreach Programmes
Roannie Ng Shiu
Australian National University
Pasifika student success in higher education is becoming a popular topic of interest in
Australia. Current evidence shows that Pasifika students are underrepresented in higher education
and face significant barriers to accessing higher education whilst at the same time having low
higher education aspirations. Initiated in 2008 Pasifika Australia is an access and equity outreach
program at The Australian National University (ANU) that aims to encourage students to aspire to
higher education through Pacific based lectures and cultural workshops. Presently, there are a
number of students who have participated in the high school outreach programs who are now
currently enrolled at the ANU. In 2009 Pasifika Australia received the Outstanding Community
Award from the NSW Council for Pacific Communities. In 2011 the program won a Vice
Chancellor's Staff Excellence Award for Community Outreach.
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Oh… the Possibilities! The Use of Digital Archives for Teaching and
Research in Pacific Island Studies
Kylie Moloney
Pacific Manuscripts Bureau, Australian National University
The Pacific Manuscripts Bureau began copying archives relating to the Pacific islands in 1968.
For the past 45 years, the Bureau has used microfilm as the preferred preservation medium to copy,
preserve and distribute archives from the Pacific Islands to the Bureau’s member libraries.
In 2014 the Bureau moved from copying and distributing archives using microfilm, to
copyingarchives using digital cameras and scanners, and distributing titles via an electronic
database. This significant change means that the Bureau’s archival records from 2014 onwards,
including over 70 Pacific photographic collections, will be available online. The retrospective
collection of the Bureau’s archives on microfilm will gradually be digitised as funds become
available. Many libraries and archives that hold Pacific Island collections, including several in the
Pacific Islands, have begun their own in‐house digitisation programs.
This paper focuses on three key questions: What does the digitisation of Pacific Island archives
mean ‐ for the researcher, the collecting institution and the owners of the material? Are digital
archives changing the research practices of the Pacific historian? And, most importantly, does the
digitisation of Pacific Island archives make the repatriation and accessibility of these collections,
back to source communities in the Pacific Islands, any easier?
Keywords: Digital archives, Pacific Island research

Cultural Strategies of Inclusiveness: A contemporary Interpretation of These
Concepts within Hybrid Design Educational Strategies
Nan O'Sullivan & Saint Andrew Matautia
School of Design, Victoria University
This paper presents research undertaken to introduce students to multicultural perspectives
and methods of communication through visual language. A goal of this research is to create
reciprocal and symbiotic relationships between the varying cultures within design education. Using
the traditional and established concept of Le Vā in collaboration and or contrast to and other
cultural strategies of inclusiveness this research will elucidate hybrid approaches of design
education that directly connect culture with learning. As a result, students will be enabled to
engage with cultural relevance in a significant and profound way within their design education. By
investigating cultural expression and symbolism specific to both the Asian and Pacific students
already prevalent within the tertiary demographic in New Zealand, we will identify the importance
of cultural relationships within teaching and learning. Particular comparisons will be made
between these ideals and those of early childhood education reforms established by Friedrich
Froebel in the early nineteenth century and developed into Bauhaus pedagogy forming the basis of
a modernist pedagogical approach currently prevalent within many design institutions. Specific to
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this paper will be the comparison and interpretation of the discourse surrounding endeavours of
holistic and aesthetic educational reform, the ideals embedded and respected within both
traditional and current understandings of Le Vā in order to distinguish a contemporary
interpretation of these concepts within hybrid design educational strategies.
Keywords: holistic education, culture, Le Vā
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CLIMATE CHANGE, DISASTERS & PACIFIC AGENCY
Dec 3 – 15.30-17.00 – GIS NTU Room D
Chair: Pei-yi Guo (Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica)

Remembering the Self-Reliant Self: Agency and Reflexivity in the Relocation of the
Carteret Islanders of Papua New Guinea
Hirokuni Tateyama
Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University
In recent years the people of the Carteret Islands, an atoll off the coast of Bougainville in
Papua New Guinea, have received a great deal of media attention as the first island community to
undergo an organized relocation in response to climate change‐induced sea level rise. It is a fact
that these islands have experienced considerable coastal erosion and inundation for several
decades. However, there is as yet no robust evidence to show that such environmental damage is
caused by climate change, and much evidence exists for the relocation resulting from
socio‐economic factors, which include population growth, resource shortage, and lack of
opportunities in the islands.
This paper does not contribute to the discussion on the causes of the relocation; instead, it
attempts to offer a historically informed understanding of the Carteret Islanders and their on‐going
relocation. Particular attention is paid to "Tulele Peisa," the local term meaning “sailing the waves
on our own,” which was chosen by local elders as the name of the local association tasked with
coordinating the relocation in the hope that their people remain self‐reliant. Exploring how and
why self‐reliance has become a salient quality in the contemporary construction of self‐image
among the Carteret Islanders, this paper aims to demonstrate that they have been dynamic agents
of change.
Keywords: agency, reflexivity, history, climate change discourse, migration

The First Encounter: Re-conceptualizing the Relocation of the Gilbertese Settlers
from Atolls in Micronesia to High Islands in Melanesia
Tammy Tabe
Department of Social Anthropology, University of Bergen
The relocation of people, whether voluntarily or by force, is not a new phenomenon, globally
or in the Pacific Islands region. The history of relocated communities and people spans many
centuries and reveals situations both advantageous and disadvantageous to the relocated people
and their hosts. There are many examples of such movements around the world; people being
relocated for economic, social, or political reasons, often in the context of war, racial discrimination,
natural disasters, large‐scale resource extraction, or scientific experimentation. Many of the
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migrations and relocations in the Pacific region throughout history have been for political,
economic, and social reasons, agendas often associated with colonialism; and there are several
well‐known examples of these relocations. For instance, the Banabans who were relocated from
Ocean Island in Kiribati to Rabi Island in Fiji in 1945, as a result of phosphate mining on their island
(Silverman 1977). In the Marshall Islands, the Bikinian immigrants in Rongerik and Kwajalein
provide another example of relocation of islanders as a result of nuclear testing (Kiste 1977).
Another prime example of immigrants in a Melanesian society is the I‐Kiribati community in
Solomon Islands who were relocated during the Colonial era.
In the late 1930s, a group of I‐Kiribati people were initially relocated from Gilbert Islands to
Phoenix Islands, and from Phoenix Islands to the Solomon Islands in mid 1950s and early 1960s
(Knudson 1964; Maude 1968; Lundsgaarde 1968; Hoverson 1983). The first relocation to Phoenix
Islands took place as a result of over‐population and land hunger, particularly in the Southern
Gilbert Islands. The second relocation to the Solomon Islands was due to the continuous
occurrence of droughts in the Phoenix Islands, although there were other factors claimed to be the
cause of the relocation. These groups of people were settled particularly at Titiana on the island of
Ghizo and on Wagina Island in the Western Solomons. For more than 50 years since the relocation,
the I‐Kiribati community has increased its population and expanded its settlements to other parts
of the Solomon Islands – through inter‐marriage, urban and inter‐island migrations and purchases
of land outside of the settlements.
The I‐Kiribati settlers encountered many challenges when they arrived in Solomon Islands
given the geographical, environmental and cultural differences of the Islands: From low lying atolls
with severe limitations on cultivable land and freshwater supplies and vegetation to high volcanic
islands with mountains and valleys covered with tropical rain forests and lush vegetation, rivers,
abundant land and sea resources; and diverse groups of people, cultures and languages. This rapid,
radical replacement of both the environmental and cultural parameters of everyday life, economic
activity and identity formation amounted to extreme transformation of circumstances for social life,
and is worthy of attention in its own regard. This paper will examine the relocation of these groups
of people from the Gilbert and Phoenix Islands today known as Kiribati to Solomon Islands and
underline the nature of these movements and the first encounters experienced by the settlers in
new environments which are of significant differences.
Keywords: Relocation, I‐Kiribati, Environment, Encounter

Finding the Land by Following the Talan (path) of Ancestors:
the Process of Post-disaster Relocation and Site Selection of Three Communities
Valagas Gadeljeman (Che‐hao Hu)
Graduate Institute of Building and Planning, National Taiwan University
In 2009, Typhoon Morakot caused severe damage to the traditional homelands of Taiwanese
indigenous peoples and forced them to relocate to an unfamiliar environment with no space for
graveyards for the ancestors’ spirits to settle. It can be observed that societies of different cultures
hold different temporal and spatial perspectives on values, beliefs and the practice of everyday life.
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An understanding of these perspectives and local knowledge is out of reach of decision makers and
the authorities however.
By participating in the process of the post‐disaster reconstruction of three ancient
communities, Makazayazaya, Kucapungane and Tavaljan, this study attempts to gain an insight
into how the Paiwan Peoples applied traditional methods of site selection to reduce the loss
involved in the post‐disaster relocation policy and how community meetings eased people's sense
of uncertainty in the face of change. Indigenous people have a special connection and social
relation with land and territory. The Paiwan people for instance, follow the “Kjipakingin ta Talan”
(path) named by the ancestors to find land upon which they can settle permanently. Paiwan People
traditionally seek out land which can provide for them in a sustainable way with space for the
living, for the dead and for those yet to be born. As cultural identity is inseparable from the local,
maintaining a relationship with the land and a collective sense of territorial belonging has become
a critical post‐disaster task.
Keywords: Kjipakingin ta Talan (path), ancestors’ spirits, post‐disaster, reconstruction, Rinari
community, Typhoon Morakot

Artificial Islands in the Pacific:
The Historical and Future Realities of Floating Communities
Jenny Bryant‐Tokalau
University of Otago
Artificially constructed islands have been discussed in recent years in the Pacific as a potential
response to dealing with the impacts of climate change and sea level rise. Proffered suggestions by
Pacific Island leaders, supported by the Dutch in 2009 and most recently, the Japanese, for circular
islands with enough space for island populations to engage in farming (and hopefully fishing) as
well as businesses, government and normal daily life have been gaining support at meetings such
as the Pacific Islands Forum. Some plans have already been developed with a view to creating real
island settlements by 2025.
Such futuristic plans, although they may appear fanciful and even unlikely given the
complications of sovereignty, land tenure, and exclusive economic zones, are not at all new. When
the concept of ‘artificial islands’ is raised at regional meetings, the wider and historical context is
rarely discussed. Artificially constructed islands have long been a part of settlement history in the
oceanic Pacific. Islanders have always responded to environmental, social and political changes
during the periods of human settlement and migration and have long recognised and needed to
build and expand land. They have done this in many ways, as evidenced by examples such as in the
Lau and Langalanga lagoons of Malaita in Solomon Islands for example (Bryant‐Tokalau, 2011).
This paper will examine artificial islands in the context of current challenges of climate change
and sea level rise. Emphasis will be on implications for community, culture and sovereignty in small
island states that far from being ‘isolated victims’ have always known how to adapt.
Keywords: artificial islands, climate change, history
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Vulnerable Islands? Contesting Discourses on Disasters and Sustainability of
Artificial Islets in Langalanga Lagoon, Solomon Islands
Pei‐yi Guo
Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica
Located along the central west coast of a big island (Malaita Islands), the Langalanga Lagoon is
characterized by numerous artificial islets, shell money and boatbuilding industry in Solomon
Islands. Many islet dwellers in Langalanga have moved to new coastal settlements on Malaita after
the consecutive cyclones in the 1960s, but some remain their residence on these tiny isles, and
some even continue to build new ones today.
Artificial islets are often depicted by outsiders as overcrowded and fragile in natural hazards,
and in the rhetoric of climate change they are predicted to be threatened by the rise of sea level.
However, local perceptions and responses diverge and alter in different times. By looking into
several snapshots related and not related to disaster in Langalanga history since the 19th century,
this paper examines various discourses on the vulnerability of artificial islets by different actors,
and discusses how they interweave and change in different political and ecological contexts. I
argue that local perceptions of vulnerability are often sensitive to disastrous events from local,
national to global scales; researchers should be careful in whether their representation is skewed
by the particular moment of their interviews. In the Langalanga case, the sustainability and
viability of small islets correlates with the articulation of their social networks, including their
relationships with the state and transnational agencies.
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CONTESTATIONS AND NEGOTIATIONS OF HISTORY AND LANDSCAPE
Dec 3 – 15.30-17.00 – GIS NTU Room E
Chair: Nishino Ryota (University of the South Pacific)

Commemorative Tours of Pacific War Battlefields.
Onna hitori gyokusai no shima o yuku (English title: Toward the Island of Graves)
Nishino Ryota
University of the South Pacific
In 2005 and 2006, a journalist Sasa Yukie visited several Pacific Islands with groups of
Japanese tourists. Many were veterans and their families and belonged to veterans’ associations
that co‐ordinate Pacific War memorial tours (Yamashita 2009: 129). Travel‐writing scholars probe,
inter alia, how travel‐writers explore the relationship between travel and identity (e.g. Lisle, 2006).
This query is relevant to journeys of historical nature as the journey raises questions of how the
traveller in the present negotiates the past (Morris‐Suzuki, 2005).
My presentation analyses how Sasa reflects on these themes and her role as a traveller
amongst the tour companions. She acknowledges ignorance and generation gap (born in 1974) and
exercises sensitivity towards her companions. Her sensitivity seems to have circumvented from
thorough engagement with her own and the tourists’ positions. This seems to privilege the
tourists’ sentimentality over the historical implications to the present Japan‐Pacific Island relations.

Remnants of the Kokoda Track
Gregory Bablis
National Museum & Art Gallery of Papua New Guinea
The Kokoda Campaign ‐ during WWII ‐ remains one of the most significant historical events
shared between Papua New Guinea and Australia that maintains that bond between the two
nations. The memory of the campaign and the stories told by war veterans and historians is what
helps to foster unity, close friendship and sincere relations between the two countries. At the
Modern History Department of the National Museum & Art Gallery we keep and maintain WWII
refuse including items like the Ford Trimotor (Junkers) and the Fordson Tractor, among others, that
played prominent roles in the Kokoda Campaign. These remnants of the Kokoda Campaign serve as
a national memory of the events that transpired and so continue to foster goodwill between Papua
New Guinea and Australia.
Keywords: Kokoda, Ford Trimotor, Fordson Tractor, WWII, memory
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Voices in Taiwan Cooked-Barbarian Woman: An Anaysis of Cultural Translation in
“Return of Dadu”
Jun Shiung Liu
Jente College
In this paper, we will be analysis of “Return of Dadu” to demonstrate contemporary women
writer appropriate cultural translation and cultural hybridity to represent versions of history. As
Han‐blood and cultural cooked‐barbarian woman role, she looking for Fan (indigenous)
identification to represent the becoming and silencing indigenous woman identity in Taiwan. In
first person’s Testimonio strategically, the author appropriated force to force, ridicule and irony to
colonial rulers. We comparative to indigenous in Taiwan and Latin American, they have common
testimonio in difference of practice fields. The Papura’s women ancestor narrative the metaphor of
plant and mountain, form indigenous (Fan) name to Han name, to critique Han‐enthnocentralism’s
version of history as “they have Han ancestor, no Han ancestress”. She re‐write contract’s “women
stock” (查某份) to novel, it represent voice of cooked‐barbarian woman in her‐stories. In cultural
translation and cultural hybridity strategically, we will demonstrate the women name, metaphor of
inter‐race marriage and headhunting on subject position of race, culture and gender.
Keywords: Cultural Translation, Cultural Hybridity, Cooked‐Barbarian Woman, Re‐Writing,
Indigeous histories, Testimonio
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STUDYING HISTORY THROUGH MUSIC
Dec 3 – 15.30-17.00 – GIS NTU Room F

Panel organizer and chair:
Ying‐fen Wang (Graduate Institute of Musicology, National Taiwan University)
Panel introduction:
This panel presents how musicologists in Japan and Taiwan study the history of the Pacific
through music. Of the four papers, three of them deal with the music of Belau (Palau) and Yap,
while one with the music of the aborigines in Taiwan. Together they demonstrate how music
preserves oral traditions and documents cultural contacts among different peoples in Pacific
history. These contacts may have occurred among different island groups in the Pacific throughout
the history, or they may have taken place between the indigenous peoples in the region with the
outer world, such as the Japanese colonizers in Palau in the first half of the 20th century, the
nationalist government that ruled Taiwan after 1949, or the Western powers in Europe and the US
in various time periods.
Specifically, Yamaguti uses musical examples from Palau and Yap to illustrate how their
diversities and commonalities represent traces of the contacts among the island groups and their
encounters with the West or Japan. Konishi analyzes how one genre of Palauan songs exhibits
strong influence of Japanese popular songs from the colonial period (1914‐1945). The paper
co‐authored by Chien and Chiang shows how they restored and digitized the historical recordings
of Palauan songs and how these songs document the oral tradition of the Palauan people. Finally,
Sun examines how the Nationalist government’s anti‐communist policy in the early 1950s resulted
in the creation of a corpus of aboriginal songs with patriotic Chinese lyrics and how these songs
were widely circulated among aboriginal and Han Chinese people on Taiwan and became
canonized as the pan‐ethnic symbol of Taiwanese aborigines until now.

Pan-Pacific Traces in the Musics of Micronesia
Osamu Yamaguti
Department of Ethnomusicology, Nanhua University
The musics of the Pacific Islands have proved to show diversities at the same time some
commonalities in the past as well as at present. As a matter of fact, both the diversities and
commonalities are thought to have resulted from contacts of different island groups whether
nearby or remote in the vast Pacific Ocean. In some cases, it can be observed that the contacts
with outer world other than Oceania such as Europe, Japan and the U.S.A. have affected these
tendencies.
A few examples are to be drawn from my own experiences in Belau (Palau) and Yap in their
main island as well as in their outer islands, all of which culturally belong to the Western Caroline
Islands. The examples will be selected from their traditional repertoire as well as from acculturated
ones.
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How Palauans Adopt the Japanese Music since the 1920s?
Analysis of Lyrics and Melody of a Song Genre Called Derrebechesiil
Junko Konishi
Okinawa Prefectural University of Arts
A Palauan song genre called derrebechesiil is characterized by the strong influence of
Japanese popular songs during the Japanese administration (1914‐1945). This is supposed to be
created since the 1920s after the Japanese bureaucratic government was established. Number of
the songs is estimated more than 200, and some of them were disseminated by cassette tapes and
then private CDs since the 1980s. Avoiding to be lost, Palau Community College recently started
collecting the lyrics, however, the recorded materials are scattered as ever. In 2011, helped by local
people, Konishi started identifying lyrics and tunes of 50 recorded songs and collected Japanese
interpretation and transcribed them with staff notations. In this paper, after introducing the
project, by analyzing these materials, it is discussed that how Palauans created a song adopting
lyrical and musical elements of Japanese popular songs.

Oral Tradition in Austronesian Music: The Expressive Culture in Palauan Chanting
George Shan‐Hua Chien & Chiao‐Wen Chiang
College of Music, National Taiwan Normal University
The diversity of Palauan traditional songs reflects how music takes an important role in
different occasions in their daily life. The song texts make traditional songs not merely musical
performance, but medium for documenting oral tradition. The publication of Palauan historical
recordings, “Sound Memories of Past Palau: Music in Belau 1965‐1966 Recorded by YAMAGUTI
Osamu”, is the fruit of the triangular cooperation between Palau, Japan and Taiwan. With 16
different song genres, this publication presents the variety and richness of Palauan chanting and
oral tradition.
In this paper, I will introduce how we produce this publication. I will also analyze the selected
song texts and discuss the relation between phrasing of the lyrics and musical structure.

The Aboriginal Music under Statecraft in Taiwan after 1949
Chun‐yen Sun
Department of Chinese Music, Chinese Culture University
In the summer of 1952 the KMT government held a one‐month‐long “Improving Shandi Music
and Dance Camp,” in which more than 70 aboriginal young girls coming from all corners of Taiwan
were assembled. The trainers of the Camp consisted of Chinese musicians, dancers. The musicians
collected aboriginal songs from the trainees and the dancers taught them newly revised shandi
(aboriginal) dances. New shandi songs were composed as well. Given anti‐communism as the
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pivotal state policy on patriotism during that period of time, patriotic lyrics in Mandarin Chinese
were put into aboriginal songs. After the Camp, those aboriginal younger girls became seeded
teachers, teaching what they had learned to people of their hometowns. Thus, the Camp was the
platform for trans‐ethnic exchange of music and dance; it also played an important role of the
so‐called “Amisization” of aboriginal music and dance. The aboriginal songs gathered in the Camp
of 1952, disseminated nationwide via the veins of education and obligatory military service, later
became one of the major interfaces that the Han people contacted aboriginal music. Even today,
some of the songs have been compiled into officially sanctioned music textbooks for elementary
and junior high school students. Ostensibly the Improving Shandi Music and Dance Camp aimed at
reforming aboriginal music and dance; in fact the real task hiding behind the Camp was that the
government wanted to promote the state policy on Mandarin for the aborigines which is part of
“Improving Shandi People’s Live Movement,” by introducing those revised and newly composed
songs and dances.
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December 5

VISUALIZATION AND EXHIBITION OF NATURE AND CULTURE IN THE PACIFIC
Dec 5 – 10.45-12.15 – NTTU Room A
Chair: Shan-Nan Chang (National Museum of Prehistory)

Exhibiting Austronesian Connections: The Planning of a New Permanent
Exhibition in Lower Saxon State Museum Hanover, Germany
Alexis von Poser
Lower Saxon State Museum Hanover, Germany
For 2015 the opening of a new permanent exhibition of the ethnological department of the
Lower Saxon State Museum in Hanover, Germany is planned. The curator in charge wants to take
the opportunity to exhibit an alternative view on globalisation, based on the Austronesian
settlement of the Pacific.
The paper raises questions about the possibility to exhibit both, the historical settlement and
the contemporary connections by means of ethnological collections in museums. How to take the
diverse perspectives from Austronesians, Pacific Islanders, Pan‐Malay people, and Europeans into
account to present a multifaceted picture. The author hopes to trigger a fruitful debate that can
contribute directly to the design of the exhibition.

New Exhibition of Oceanic Culture Museum in Okinawa:
Its Aim and Challenge to the Austronesian Maritime Culture History
Akira Goto
Anthropological Institute, Nanzan University
Oceanic Culture Museum was established as Oceanic Culture Pavilion in 1975 when
International Maritime Expo was held for celebrating Okinawa's reversion from USA to Japan. For
the exhibition, nearly 1500 artifacts including a dozen of canoe had been collected from
Austronesian World, from Southeast Asia to Oceania. The collection indluds reconstructed
Tahitian double canoe, maswasa type kula canoe from Trobriands, lakatoi of Motu, house‐boat
lepa of Bajau, and so on. The renovation plan started in 2003 and new exhibition was completed
in October, 2014. For this renewal, we have visited Tahiti, Trobriands and other relevant areas to
excavate the memory during 70s' and could obtain valuable information that might be lost during
the last 40 years.
Also for the new exhibition, we asked Polowat Islanders of Caroline Islands to construct a
sailing canoe that is named Lien Polowat. Lien Polowat sailed 850 km, from Polowat to Guam,
using traditional navigation. Whole process of building canoe since cutting the wood for canoe
hull, through process of construction, launching to sailing had been filmed. The length of total film
record is more than 100 hours.
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In the exhibition, we have two 30m bande dessinées that show (1) the birth of a navigator and
(2) the birth of a sailing canoe: (1) describes how a boy born in the Carolinian Islands grow up
and finally becomes pwo, master navigator; (2) describes the non‐mechanical traditional method
to construct sailing canoe.
Beside museum exhibition, a planetarium is operating. Its main contents is a hybrid of
planetarium and CG, titled “Directed by stars”, describing a voyage using traditional sailing
techniques based on star navigation from Polowat to Guam, 2013. The program was developed
by the cooperation of anthropologist, astronomer and Polowat Islanders. The audience will
experience the real sea travel by learning which star to be used for navigation.
Thus Oceanic Culture Museum, full of new technology of exhibition, will serve for studying,
experiencing and also enjoying “Great Journey” by the Austronesian ancestors. Now we are
preparing for audio‐aid in English, Korean, Chinese and Cantonese.
Keywords: Austronesian, Oceania, canoe, navigation, Okinawa

Te Haehale o Vaka o Lata: Radial Alignments, Opposite Pairs, Natural Phenomena,
and Spiritual Experience in the Shelter of a Polynesian Voyaging Canoe
Marianne George
Pacific Traditons Society
Among the many mysteries about ancient Polynesian voyaging technology, are the structure,
meaning, and experience of the shelter on a voyaging canoe. How did the shelter on a voyaging
canoe help the way finders to observe and align with natural phenomena, work as a crew, and
their past, present and future orientations in time and space? What can we learn about any of
this from the voyaging revivalists of Taumako?
Taumako islanders are now the only Polynesian people using completely natural materials,
and only ancient designs, methods, and tools, to make and sail voyaging canoes. Their tools
include a mental model that is phenomenally complex and knowledgeable system of wayfinding.
The Taumako wayfinding system does not rest primarily on celestial observations and/or the
use of a star compass. It is a systematic mental organizing tool, or instrument, that correlates and
calibrates various phenomena for the purposes of way finding at sea, trip planning, and carrying
out all the voyaging arts and social activities. Taumako voyaging canoes and the shelters on them
are aligned with and defined by this tool.
This paper describes sacred and practical functions of the haehale (half‐shelter) on a Taumako
voyaging canoe, it’s storied, cultural meanings and imagery their parts, and how the vessels align
and coordinate with the wind positions of TNTM ‐ the Taumako wayfinding system.
There are clear rules about who and what goes inside the haehale and for what purposes, and
how the vantage of the haehale, and particularly the entryway and roof of it, are utilized.
The haehale is a node in relationships and communications with the ocean, the weather, the
community back home and on other islands, as well as in the past and future of the sailors and
their communities. I describe one tired night in a difficult voyage when the crew members,
including me, experienced the late Chief Kaveia’s reassuring, scented, and shimmering presence in
the entryway to the haehale.
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Down a Jungle Path in Oceania: Visualising Nature, Natives and the Interior
Max Quanchi
School of Social Sciences, University of the South Pacific
Photographs, and art, of natural settings, villages merging with the jungle behind, and paths
winding into a mysterious dark interior appeared in illustrated publications across Oceania,
Australia, and New Zealand could be considered a separate genre and part of the basic colonial
gallery of images of distant lands, a ‘tropicalisation’ of the vicarious armchair viewing of Oceania
that blossomed along with postcards, illustrated newspapers and magazines, travelogues and
fiction set in the islands.
Why were photographs so popular that featured jungle paths leading to a ‘dark, mysterious
interior where Oceanic people lived strange, savage lives’? Was this a 19th and early 20th century
fascination with nature, wonderment that nature was so profuse in the tropics, an outcome of an
expanding popular ethnography or a touristic gaze at the opposite side of the world? Did this type
of photograph confirm existing racial notions of indigenous peoples or did it add to an appreciation
of tribal peoples and popular humanitarian interest in the lives of ‘others’?
This paper looks at turn‐of‐the‐century images and offers answers and suggests possible
motivations and alternative readings.
Keywords: Photography, Nature, Tropicalisation, Tourism
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PAN‐PACIFIC INDIGENOUS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: PART 2
MANAGING THE SEA AND LAND IN THE ERA OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Dec 5 – 10.45-12.15 – NTTU Room B

Panel organizers and chairs:
Daya Da‐Wei Kuan (National Chengchi University)
Paul D'Arcy (Australian National University)
Panel introduction:
Indigenous peoples across the Pacific Islands face many similar resource management issues.
While ultimately solutions will only be ecologically sustainable and socially enduring if they take
account of distinct local contexts and cultures, this need to take account of local contexts and to
empower local resource guardianship can be enhanced through looking at how other groups deal
with broadly similar issues and contexts. These two panels adopt a comparative framework by
discussing a series of local resource management issues across the Pacific. Each panel combines
indigenous Taiwanese perspectives with those of other indigenous groups from around the Pacific.
In tacking between general principles of conservation, consultation, and community
empowerment, and specifics of place, identity and cultural values, we will also indirectly explore
how indigenous groups might best interact with each other and in some cases the larger
non‐indigenous populations of nation states they inherited from colonial pasts. We also seek to
assess the value and most effective use of such Pan‐Pacific indigenous networks for future
resource management issues.

Pinangan no kapah (Well done, young man!): Spearfishing as a Dynamic
Ethnoscience and a Know-How of Marine Area Management among Amis People in
Taiwan
Futuru C.L. Tsai
Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University
This paper explores spearfishing activities among Amis people in southeastern Taiwan and
argues that spearfishing by free diving among Amis people as a comprehensive and dynamic
knowledge‐system to Ethnoscience and to manage the Marine Area of Amis People. The early
approach of studying Ethnoscience mainly focused on the forms of classification in the sense of
natural science among the others. Recently, Ethnoscience is not only focus on natural science but
also on humanities and social science, which toward an approach of increasingly transdisciplinary
in its nature. Spearfishing by free diving is an important daily activity to acquire seafood among
Amis young men living along with the east coast in Taiwan, who have been developing highly skills
and abundant knowledge of hunting seafood under water, including the skills of free diving,
spearfishing gun making, lifesaving under water and knowledge of fishes, tide, current, landscapes
along the coast… etc. Moreover, there are subtle relationships among the Amis spearfishing men,
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their families, and social networks. In this paper, as a member of spearfishing men in my Amis
mates, I address a map of spearfishing knowledge and argue that spearfishing is not only a way to
represent the knowledge system related to the ocean and the fishes but also to reveal the social
relations and the affections among Amis people. Furthermore, the knowledge system of
spearfishing among Amis people also represents a dynamic process of Amis modernity, which is
being changed with the progress of technology and the changes of environment. In the end, the
knowledge of spearfishing among Amis could be a know‐how of managing the local marine area.

Large-scale Marine Protected Areas in the Pacific: Cultural and Social Perspectives
Tamatoa Bambridge
Le Centre de Recherches Insulaires et Observatoire de l’Environnement de Polynésie Française
(CRIOBE), Moorea, French Polynesia
Large‐scale Marine Protected Areas (henceforth LSMPA) encompassing significant areas of
pelagic ocean beyond sight of land have proliferated in the last decade. While there is no
standard accepted definition of LSMPA, most are defined as MPA covering areas of 100,000 square
kilometers or more. In recent years there has been a trend in the Pacific Ocean especially towards
even larger LSMPA.
Four aspects of LSMPA are examined: the management regimes and success stories of
near‐shore MPA in the eastern Pacific; the ecological problems of pelagic zones which LSMPA seek
to overcome; the highly specific and variable ecological, political and cultural reasons for the
formation of individual LSMPA; and lastly, areas where cultural aspects of near‐shore management
regimes might have efficacy in broader LSMPA regimes. The question we seek to examine is does
the expansion of MPAs into open ocean beyond site of land diminish the role of culture in
management regime? We argue that the few detailed studies based on data rather than
assumption clearly reveal that co‐management by marine scientists and local indigenous
communities is the best way forward in both neritic and pelagic regimes for ecological, legal,
political, economic and cultural reasons.

Pacific Islander Migration, Identity and Cultural Sustainability
in the Era of Climate Change
Lynette Carter
Te Tumu – School of Māori, Pacific, and Indigenous Studies, and the Centre for Sustainability,
University of Otago
This paper investigates the social impact of climate change migration and relocations on
notions of indigenous nationhood, identity and cultural sustainability. It gives particular emphasis
to how Pacific peoples' are responding to climate change by calling upon tradition‐based solutions
couched in indigenous knowledge frameworks and practices The paper then examines climate
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change migration’s impact on nationhood and sovereignty for indigenous peoples. The notion of
sea and land being one in indigenous thinking is of particular interest as sea level rise threatens the
terrestrial territory of island nations. With reference to the theme of place naming as claiming
within Māori sovereignty claims, we particularly examine naming in the context of continued
sovereignty over sea/marine resources and economic zones if lands become uninhabitable ‐ the
whole ocean is mapped and named which allows for recognition of territories and boundaries and
so forth. The mapped sea of indigenous knowledges really is not an empty space up for grabs.

Knowledge and Practices of Wild Edible Plants of the Amis of ‘Tolan: Contents and
Social Distribution of a Locally-bound Traditional Ecological Knowledge System
Su‐Mei Lo
Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University
Jer‐Ming Hu
Institute of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, National Taiwan Univerity
This paper explores the rich knowledge of use and management of wild edible plants in the
Amis community of ‘Tolan. We will focus on the description of plant species and their functions in
the socio‐cultural contexts in which the collections, cultivations and circulations are practiced. In
our analysis, the social distribution of this knowledge and the crisis of its transmission would be at
the center of our argument. We will argue that the knowledge of wild edible plants among the
Amis is an excellent type of traditional ecological knowledge system. It represents the meaning of
cultural practice of a locally‐bound knowledge. It is also part of the knowledge of everyday life,
deeply connected to the close relationship of their land management.
This study will incorporate ethnographic method, participant observation, results from plant
taxonomy and community analysis. We attempt to work on the subject through literature survey
and field studies, under cross‐disciplinary evaluation of the ethnobotanical research from two
different perspectives.

Bínasët, Palyën, and Mariit - Endangered Philippine Indigenous Peoples’
Ideas of Conserving Resources
Cynthia Zayas
University of the Philippines at Diliman, Manila
The indigenous peoples (IPs) of the world are victims of the current tide of land grabbing or
land acquisitions and prohibition to access traditional fishing grounds or territorial waters as a
result of the neoliberal policies of their governments. Special Economic Zones (SEZs) have been
enacted to legally access the remaining territories which happened to be located in the ancestral
domains of the IPs. I will argue in this presentation that the IPs have their sophisticated sense
dynamic utilization of the environment that clearly demonstrates their holistic ecological
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approaches as they engage climate change and natural disasters. I will use three cases from the
Ayta of Mt. Pinatubo and Agta of Casiguran whose ancestral domains can be found in the western
and eastern coasts of Northern Luzon respectively; as well as the Bisayan fishers of Gigantes Islands
in Central Philippines. Forest and coastal resource management, and cultural needs in disaster
management programs from ideas of bínasët, an Agta word for forbidden sanctuaries, palyën an
Ayta term for sacred place; and mariit a Bisayan term for dangerous space, will be used as
heuristic devices to explain resource conservation and utilization. SEZs therefore are menace to
alternative lifestyles that will be erased as the IPs will be removed from their ancestral domains.
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METHODOLOGIES & THEMES IN RECONSTRUCTING HIDDEN CULTURAL HISTORIES
Dec 5 – 10.45-12.15 – NTTU Room C

Panel organizer and chair:
Judith Bennett (University of Otago)
Panel introduction:
This panel brings together scholars conducting innovative research on new ways of looking at
historical evidence to enhance our perspectives on cultural groups and practices that are generally
neglected in academic literature. Their findings are of great importance to the many oral‐tradition
based cultures of Taiwan and other Pacific Islands whose histories are dominated by observations
made by outsiders who recorded their observations across the culture divide in writing, however
imperfectly. We examine the cultural, religious and political importance of crops and fauna, and
the benefits of comparative studies to bring new perspectives to subjects. Underlying all this is the
key issue of the applicability of methodologies across cultures – the need to tack between the
most local of detail of particular cultures and shared experiences and themes between cultures.
Diverse arrays of methodologies are available, and much can be learned by deploying them in
combination with sensitivity to local contexts.

Millet-based Rituals and Ethnic Reconstruction among Taiwanese Aborigines
Benoit Vermander
Fudan University; Taipei Ricci Institute
Millet is one of the important crops of the indigenous societies of Taiwan. It is not only a
source of sustenance but also a critical ingredient in ritual performances. At the same time, its
ritual use is characterized by significant variations from one ethnic group to another. This essays
focuses on the way Taiwan’s aboriginal societies integrate millet into narratives and
representations that are at the same time cosmological and social, as well as on the ritual practices
linked to such representations. It further investigates how these symbolic resources are
re‐interpreted and mobilized when asserting aboriginal identities within the Taiwanese polity.
Keywords: Millet, Rituals, Fllood, Shamanism
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The Political History of Birds in the Pacific and Taiwan, 1280-2014
Lewis Mayo
University of Melbourne
While birds are present in all human societies, and birds have a particularly prominent place
in the way in which humans imagine and represent cultural order, birds are often thought to be
outside of politics and relations of political power. In many Pacific societies, however, the idea that
human and avian worlds are intertwined orders means that reflection on politics in those societies
is also reflection on birds and vice versa. Birds, it can be argued, are not simply objects through
which political systems and values are imagined, but beings whose lives are embedded in relations
of political force.
This paper traces relationships between birds and political history in Taiwan and in the Pacific
(with a particular focus on Papua New Guinea and Aotearoa‐New Zealand) between 1280 and the
present, seeking to understand how historical processes, including those of settlement and the
expansion and contraction of empire, have affected birds. In so doing I explore how different
political traditions in Taiwan and the Pacific ‐ Austronesian and non‐Austronesian but also Chinese,
Japanese and Euro‐American ‐ have created different "political ornithologies" (organized systems
of knowledge about birds that are linked to structured systems of political power).
Keywords: Birds, Political Systems, Taiwan, Papua New Guinea, Aotearoa‐New Zealand

Kelp Highways, Cold Beaches, and Nuclear Walruses:
The North Pacific Ocean in a Sea of Islands
Ryan Jones
Auckland University
Epeli Hau’ofa’s definition of the Pacific as a “sea of islands,” should be extended to the
indigenous history of the North Pacific Ocean. Several themes prominent in the history of Oceania,
such as humans’ orientation towards the ocean, the complex ways European and indigenous
histories mixed in the colonial era, and the notion of vast, interconnected spaces apply to North
Pacific history as well. This essay looks at the ways the history of the Russian Far East and Alaska
could be written as Pacific History and integrated into histories of Oceania. Such an integration
would provide numerous benefits for historians and activists in the North Pacific. Some important
topics in the history of these northern regions, such as the interdependence of human and natural
systems, could also enrich historiography in Oceania.
Keywords: Sea of Islands, Siberia, Alaska
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Austronesian Expansion in the Longue Durée
Kathryn Anderson Wellen
Royal Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Studies (KITLV), Netherlands
This paper describes a proposed research project that is being submitted to the Dutch
government for funding. The project will examine Austronesian expansion during the longue duree.
While the project will make use of secondary sources in linguistics and archaeology, the original
research will be in the field of cultural history. The project will use six different case studies to
identify structural differences and similarities during the historical period. Are early modern and
modern migrations extensions of pre‐historic cultural patterns as suggested by Hau'ofa and Carter?
Or are they structurally different phenomena?
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THE RISE AND FALL OF DENOMINATIONS
Dec 5 – 10.45-12.15 – NTTU Room D
Chair: Jacqueline Leckie (Department of Anthropology and Archaeology, University of Otago)

The Development of Christianity under Dominant Han Culture:
A Case of the Amis in Chishang Township, Taitung City
Shiun‐Wey Huang
Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica; National Dong Hwa University
Chishang Township, Taitung County is situated in the central part of the Hwadong Rift Valley in
Eastern Taiwan, with a population of approximately nine thousand people. The population
structure mainly consists of Fukkien and Hakka groups who had moved to this area from Western
Taiwan in the 1920s, accounting for around seventy percent of the census. The other twenty or so
percent consists of the Amis people, the most important minority ethnic group in the Chishang
area, who came from Southern Taiwan after the 1830s.
The main religion in this area is a folk religion blending Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism.
Especially in the late 1950s, after the establishment of worship centered on the Yuqing Temple (玉
清宮), Han religion consolidated its dominance in Chishang Township. However, in the late 1930s
during the Japanese rule, the Jehovah's Witnesses started to propagate their Kingdom Hall among
the Amis people. In the 1950‐1960s after Taiwan came under KMT rule, around eighty to ninety
percent of local Amis accepted this branch of Christianity. Although presently there is a high
proportion of Amis that converted to the Han religion, the importance of Jehovah's Witness within
the Amis community is still significant. Furthermore, the Presbyterian Church, True Jesus Church,
and Catholic Church also have developments in this area, and while the congregations are not
many in number, all have established churches and hold certain influence. The followers of these
three denominations cover all ethnicities, and there are no obvious ethnic markers between these
denominations.
This paper employs historical documentation and fieldwork data to explore the history and
social background of the developments of different denominations of Christianity in Chishang
Township, and the changes of local Amis religious landscape. I will especially discuss the rise and
fall of different Christian denominations in Amis society under the dominance of Han religion,
specifically the Jehovah's Witness Kingdom Hall.
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Seeking a New Lotu: The Growth of Catholicism and the Seventh Day
Adventists in the Eastern Colo Area of Fiji, 1887-1937
Edwin Jones
University of the South Pacific; University of St Andrews
Christine Weir
University of the South Pacific; Pacific Theological College
By the 1880s Methodist Christianity was widely accepted in the Wainibuka and Wainimala
river valleys in the interior of Viti Levu, the biggest island of Fiji. Brought inland by indigenous
teachers from mission centres on the coast, this form of Methodism incorporated local dance,
chants and exchange elements, and seemed well‐established and well‐adapted. Yet many people in
these areas soon abandoned Methodism and became adherents of either the Catholic or the
Seventh Day Adventist Churches, which took different views of Fijian traditions and beliefs.
This paper examines the reasons for the denominational shift, including the unfulfilled
demand for educational opportunities, continued adherence to syncretic practices and indigenous
prophetic leaders, and harsh colonial repression in the wake of political revolt.
Keywords: religious change, Fiji, indigenous dissent

Ethno-missionary Transformations in the Seventeen Century in the Mariana Islands.
The Vision of the Marianos in the Unpublished Letters of Father Manuel Solórzano to
His Father (1676 – 1684)
David Atienza
University of Guam
Father Manuel Solórzano (1649‐1684) was a Spanish Jesuit priest from Extremadura that was
killed in Guam during the Chamorro revolt of 1684. In this paper, it will be presented the
missionary vision that he express in the letters written to his father during the time he lived in the
Mariana Islands. This set of letters were collected after his death, and they have been maintained
by the heirs of the priest for more than three Centuries.
Keywords: Spanish, Missionaries, Contact, Colonialism, Marianas
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Missionary Work of Tenrikyo in Palau Islands under Japanese Rule:
Contact Zone in Religious Encounters between an Empire and Micronesia
Hiroaki Yamanishi
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies
Tenrikyo as a religion was found in Japan in 1838. It spread and developed mainly during
Japan’s modernization period. Under the religious policy of Japan government, “National Shinto”
was created as a state religion for mental modernization and it endowed the emperor with
absolute religious charisma. The new religions were forced to change teachings and organization,
their missionary work sometimes was even prohibited. One the other hand Tenrikyo could be seen
starting to create modern form of organization, and can be shown as how new religions changed
into modern religious organization to avoid political pressure and violence. Further important is
how the government understood ‘modern’ organization as the process reflected their image of
‘modern’ religions.
Nanyocho supported Japanese Christian and Buddhist missionary works under Japanese rule
in Micronesia, which were mainly for Japanese immigrants. Tenrikyo did not receive any support
from the government but still founded its mission at three spots: Palau church, Peleliu church and
Melekeok mission office, to carry out work for the natives. Despite cultural and language
misunderstandings happened often, son of the chief, Ngiraked Atem went to Tenri to study in the
Tenri Junior High School and Tenrikyo Theological School for four years, and became the first native
missionary in Palau. He was one of the highest educated Palauan. But conflicts with lower public
officers occurred as he returned to Palau.
Examining Japanese rule in Micronesia can find it different from in other colonies—it is in a
different historical context. Palau was colonized by Spain and Germany before, and Japan was not
the first encountered empire for the local society. Also Japanese rule was a kind of mandatory rule
accepted by League of Nations, and was its first‐time experience of mandatory rule. Being worried
about views of other states in the League of Nations makes the colonization by Japan not the same.
As the religious situation is concerned, Palau was for Japan the first Christian colony with western
modern culture, therefore as has been pointed out, the religious policy in Palau changed several
times during Japanese rule.
Previous historian studies on Micronesia during Japanese rule tend to focus on colonial policy
and related international relations, and the religious study is not satisfactory. With aid of the
concept of contact zone which draws attention to encounter and the processes, interactions and
relation between colonizing empire and primitive society, also considering views of the colonized
local people, by examining related scripts in newspapers, magazines and books, this paper
attempts to show how religious or personal encounters created images of each other, so as to
influence societies of both side. Without financial support from government, Tenrikyo’s mission
works depended mainly on personal contact or unexpected encounters, therefore make it special
for study of the process, images creating and views about modernization in the contact zone.
Keywords: Tenrikyo, Japanese colonization, contact zone, religious policy, Palau Islands
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PACIFIC TRANSNATIONALISM: WELCOME, REJECTION, ENTANGLEMENT: PART 1
Dec 5 – 10.45-12.15 – NTTU Room E

Panel organizers and chairs:
Jonathan Ritchie (Alfred Deakin Research Institute, Deakin University, Australia)
Kirstie Close‐Barry (Deakin University)
Panel introduction:
Recently there has been renewed attention on the importance of understanding the histories
of our Pacific world as the intertwining and intermingling of individuals, Pacific, Asian, and
European. Far from being simply a collection of ‘parallel lives’, of lives that are lived separately
with the only common feature being geographic proximity, Pacific life stories demonstrate
something of the ‘messiness’ that was first addressed at the tenth Pacific History Association
conference, in Kiribati twenty years ago (Talu & Quanchi 1995).
Panel members will revisit the messiness theme by adopting a transnational prism to examine
processes of welcome, rejection and/or acceptance are implicit and explicit in all border crossings.
This panel will investigate both the auspices under which these transnational relationships were
created in the Pacific and subsequent entanglements that unfolded in the web of cultural demands
and expectations on both sides.
We revel in this messiness ‐ this intertwined‐ness ‐ that like a Tagimoucia enfolds
andentangles. This panel will feature presentations by a collection of scholars, each of whom
contributes to the interweaving of the Pacific, noting that each figure examined was a highly
mobile actor, and that this allowed for or determined their border crossings. The papers include
life stories of contemporary and past leaders and thinkers, radicals and bureaucrats: both men and
women who through education or vocation came to inhabit a multiplicity of Pacific worlds.

Seli hoo!: Dennis Freney, Barak Sope and Decolonisation of Vanuatu
Christopher Waters
Deakin University
This paper will examine the role of the radical left in Australia in supporting the Vanua’aku
Parti (VP) in its role in driving forward the decolonisation of Vanuatu in the 1970s. It will do this
through an examination of the relationship between two men, Denis Freney, a communist activist
and journalist in Sydney, and Barak Sope, one of the young radical leaders in the VP in Port Vila.
While the crucial support of the Australian Churches and the Australian Council of the World
Council of Churches for the nationalist movement in the New Hebrides has long been recognised,
the support of a small group of Australian activists from the radical left has received far less
scholarly attention. This paper outlines the role of Denis Freney, a long‐time supporter of national
liberation movements in the colonial world, in supporting the VP, especially its younger, university
trained, more radical wing led by Barak Sope. The paper uses the private papers of Denis Freney,
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copies of the Australian news bulletin, Seli hoo! (produced by Freney) and records of the Australian
Security Intelligence Organisation’s to explore the relationship between the Australian left and the
VP.
Keywords: Decolonisation, Vanuatu, Australia

Mediating and Segregating: Arthur J Small and the Methodist Mission, 1879-1924
Kirstie Close‐Barry
Deakin University
Arthur J Small stepped onto the pier at Levuka in 1879, within months of the ship the
Leonidas arriving in Fiji with its first contingent of Indian indentured labourers. From his first days
in the colony, Small was therefore conscious of the introduction of this community to Britain’s
recently ceded islands. He worked in the colony for the four following decades, in the Indian,
indigenous and European Methodist congregations. His was a story of welcomes, sometimes of
rejection, and without a doubt, one of entanglement. Though Small was initially assigned to work
with indigenous Fijians, he often traversed the boundaries between communities and negotiated
the expectations set in each cultural context. This paper traces his relationships with the people
and institutions of colonial Fiji, including chiefs and the colonial administration, and reflects
particularly on Small’s time as Chairman of the Methodist Mission. His leadership of the Mission
highlighted both his mobility across racial, cultural and international boundaries, but also his belief
in institutional racial separation. This paper therefore engages with the broader question of how to
engage with the complexity of colonial figures through a discussion about the institutionalisation
of racial and cultural difference.
Keywords: Fiji, Methodist, race, culture, mediator

Transforming Melanesia: Three Papua New Guinean Thinkers
Jonathan Ritchie
Alfred Deakin Research Institute, Deakin University
Willy Huanduo
History, Philosophy and Gender Strand, University of Papua New Guinea
Benedict Warwakai
Vunavavar Parish Youth Ministry, Treasurer Rabaul Deanery Youth Ministry
First used to categorise on racial grounds, the concept of Melanesia has been radically
transformed from its first use by Dumont d'Urville and others in the nineteenth century. We
suggest that three contemporary Melanesians – the Papua New Guineans Paulias Matane, Bernard
Narokobi, and Michael Somare – have each been major contributors to wresting the concept of
Melanesia away from its Orientalist beginnings and re‐forging it in a new assemblage that takes in
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political, cultural, and economic aspects. Our paper will examine how some of the contemporary
understanding of Melanesia has been influenced by the lives and works of these three thinkers.
Keywords: Biography, Melanesia, PNG, national identity
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SPECIAL EVENT: EXCHANGING REFLECTIONS ON ETHNOGRAPHIC FILMING
Dec 5 – 13.00-14.00 – NTTU Room E
Chair: Futuru Tsai (Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University)

The Wings of the Takasago Giyutai 高砂的翅膀
Futuru C.L. Tsai
Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University
The Takasago Giyutai were Taiwan indigenous young men who were conscripted by the
Japanese colonial government during 1942‐1943 in Taiwan. They were sent to the pacific war
battle fields to fight for Japanese military force. Most of the members of the Giyutai were KIA in
the battle fields. After almost 70 years later, a team including an Anthropologist, an artist, a camera
man, and a family member of a KIA Giyutai member in Papua New Guinea, according to a Taiwan
indigenous legend which is the soul of the dead person would return home by the wings of a
certain bird. The team went to the battle field in Papua New Guinea to create a monument "The
Wings for the Takasago Giyutai" invoking the spirits of the Takasago Giyutai to return their home.
【高砂的翅膀：過程版】是一段追尋歷史記憶的旅程，也是一場跨界的藝術與文化的交流，串聯起跨越近
70 年的空白，讓已逝的靈魂，乘著一雙鳥羽的翅膀，從新幾內亞戰場上的星空下返回福爾摩沙的故土，讓那些
仍然在世的生者能夠安慰這些已逝的靈魂：「你們不是戰敗者，不必感到羞愧，請回到部落，成為祖靈吧。」

Tongues of Heaven 天堂的語言
Anita Chang
Independent Filmmaker; University of California at Santa Cruz
Set in Taiwan and Hawai'i, TONGUES OF HEAVEN (60 minutes, Taiwan/US, 2013) focuses on
the questions, desires and challenges of young indigenous peoples to learn the languages of their
forebears‐languages that are endangered or facing extinction. Using digital video as the primary
medium of expression, four young indigenous women from divergent backgrounds collaborate and
exchange ideas to consider the impact of language on identity and culture. With 96% of the world’s
population speaking only 4% of the world’s languages, what does it mean to speak your mother
tongue in this age of language homogenization? To put it another way, what do you lose when you
lose your native language? These are just some of the questions that these women, with camera in
hand, ask themselves, their families and peers.
〈天堂的語言〉（60 分鐘，台／美，2013）是張文馨最新的作品，場景設定在台灣和夏威夷，也就是南島
語族使用其語言的地點。這部實驗性紀錄片關注的重點在於年輕一代的原住民，以及他們在學習祖先所流傳下
來、卻即將失傳的族語所面臨的疑問、渴望及挑戰。四個擁有不同背景的年輕原住民女性利用數位影像作為拍
攝的主要媒介，她們一同合作並互相交流，討論語言在身分認同及文化上的影響。全球百分之 96 的人口只使用
了百分之 4 的語言，在這個語言近趨同化的時代，以你的母語與他人進行溝通意謂著什麼呢？當你失去了母語，
你將會同時失去什麼？在影片最後，影片參與者在夏威夷的工作坊裡見面了，她們分享了自己所拍攝的鏡頭、
對於語言復興和最終目標—強化自身與族語的連結的見解。
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RETHINKING RELATIONS TO LAND
Dec 5 – 14.00-15.30 – NTTU Room A
Chair: Alex Golub (Department of Anthropology, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa)

Staking Claims: Ontologies of Property Rights on Pre-colonial Formosa
Scott Simon
Department of Sociology and Anthropology, University of Ottawa
Awi Mona
Graduate Program of Culture and Education Law, Department of Educational Management,
National Taipei University of Education
Property rights strike to the very core of indigenous claims to territory and political autonomy.
The basis assumption of international and legal indigenous rights documents, including the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and Taiwan’s Basic Law on Indigenous
Peoples, is that indigenous peoples were present on a territory prior to colonization and thus have
certain sui generis rights to land. It is thus quite common for indigenous groups to assert their
rights through claims to ontological difference. Indigenous ontologies of property rights are often
contrasted to the modernist, or “Western,” norms of exclusive, alienable, individual property rights.
These modernist norms are the basis of Taiwan’s indigenous reserve land (保留地), in which land,
even if it cannot be sold or leased to non‐indigenous people, is nonetheless seen as the exclusive
property of individual taxpayers. Further research needs to be done on indigenous notions of
property to land and other objects.
In Taiwan, important historical research has been done on the plains aborigines formerly
known as shoufan (熟番), by such scholars as Ke Chih‐ming, John Shepherd, and others; but less is
known about the property rights systems of the mountain peoples formerly known as shengfan (生
番 ). Because these groups were not subject to direct Qing Dynasty administration of their
populations and property claims, they are likely to have maintained of pre‐state institutions of
property relations until well into the Japanese period. It is necessary for anthropologists and legal
scholars interested in indigenous property rights to go beyond interviews and learn from
Japanese‐era written sources, including the Governor‐General’s Temporary Investigation
Committee on Old Customs ( 臨 時 台 灣 舊 慣 調 查 會 ) and other documents of indigenous
administration, as well as from ethnographies from the early post‐war period.
Taiwan is a fertile place to study this topic, due to the diversity of indigenous groups in terms
of political organization and use of territory, as well as different ecological niches. There are likely
to be notable differences between the more “egalitarian” societies of the North (e.g. the Atayal)
and the more “stratified” societies of the south (e.g. the Paiwan and Rukai with their “noble”
houses). There are also differences due to the nature of the resources, whether they were claiming
hunting territories, farm plots, water use, or fishing resources. Different ontologies seem to be
related more to social relations than to individual “rights.”
Using colonial‐era documents and early ethnographies, this paper explores alternative
histories of property rights on Formosa. How did various groups stake out claims to ownership and
territory by tribes, families, and individuals? What kinds of objects and spaces were perceived to
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be subject to ownership; and according to what ontological assumptions? What relations did this
property rights entail between people, communities, objects, and animals? What variety existed
between the various groups of Taiwan? What does this say about the nature of “property rights” in
non‐state societies and the challenges of the colonial encounter?
Keywords: Property rights, indigenous rights, ontologies, Taiwan

Another 'the Tragedy of the Commons' in Indigenous People's Land: A Critical
Review on the Power of Land Governance of Orchid Island, Taiwan
Chia‐Nan Lin
Department of Geography, National Taiwan University
This study aimed to give a critical review in the problems of indigenous people’s land issues
especially in the rights of land property possession and the rights of land use governance by
analyzing a significant action that happened locally in Orchid Island last summer. Orchid Island
(also called Lanyu in Chinese or called Pongso no Tao in native language) is a small volcanic islands
located at southern‐eastern area of Taiwan, where local indigenous people lived for thousands
years and where they evolved a land governance system consisting of traditional complicated
norms and taboos that had been regulating local indigenous people’s behaviors in this island.
Orchid Island and its islander ‘Tao people’ were recognized as the place /people that maintain
the most cultural meanings among all Taiwan’s indigenous people because all the land areas (even
marine areas) of Orchid Island have still been well carried by themselves. Although there are still
private territories for each villages in traditional land governance system, Orchid Island are
considered ‘the commons’ for all villages and Tao people managed both privately and communally.
For land management, most agrarian lands might be cultivated personally (means it is
privately owned) but be irrigated with group together (means it is collectively maintained).
Property of lands could be private or communal so that the ways to manage lands would be
privately or communally that is the pattern Tao people maintains their lands. No doubt, Indigenous
residents absolutely have rights and abilities to define lands category, to utilize land resources
wisely, and to determine what is going to happen on their lands. Last summer, a usual event
occurred to Orchid Island. One agrarian land was suddenly going to be changed both land use type
and land property status by an announcement from government was called ‘Dong‐Ching No.7 Land
event.’
This study collected data from local people who led or involved in this movement in 2011 by
participating research. A comparative perspectives between indigenous people and government
illustrated how different the ways they claimed land rights, and what legitimacy they really
possessed. To conclude, this study defines this problem that indigenous people lost their land
rights to govern communal lands or govern their lands communally as another 'the tragedy of the
commons' in indigenous people's land.
Keywords: Orchid Island, Tao indigenous people, the tragedy of the commons, land right, land
governance
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Are We Really Related to Nature? Conservation and Development in Madagascar
Yi‐yu Lai
Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University
Madagascar is famous for its special species and ecological environment. When we talk about
Madagascar, everyone usually highlights the nature in this island, but he/she seldom thinks of the
Malagasy people. In this paper, I will focus on the Malagasy people who are the Austronesian
migrants from south‐east Asia. In one way, they think their origin as an important thing. Also, they
keep their ways of living as their identity. I would like to talk more about the influence in
conservation and tourist development. There are many stereotypes that let the development
direction change, including international, state, and local level. These different scales are mixed
together, and they are very strong power in Madagascar society, especially more and more local
people are included in the tourist affairs.
Keywords: Madagascar, ecological reserve, indigenous people

Not Only Thinking Like a Mountain: Reawakening the Ancient Wisdom,
in Search of an Alternative Culture
Tzu‐Mei (Nancy) Chen
Taiwan Ecological Stewardship Association
Realizing the deteriorating environment will threaten my children’s future, I started to learn
through self study and join the Homemakers Union on Environmental Protection in 1991. In order
to bring the awareness to more people, I invited a small group of Christian friends from HU to start
the Taiwan Christian Ecological Center (TCEC) in 1992. Then, registered on June 21st 1998 as
Taiwan Ecological Stewardship Association (TESA), it recruits members from different religious
backgrounds. The purpose of TESA is to inculcate the value principles of environmental ethics
through the study of land ethics, the pursuit of eco‐justice, and the practice of simple life,
emphasizing on the integration of the various traditional moral and religious dimensions of life
with a new ecological worldview, leading to major social and cultural transformations for a healthy
sustainable future.
“Thinking like a Mountain” has been a very inspiring article in the classic work, A Sand County
Almanac, by Aldo Leopold. This phrase “Thinking like a Mountain” has been a motto to me for
many years. But as I appreciated more about the indigenous culture in Taiwan through reading
books by Dr. Da‐Chuan Sun, it has caused the breakthrough of my understanding about
environmental ethics. I realized that the Mountain can be angry, sorrow, or joyful, she can also
dance and sing other than think. To be a good steward of the Nature, it is far more than just
“thinking”, even thinking like a mountain. Later, inspired by the following two principles of the
Earth Charter, Principle 4.b. Transmit to future generations values, traditions, and institutions that
support the long‐term flourishing of Earth human and ecological communities, and Principle 9.c.
Recognize the ignored, protect the vulnerable, serve those who suffer, and enable them to develop
their capacities and to pursue their aspiration.
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TESA started to organize the Earth Charter Taiwan Youth Group division since 2005. The other
six divisions of ECT are academic, education, business, NGO, religion, and indigenous people. 2014
is the end of the ten‐year period for UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development
(UNDESD) 2005‐2014. 2014 is also the International Year of Family Farming, with the goal of
feeding the world and caring for the earth. Earth Charter Taiwan hosted the 28th conference at
Yi‐Lan County in 6‐12 July 2014 with the title “Nature, Culture and Future”. This title reflects our
efforts to connect sustainability education with the agro‐ecology movement. TESA has witnessed
what Dr. Holmes Rolston III said: “Life is incarnate in place. Environmental ethics requires a feeling
of identity with local place.” The main tasks of TESA can be described as “Reawakening the Ancient
Wisdom, In Search of an Alternative Culture”.
Keywords: Land Ethics, Eco‐justice, Simple Life, Indigenous Culture, Earth Charter
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PACIFIC TRANSNATIONALISM: WELCOME, REJECTION, ENTANGLEMENT: PART 2
Dec 5 – 14.00-15.30 – NTTU Room B

Panel organizers and chairs:
Jonathan Ritchie (Alfred Deakin Research Institute, Deakin University)
Kirstie Close‐Barry (Deakin University)
Panel introduction:
Recently there has been renewed attention on the importance of understanding the histories
of our Pacific world as the intertwining and intermingling of individuals, Pacific, Asian, and
European. Far from being simply a collection of ‘parallel lives’, of lives that are lived separately
with the only common feature being geographic proximity, Pacific life stories demonstrate
something of the ‘messiness’ that was first addressed at the tenth Pacific History Association
conference, in Kiribati twenty years ago (Talu & Quanchi 1995).
Panel members will revisit the messiness theme by adopting a transnational prism to examine
processes of welcome, rejection and/or acceptance are implicit and explicit in all border crossings.
This panel will investigate both the auspices under which these transnational relationships were
created in the Pacific and subsequent entanglements that unfolded in the web of cultural demands
and expectations on both sides.
We revel in this messiness ‐ this intertwined‐ness ‐ that like a Tagimoucia enfolds
andentangles. This panel will feature presentations by a collection of scholars, each of whom
contributes to the interweaving of the Pacific, noting that each figure examined was a highly
mobile actor, and that this allowed for or determined their border crossings. The papers include
life stories of contemporary and past leaders and thinkers, radicals and bureaucrats: both men and
women who through education or vocation came to inhabit a multiplicity of Pacific worlds.

University Pilgrims: the First Papua New Guinean University Students
David Lowe & Jonathan Ritchie
Alfred Deakin Research Institute, Deakin University
In April 1961, Paul Hasluck, Australia’s Minister for External Territories, declared that it was
time to give ‘urgent and comprehensive attention to the question of administrative training and
higher education’ in Papua and New Guinea. Five years later, in 1966, the University of Papua
and New Guinea opened its doors to its first students, fifty‐two men and six women, all
undertaking the pre‐tertiary Preliminary Year, and in the following year the first undergraduate
students commenced their studies. The classes of 1966 and 1967 were educational pioneers,
new students at a new university, and would go on to lead their new nation.
Yet they were not the first Papua New Guineans to experience university education. If they
were pioneers, there was a smaller group of young Papua New Guineans who were university
pilgrims, travelling overseas to gain a higher education. Their composition was in many respects
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similar to their compatriots at the new University, and many of them similarly went on to positions
of leadership and status in post‐independence PNG.
Our presentation will examine some aspects of the beginnings of university education in
Papua New Guinea, from the beginning of the 1960s. It has been partially inspired by the
opportunities presented by the coming fiftieth anniversary of the University of PNG’s founding. It
also draws on the large research project in which we are currently involved, which looks at five
decades of Papua New Guineans and Indonesians who have been able to undertake higher
education in Australia through Australian Government scholarship schemes.
The 2010 Review of Universities in PNG that was authored by Sir Rabbie Namaliu and
Professor Ross Garnaut identified something of the decline in higher education that has taken
place since the 1960s, and recommended ways to strengthen PNG's university sector. Our
presentation will explore the paths that some of that first generation took in pursuit of university
education in those early years, and discuss how these journeys shaped both the destinies of the
individuals themselves and their nation.
Keywords: PNG, education, Australia, universities, biographies

Lorimer Fison and the Absent Fijians
Helen Gardner
Deakin University
Lorimer Fison’s engagement with Fijians spanned two decades and a complex political
landscape. His first six years amongst the Rewa and Lau peoples were spent under the shadow of
Cakobau’s chaotic efforts to form a government and Ma’afu’s more successful attempts. In this
period, prior to the cession of the islands, the acceptance or rejection of foreigners was directly in
the hands of the relevant chief within the alliances, or Matanitū. Viewed as a ‘vassal of Bau’, Fison
was rejected by the Rewa people of Viti Levu and retreated to the Christian stronghold of the Lau
group. Following a long furlough in Victoria he returned to Rewa after the islands were ceded to
the British. Now, under the auspices of the colonial authorities, his welcome was assured. In
1876 Fison wrote the influential article ‘Land Tenure in Fiji’, that was to become the basis for Fiji’s
Land Tenure system under the British. He gathered the evidence for the paper from his students in
the school established for the training of Fijian students for administration and mission. This was
yet another instance in which the salvaging of the pre‐colonial past was enabled by the colonial
administration. This paper considers the absence of individual Fijians from Fison's published and
unpublished sources.
Keywords: Fison, anthropology, Fiji, land
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‘Tea with George’: The Transnational Material Culture of Mota’s Kohimarama
Jane Samson
Department of History and Classics, University of Alberta
George Sarawia, the first indigenous priest of the Melanesian Mission, got his earliest
European schooling from the mission school at Kohimarama, New Zealand. At that enclave near
Auckland, and later at the expanded school on Norfolk Island, Sarawia welcomed and was
welcomed by the genteel culture of British high Anglicanism. Ordained to the priesthood in 1873,
Sarawia established his own mission station on the island of Mota and named it Kohimarama after
his first school: a Maori name from a British colony at an indigenous Melanesian mission. Among
many border‐crossings at this remarkable place, one involved the ritual with which Sarawia
welcomed guests to his home: "tea with George as usual" was a frequent comment. Drinking tea
on Mota was of course an artifact of empire, redolent of the unequal power relations of global
capitalism. The sugar for Sarawia's tea parties came from planations worked, willingly or otherwise,
by his fellow Melanesians. The tea came from India, the fruits of other plantations and more hard
labour. The reorganisation of time to make tea‐time on a Melanesian island involved a colonisation
of consciousness.
But is that all it was? Sarawia delighted in dressing nicely and putting the
kettle on, sometimes insisting on making time for tea when his British visitors were in a hurry.
Along with the pointed ironies of these material artifacts and practices, we can also find evidence
of delight, comfort and friendship. We glimpse the power of a high‐ranking suqe member who
could afford to eat and drink both with outsiders and with lower‐ranking Melanesian men.
Tea‐time was one of the most ubiquitous transnational rituals of the British empire. In taking tea
together, Sarawia and his visitors both revealed and crossed powerful boundaries of race and
culture.
Keywords: missionaries, material culture, tea, sugar, Melanesia
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‘SWIFT INJUSTICE’: PUNITIVE EXPEDITIONS IN EAST ASIA AND THE WESTERN PACIFIC:
PART 1
Dec 5 – 14.00-15.30 – NTTU Room C

Panel organizers and chairs:
Chris Ballard (Australian National University)
Bronwen Douglas (The Australian National University)
Panel introduction:
Punitive expeditions are intimately linked with the history of colonialism. But when is an
expedition recognised as punitive or an act of punishment as expeditionary? What is the moral
basis for the violence of the punitive expedition and how are the effects of this exemplary or
performative violence either promoted or masked for metropolitan or local audiences? How have
Indigenous people provoked, managed, resisted, abetted, or survived punitive expeditions? What
was the significance of local guides, allies, auxiliaries, and so‐called 'collaborators'? How have
punitive expeditions contributed to the extension of state sovereignty or colonial control? How
have the practices and technologies of the punitive expedition been communicated, transferred,
and inherited between states or state‐like actors? What are the narrative tropes, visual grammars,
and vocabularies of the punitive expedition and how are terms such as recalcitrance, honour, and
outrage mobilised in its support? To what extent were punitive expeditions effective or vulnerable,
and what might this tell us about their intended effects and limitations? This panel seeks to
address these and other questions through historical reflection on a range of punitive expeditions
across the Western Pacific and East Asian regions.
Keywords: Punishment, Expedition, Colonialism, Violence, Agency

Swift Injustice: An Introduction
Chris Ballard
Australian National University
The panel “Swift Injustice: punitive expeditions in East Asia and the Western Pacific” brings
together a variety of papers on large‐scale acts of retribution. Commonly, but not invariably
sponsored by states, these expeditions assumed a particular status during the nineteenth century,
at the height of colonial expansion. The papers assembled here draw on case studies from across
the Pacific and East Asia, spanning the century from the 1820s to the 1920s, in order to illustrate
the characteristics and test the coherence of the category of “punitive expedition”. This paper
provides an introduction to the topic, considering how punitive expeditions are created as a
category through media, official reports, and military and bureaucratic practices, and setting our
regional contributions within a global comparative frame.
Keywords: Violence, Colonialism, Expedition, Comparison
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The Kalo Massacres of Southeast Papua, 1881
Elena Govor, Chris Ballard & Deveni Temu
Australian National University
Early colonial settlement in Papua, or southeast New Guinea, was substantially brokered by
the London Missionary Society (LMS), whose European missionaries and Islander teachers
established stations along the coast well in advance of the declaration or implementation of
government control. Once mission personnel became embroiled in occasional eruptions of
violence along this ungoverned frontier, the LMS also became implicated in the cycle of reprisals.
The massacre of two families of Cook Islands teachers and their local helpers at the village of Kalo
in 1881 provoked considerable discussion within the LMS, as well as in government circles and the
public media, about the nature and severity of an appropriate response. A punitive naval
expedition despatched from Sydney depended heavily for guidance on the LMS, which
subsequently claimed credit for mediating the actions of the expedition. The outcome, which saw
four Kalo villagers killed, including the chief held responsible for the massacre, was widely reported
as an exemplary act of justice rather than revenge. Multiple perspectives are drawn upon here,
ranging from official and unofficial reports by the expedition’s members, LMS missionaries, the
Russian anthropologist Nikolai Miklouho‐Maclay, and the testimonies of Kalo villagers, then and
now, to show how the “exemplary” quality of the punitive expedition has been variously received
and interpreted over time.
Keywords: Expedition, Colonialism, Violence, Papua

Punishing Kerewo Land: the Moral Dimensions of a Punitive Expedition in the
Gulf of Papua, 1901-1904
Dario Di Rosa
Australian National University
This paper explores the moral dimensions of the deployment of violence in colonial British
New Guinea through close examination of the two punitive expeditions conducted in 1901 and
1904 in response to the killing of missionary James Chalmers by Kerewo people in the Gulf of
Papua. I focus on the different discourses embedded in the texts produced to describe those
expeditions, with particular attention to the language used to justify the recourse to violence, and
the thin line that separated a ‘lawful’ punishment from an amoral reprisal. Differences in the
reactions of metropolitan ‘public opinion’ to these two acts of violence toward ‘Native subjects’
have to be weighed against the changing political context of the transition from a British
Protectorate to direct Australian administration.
Drawing on my recent ethnographic work with Kerewo communities, I then make the case
that contemporary oral narratives present us with a different moral position on the killing of
Chalmers. These narratives redirect the responsibility of the killing to the missionary’s own agency,
enabling moral claims for the punishment that their ancestors received subsequently – claims
which take the materialized form of bids for compensation. These claims notwithstanding, the
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killing of Chalmers is also understood today as having placed a curse on the land that must be
cleansed in order to achieve a full ‘modernity’.
Keywords: Violence, colonialism, morality, Kerewo, Papua New Guinea
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FLUID FRONTIERS: OCEANIA & ASIA IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTICE: PART 1
IMAGINING
Dec 5 – 14.00-15.30 – NTTU Room D

Panel organizer and chair:
Paul D’Arcy (Australian National University)
Panel introduction:
In recent years, Pacific scholars have begun to break down the artificial divide between
Oceania and the rest of the Austronesian world and maritime East Asia that has fundamentally
defined the parameters (and approaches) to Pacific history. the rise of China (PRC) in the Pacific
Islands has exposed the importance for Pacific scholars to expand their knowledge base westward
beyond the Pacific Islands to truly understand forces at play in the contemporary Pacific; and that
in fact such interaction with, and influences from, the western Pacific Rim have long extended into
Oceania, and less commonly, from Oceania into Southeast Asia and East Asia.
By combining Pacific Islanders interactions with both Southeast Asia and East Asia, these
panels draw attention to the fact that the current obsession with China in the Pacific has obscured
older Pacific‐Asian relationships that continue to be important and also the fact that a wide variety
of Southeast Asian and East Asian influences are currently expanding in the Pacific Islands, either in
response to Chinese influences or independently of them. In adopting a longer and wider
viewpoint, we seek to put the current rise of China in perspective. A number of our contributions
also demonstrate that perceptions of 'Asians' and 'Pacific Islanders' have also decisively influenced
the treatment of the region and its inhabitants by Western nations involved in these regions
regardless of how close these perceptions mirrored the reality on the ground ‐ from Wittfogel's
Oriental Despotism to the PRC as a modern, insensitive juggernaut aid donor by contemporary
critics of China in the Pacific, and from South Sea paradises or nests of heathen depravity to
environmentally doomed, economic basket‐cases in contrast to booming Asian Tiger economies
whose prosperity will somehow allow them to circumvent equally apocalyptic environmental
futures, but this time of their own making.

Locating Taiwan in Pacific History
Lewis Mayo
University of Melbourne
For anthropologists, historical linguists and archaeologists, and perhaps for diplomats and
political activists, a sense of connection between Taiwan and the Pacific is relatively well
established, as it is for those people whose lives are connected to both Taiwan and Pacific spaces
as a matter of practice and pleasure. For historians, however, the links between the pasts of
Taiwan and the Pacific tend to be implicit rather than explicit. This paper seeks to articulate some
ways in which Taiwan may be located in Pacific history; this includes a sense of how historical
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processes in Taiwan and historical processes in the Pacific might be seen as either interlinked or
comparable. It identifies various linkages between the history of Taiwan and the history of the
Pacific: Taiwan and the Austronesian Pacific; Taiwan and the Chinese Pacific; Taiwan and the
European Pacific (in the sense of a Pacific affected by various European countries, such as France,
Spain and the Netherlands); Taiwan and the "Anglo" Pacific (in the sense of a Pacific affected by
Anglophone societies derived from Britain and Ireland); Taiwan and the Japanese Pacific and
Taiwan and the American Pacific (in the sense both of the Americans as a whole and the USA).
The location of Taiwan in these different "Pacifics" refers both to different historical epochs in
which Taiwan was oriented to different kinds of external worlds (e.g. in the connections to Europe
through Dutch and Spanish colonization in the 17th century or the connections to the Chinese
mainland in the era of Qing dynasty rule over Taiwan between 1683 and 1895) and to different
spatial and cultural placements of Taiwan in the Pacific between the early period of Austronesian
expansion and the present. In addition, the paper seeks to map instances where Taiwan histories
and Pacific histories have been in direct contact with each other. Overall, it asks what historians
of Taiwan and historians of the Pacific can learn from each other, especially where they engage
with common problems: settlement, land alienation, colonial power and resistance to it, religion,
economic relations and the relationship between state and non‐state historiographies.
Keywords: Taiwan, Austronesians, Asia‐Pacific, China, colonization, settlement

China in the Pacific Islands since the 19th Century
Stewart Firth
College of Asia and the Pacific, Australian National University
Chinese migration to the rest of the world has taken different forms historically: (i) Merchants
and traders, the dominant kind of Chinese migration to South East Asia for hundreds of years (ii)
'Coolies' recruited to work on plantations (iii) Descendants of migrants re‐migrating, such as the
Malaysian Chinese in Papua New Guinea (iv) The ‘new entrepreneurial migrants’ from mainland
China, who have migrated since 1985 when laws on Chinese emigration were relaxed as part of
economic reform. This paper will examine all these forms of Chinese migration as they apply to the
Pacific Islands since the 19th century, and will offer an analysis of the long‐term relationship
between China and the Pacific.
Keywords: China, Migration, Labor, Plantations, Business
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About Ancestors: Origin Debates Connecting Oceania and Asia
Matt Matsuda
Rutgers University New Brunswick
Genealogical knowledge is central to many Pacific Islander understandings of post‐colonial
identity and nation‐building. This is a debated area because of the disagreements between those
arguing for historical memory through traditional oral transmission of genealogy as indicative of
longstanding historical authority tied to land and culture claims, and those who posit that such
claims are "invented traditions." This has been further complicated over the last generation
because of genomic technologies that make further challenged claims linking "Asians" and
"Islanders" regarding who is correctly ancestral to whom through DNA haplotyping.
Many of these debates are longstanding, issuing from nineteenth and twentieth century
colonial officials, anthropologists, and linguists who sought to reconstruct the "origins" of Oceanic
peoples from family lineages and legendary tales, generating lines of descent from Asians to Pacific
Islanders. Blood‐type analyses from the early twentieth century furthered these studies by
proposing common groupings of historical ancestors among Islander groups, in some cases abetted
by colonial practices that at times shadowed eugenic thinking. By the later twentieth century,
post‐colonial sovereignty movements among indigenous peoples at times pitted local knowledge
and claims against wide‐ranging genomic and genetic genealogical initiatives seeking to subsume
Islander histories into larger chronicles of a DNA‐defined humanity, threatening claims of historical
primacy, challenging definitions of indigeneity, and the oral‐mnemonic traditions of Islander
cultures. We will look at the dialectical tensions between "culture" and "molecular biology" in the
fashioning of the latest research and newest narratives.
Keywords: Genealogy, Genetics, DNA, Origins, Historical memory
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ICONICITY, PERFORMANCE & CONSUMPTION OF CULTURE & ETHNICITY
Dec 5 – 14.00-15.30 – NTTU Room E
Chair: Grant McCall (Department of Anthropology, University of Sydney)

Moai and Mirth: Easter Island in Cartoons
Ian Conrich
University of South Australia
The appeal of Rapanui (Easter Island) has been most visible though the work of archaeologists,
anthropologists and scientists, and the continuous flow of visiting tourists. How the stone figures
(called moai) were created, constructed, and seen have been the subjects of research that has
repeatedly approached the stone figures within the island landscape. Yet, the moai have long held
a popular appeal that has extended far into the culture of foreign territories, which have been
drawn to fantasies of a detached and distant civilisation. The moai can be found in computer
games, novels, and comic books, and as objects of material culture, where they are positioned as
tissue box holders, cushions, glowing lamps, salt and pepper shakers, board game pieces and
garden ornaments.
Within popular culture the presence of the moai is most pervasive in single frame and
single‐strip cartoons, which demonstrate that there is an international language for humour,
especially within syndicated cartoons and on the Internet. The instantly recognisable stone heads,
on the faraway Rapanui, appeal to humourists for a variety of reasons and these will be explored
within this well‐illustrated paper. Whilst not losing sight of the four myths of popular culture for
Rapanui, ‐ the myth of creation, the myth of movement, the myth of power, and the myth of
presence ‐ that I established for an international travelling exhibition on the subject, I will extend
these concerns into a series of subgroups. These see the moai as what I term ‘cultural
commentators’, ‘revised idols’, and ‘a colossal intellect’ and in relation to ‘the name game’, ‘the
pukao problem’, and ‘what lies beneath’.
Keywords: Easter Island, Pacific myths, Popular culture, Cartoons, Humour

Te Aroha Nui: Global Configurations of Maoritanga through Entertainment
Anna Marie Christiansen
Brigham Young University Hawaii
In 1963, Te Aroha Nui, the Maori dance troupe made up of Mormon labor missionaries who
built the New Zealand temple and Church College of New Zealand performed on the Danny Kaye
show for an American audience. Even as Danny Kaye positions their appearance on his show as a
nostalgic performance of the noble savage, the first Te Aroha Nui American tour, as a cultural
product, constructs/reconstructs Aotearoa in ways that celebrates cultural identity while at the
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same time creating the New Maori (a post WWII configuration also articulated in the global
success of Maori show bands) for global consumption. My research will highlight the Te Aroha Nui
tour as a vehicle for cultural diplomacy, reconfiguring global assumptions about Maori identity in
significant ways.
Keywords: Popular Culture, Entertainment, Maori

Being Oneself in Alterity: The (Un)Making of ‘Authenticity’ in
Clothing Styles among the Rukai of Taiwan
Weining Cheng
Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica
This paper examines how and why the Rukai of Taromak in southeastern Taiwan authenticate
a distinctive clothing styles to stand for collective ethnic identity whilst in the everyday the
appearance of heterogeneity in styles is not uncommon, even more desired for. In the wake of the
official recognition of newly emergent ethnic groups under the Chen administration, the
indigenous peoples are encouraged to adopt an ‘authentic’ clothing style as an emblem of ethnic
identity in addition to language and ritual performance. These taken‐for‐granted categories
constitutive of an ethnic group have wide repercussions among the Rukai, who do use distinctive
clothing styles to objectify themselves as a bounded group in public. In recent years the leaders of
Taromak have made it mandatory to wear ‘authentic’ ethnic dress in public (except for funerals)
and even instituted fines for those who fail to comply.
Examining both the related socio‐political and epistemological processes, I argue that the
fabrication of authenticity as such can be seen not only as a manifestation of modernity in the
sense that it evokes a sort of purification practice in which the many aesthetic forms available to
and appropriated by the Rukai in daily life are categorized as either ‘ethnic’ or ‘non‐ethnic’. On the
other hand, the modernist practice of authenticity making also implies an eclipse of the mimesis
which is crucial both to Rukai personhood and to sociality. That is, it conceals the significance of
mimesis in the Rukai clothing style, insofar as clothing practices are bound up with the re‐creation
of a self‐image to achieve a desired relationality. Indeed, the salience of mimicry in local context
entails the indispensability of alterity in Rukai ways of being. Instead of taking the authenticity of
styles/cultural forms as it is, I suggest that the making of authenticity is a product of certain
socio‐political interactions. More significantly, Rukai everyday practices of adopting other ethnic
styles implies that the making of alterity‐in‐authenticity is a common mode of being oneself in the
wake of individualism in high modernity, which thereby bringing forth the heterogeneous
ontologies of lifeworlds.
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HISTORICIZING GENDER AND POWER RELATIONS IN THE PACIFIC
Dec 5 – 15.50-17.20 – NTTU Room A
Chair: Ruth E. Tringham (Anthropology Department, University of California, Berkeley)

Chamorro BarMaids, Guam CongressMen, and Decolonizing
Pacific History in the 21st Century
Anne Perez Hattori
University of Guam
In a 1937 session of the Guam Congress, prominent Chamorro political leaders deliberated
upon a legislative motion to ban native women from working in the island’s bars. The active
presence of indigenous women in such public spaces had been frowned upon by ruling US Naval
administrators, military autocrats who had exercised sovereignty over the island since the
conclusion of the 1898 Spanish‐American War. Proponents expressed notions of the morally
and socially‐appropriate place of women in society, replicating US Naval views reflected more
broadly in an educational curriculum that prioritized domestic skills for females, in health policies
that prioritized female maternity, and in employment opportunities that delineated gender‐specific
occupations.
In 1937, at the request of naval governor Benjamin McCandlish, the elite body of indigenous
CongressMen were expected to define legally the supposedly “proper” social and economic place
of women.The 1937 congressional debate and discussion, as well as an examination of the roles
played by Chamorro women in society, informs this paper. Analyzing the proposed barmaid
legislation as a gender‐loaded moment in history, this presentation maps out a pregnant moment
in Guam’s history during which attempts to forge a masculine space for Chamorro
men‐as‐politicians occurred in tandem with the promulgation of late Victorian notions of
womanhood.
This presentation examines the Guam barmaid episode within the broader contexts of gender
in Marianas historiography and the “doing” of history in the contemporary Pacific. While
examining the treatment of gender in Marianas History textbooks over the past half century,
including a number of explicitly islander‐centered textbooks produced for use in the Islands’
schools, this paper considers movements in the Pacific towards decolonizing research
methodologies and histories in ways that better incorporate indigenous epistemologies.
The
history of barmaids will suggest expanded attention to issues of gender as a vehicle through which
we might further decolonize Pacific Islands history in the 21st century.
Keywords: Chamorro, Guam, gender, decolonizing history
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Militarized Modernities: Fiji in Colonial, Nationalist and Post/neo-colonial
Comparative Perspective
Teresia Teaiwa
Pacific Studies, Victoria University of Wellington
This paper traces the history of three generations of Fiji women soldiers: the pioneer women
who served in the British Army (BA) from 1961‐1964; the pioneer women who entered the Fiji
Military Forces (FMF) in 1988; and a cohort of Fiji women who have been able to serve in either
the BA or the FMF since 1998.
The paper argues that the militarization occuring over three distinct phases of history in
Fiji‐‐colonial, nationalist and post/neo‐colonial‐‐needs to be understood not as a singular or
monolithic process, but as a process involving historically specific combinations and
recombinations of social, cultural, political and economic factors. In this sense, the paper seeks to
contribute to the literature and theorizing around comparative histories in the Pacific, not from a
cross‐cultural standpoint but through a generational lens.
Keywords: comparative, militarization, Fiji, generational, women

Words and Bodies: Hierarchies of Knowledge in the Colonial Courtrooms of Fiji,
1875-1920
Kate Stevens
University of Cambridge
Focusing on sexual crimes such as rape, indecent assault and carnal knowledge, this paper will
explore the intersections of hierarchies of race and gender before the colonial courts in Fiji. In
particular, the depositions from Supreme Court cases from 1875 to 1920 provide evidence of how
the law and these colonial categories of difference operated in practice during the first half‐century
of British rule.
In the paper I examine the credibility assigned to different forms of evidence in the trial,
from women's testimony, statements from the accused, and medical evidence from bodily
examinations by European District Medical Officers. I argue that there was a hierarchy of truth
between different voices, as Fiji's colonial courtrooms paralleled developments in Europe, where
the law and the trial was also becoming increasingly bureaucratic, scientific and 'rational'. Though
Fijian and Indians were increasingly excluded from this construction of the court, as will be shown,
they also articulated their own concepts of truth, guilty and responsibility in relation to sexual
relationships.
Keywords: Fiji, law, knowledge, gender
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Negotiating Local Subjectivies on the Edge of Tourism Development:
The Volivoli Cane Grower Wives in the Hotel Industry
Lalita Sharma
University of the South Pacific
This paper examines the impacts of the employment of women from smallholder cane farms,
into the hotel industry. The study was carried out in a small suburb of Volivoli, Rakiraki. It is
based on an ethnographic fieldwork conducted during December 2012 to June 2013 in the
northern part of the island of Viti Levu, Fiji. By examining this historically important case, the paper
aims to clarify the process by which such developments transform social structures such as family
life. This research explored the changing roles of Indian women from the time of indentured
labourers from 1879 to 1920’s, to smallholding sugarcane farming run by nuclear and extended
families. It highlights some of the challenges and achievements that these women have
encountered as they transitioned from cane farming production to finding alternative means to
earn a living as workers at nearby resorts. The paper examines why economic prosperity has been
slow in Volivoli and argues that the role of institutions matter to improve the living conditions of
the people.
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THE GROWTH OF MORMONISM IN THE PACIFIC RIM: SAMOA, TAIWAN, MICRONESIA,
AND INDONESIA
Dec 5 – 15.50-17.20 – NTTU Room B

Panel organizer and chair:
Craig Manscill (Religious Education, Brigham Young University)
Panel introduction:
Over the past decade, journalists and scholars have characterized Mormonism as an American
religion. Leo Tolstoy reportedly called it the American religion. Born and based in the United States,
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter‐day Saints embodies the great American themes: progress,
democracy, literacy, exodus, pioneering, and utopianism. Recently some scholars are arguing that
Mormonism has transcended its historic Americanness to become a multiracial, multicultural, and
multinational faith. Membership has rapidly increased in Asia and Latin America, “resulting in . . .
what indeed may become a remarkable change in the complexion of Church membership.”
Likewise, Mormonism is attracting a global membership in the Pacific Rim. Since
Mormonism’s beginnings in Oceania in 1844 and in Asia in 1865, the number of members in the
South Pacific Isles has increased steadily. In 1960 LDS membership numbered just over 32,000;
however, since 2010 the numbers have increased to over 1,300,000. Two factors that attribute to
this growth are the church’s missionary program and the educational system. Since education is an
important part of Mormon theology, converts and potential converts find an elective affinity with
the Mormon message. This panel will focus on church growth and the transmission of Mormon
theology, liturgy, and history in the Pacific countries of Samoa, Taiwan, Micronesia, and Indonesia.

“A City Set on a Hill”: The Latter-day Saint Educational System in Samoa,
1892–1960
Craig K. Manscill
Religious Education, Brigham Young University
From the early years of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter‐day Saints in Samoa, a significant
part of missionary labor was dedicated to educating those whom the missionaries taught the
gospel to and brought into the church. Early missionaries realized that a vital part of a person’s
development was to have schooling. As the number of branches grew, so did the number of
mission schools. Part of a missionary’s labors in Samoa often included teaching school. As early as
1892, schools had sprung up in Fagali’I in Western Samoa, in Pago Pago, in Saleaula, and in Avaii.
Weather, disease, poor facilities, curriculum, language, persecution, and the problems created by
the German occupation of Samoa in 1901 are just a few of the challenges missionaries faced while
holding school. This presentation will review the history of mission schools in Samoa from 1892
until 1962 when the Church Educational System (CES) assumed the responsibilities for education.
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This paper will review the Latter‐day Saint educational system since it was established in 1892
in Samoa. This paper examines the different religious, socioeconomic, and cultural forces that led
to the successes and failures of the Latter‐day Saint educational system in Samoa. It will cover the
difficult time faced by educators during the German occupations of Samoa.

Crossings and Dwellings: Encounters between Latter-day Saint Missionaries and
Taiwanese Individuals, 1956–1966
John Hilton
Religious Education, Brigham Young University, Provo Utah USA
Although Protestant and Catholic missionaries arrived in Taiwan in the early 1600s,
missionaries from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter‐day Saints did not set foot on Taiwan until
1956. Initial encounters between Latter‐day Saints and Taiwanese citizen were complicated by
difficulties involving language and cultural barriers. Further challenges were presented by
anti‐American riots in the spring of 1957 and difficulties purchasing land and being officially
incorporated. Utilizing concepts from Tweed’s Crossings and Dwellings, I examine ways in which
Latter‐day Saint orthodoxy, Taiwanese culture, and other unique characteristics flowed together,
resulting in a unique blend. For example, some influential early Latter‐day Saint missionaries came
from the Polynesian islands and instituted customs that are (to this date) practiced primarily in
Polynesia and Taiwan. Examining the geographic and cultural crossings that took place between
1956 and 1966 can enhance our understanding of the spread and diffusion of religiosity.

Casting the Net: Latter-day Saint Missionaries in Micronesia in the 1970s
Devan Jensen
Religious Education, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah USA
Since World War II, Latter‐day Saints had a small presence on Kwajalein, Saipan, and Guam,
but almost no presence elsewhere in Micronesia. In 1972, students from Kiribati began attending
Liahona High School in Tonga, and eventually many of those students and influential teachers
joined the church. Beginning in 1976, Elder John H. Groberg, area supervisor for Hawai‘i and the
Pacific Islands, worked with William W. Cannon, president of the Hawai‘i Honolulu Mission, to
dramatically push forward Mormon missionary work in Micronesia. For several years, the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands placed high priority on nurturing local governments, guaranteeing
religious freedom, and promoting the islanders’ economic well‐being. During this formative period,
Groberg and Cannon opened missionary work on Pohnpei (1976), the Marshall Islands (1977),
Chuuk (1977), Yap (1977), and Palau (1978). This presentation will include rare firsthand accounts
and historic photos. For example, on October 23, 1976, the first missionaries to Pohnpei, Elders
George L. Mortensen and Aldric L. Porter, arrived from the Hawai‘i Honolulu Mission. They came at
the request of native Pohnpeian Ohren R. Ohry, a convert baptized in Hawai‘i while attending
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Brigham Young University–Hawai‘i. Ohry urged church leaders to send elders to Pohnpei. Several
months of hard work yielded conversions despite opposition from other faiths. These efforts led to
the formal organization of the Micronesia Guam Mission on April 1, 1980.

A Tale of Two Schools: Latter-day Saint Educational Programs in
Kiribati and Indonesia
Casey Paul Griffiths
Religious Education, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah USA
During the late 1970s, the educational system of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter‐day
Saints established two schools in two radically different areas of the Pacific region: Kiribati (Gilbert
Islands) and Jakarta, Indonesia. Both schools were intended to open the door for missionary work
in their respective nations and provide opportunities for the small Latter‐day Saint populations
already established.
Over the next few decades, the Latter‐day Saint population of Kiribati blossomed, growing
from just a handful of members to over 16,000, more than 10 percent of the total population. The
church‐owned school became a major cultural center for the local church members. At the same
time in Indonesia, the church school and the local membership struggled to grow. Ten years after it
began operation, the school in Indonesia closed permanently.
This paper examines the different religious, socioeconomic, and cultural forces that led to the
success or failure of both of these schools. Consideration is given to the work of expatriate
teachers, local leadership, and the role of the indigenous membership in the work of the schools. It
will also briefly comment on the transition in Latter‐day Saint thought from a colonial mindset to a
more global perspective. Finally, it will also examine the long‐term lessons in practice and policy
garnered by the Church Educational System (CES) from the experience with both schools and how
these lessons can be applied to other educational ventures.
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‘SWIFT INJUSTICE’: PUNITIVE EXPEDITIONS IN EAST ASIA AND THE WESTERN PACIFIC:
PART 2
Dec 5 – 15.50-17.20 – NTTU Room C

Panel organizers and chairs:
Chris Ballard (Australian National University)
Bronwen Douglas (Australian National University)
Panel introduction:
Punitive expeditions are intimately linked with the history of colonialism. But when is an
expedition recognised as punitive or an act of punishment as expeditionary? What is the moral
basis for the violence of the punitive expedition and how are the effects of this exemplary or
performative violence either promoted or masked for metropolitan or local audiences? How have
Indigenous people provoked, managed, resisted, abetted, or survived punitive expeditions? What
was the significance of local guides, allies, auxiliaries, and so‐called 'collaborators'? How have
punitive expeditions contributed to the extension of state sovereignty or colonial control? How
have the practices and technologies of the punitive expedition been communicated, transferred,
and inherited between states or state‐like actors? What are the narrative tropes, visual grammars,
and vocabularies of the punitive expedition and how are terms such as recalcitrance, honour, and
outrage mobilised in its support? To what extent were punitive expeditions effective or vulnerable,
and what might this tell us about their intended effects and limitations? This panel seeks to
address these and other questions through historical reflection on a range of punitive expeditions
across the Western Pacific and East Asian regions.

Delays as Defiance: The American Reaction to Tausug Notions of
Auspicious Timing in Sulu, Philippines, 1903-1913
Cesar Suva
Australian National University
The first decade of American rule over the Sulu archipelago in the southern Philippines
featured an almost continuous series of forays by colonial troops to punish recalcitrant chiefs and
individuals. Most historians have settled on the causes of these clashes as being the rapid
implementation of alien policies that often rode roughshod over the Islamic sensitivities of the
native Tausug. These affronts to the culture of the Tausug triggered defiance in several
‘hard‐headed’ individuals who refused to accept American authority, despite the compliance of
other more ‘reasonable’ leaders. This explanation, however, has relied for almost a century on
American reports and understandings of these violent episodes. Overlooked are the initial
interpretations of delays by the Tausug to meet their American overlords, and the impact these
had on the imperialists’ conclusions about their recalcitrance. ‘Defiant’ Tausug leaders almost
always began their ‘resistance’ with a refusal to come when summoned. An examination of Tausug
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literature about the punitive actions by American authorities and a reinterpretation in context of
native notions of auspicious and inauspicious timing of actions, suggests that this ‘defiance’ in
refusals to come was often exaggerated. The narrow interpretation of these delays by the
Americans, and their quickness to arm expeditions to arrest, capture or destroy these vacillating
individuals in turn led to a sense in these Tausug of being unreasonably persecuted, triggering a
turn to arms in ‘defense’ of their honour and safety.
This paper seeks to examine several major cases in which these initial delays by the Tausug
had led to broad conflicts lasting from months to years. Did the Americans dismiss the Tausug view
that actions needed to be timed to dates on the calendar as unrelated superstition too quickly?
Were these delays convenient excuses for the Americans to get rid of the enemies of their native
allies? A focus on these ‘delays’ by the Tausug opens up the space in which to build a new
perspective on one of the most violent periods in Sulu’s history.
Keywords: Punishment, Expedition, Colonialism, Violence, Agency, Moro, Philippines, Sulu, United
States

“Thoughtlessly Savage Words”: the Contested Legitimacy of Colonial
Violence in New Caledonia, 1917-18
Adrian Muckle
History Programme, Victoria University of Wellington
In the shadow of the first World War, between April 1917 and May 1918, another war was
fought in the north of New Caledonia. Involving Kanak, non‐Kanak settlers and the French army,
the conflict which resulted in the loss of several hundred lives remains a vital part of collective and
individual histories in the region. The war involved numerous punitive expeditions organised by the
colonial administration and military. The two largest each involved more than 200 Kanak
“auxiliaries” in major expeditions in July‐August 1917 and again from November 1917 until January
1918. Examining how colonial officials sought to repress the “revolt”, this paper addresses the
interplay of two dynamics in these punitive expeditions: on the one hand, official efforts to contain
physical and rhetorical expressions of violence (including threats and rumours); and on the other
hand, the recruitment of both settlers and Kanak (as “volunteers” and “auxiliaries” respectively) to
participate in the repression. Especial attention is devoted to the agreements and disagreements
that emerged over the use of violence. Though officially sanctioned, this mobilisation and
deployment of violence was in tension with calls for restraint or negotiation as well as the
capacities of the men concerned. By unpicking the often contradictory narratives in which the
mobilisation of settler and Kanak violence was contained, celebrated, sanitised or condemned, the
paper demonstrates the extent to which alternative agendas or initiatives were overcome,
overruled or sometimes pursued.
Keywords: New Caledonia, violence, colonialism, agency
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Crime, Punishment and the League of Nations:
the 1922 A. W. Winston Case in New Guinea
Patricia O'Brien
Australian National University
This paper explores the unusual case of the jailing of a patrol leader, A. W. Winston, after he
killed a man in the Nakanai region of New Britain in 1922. How unusual was it to punish colonial
personnel for acts of violence? Why did it happen in this instance? What processes of justice were
followed? Though this case is unusual, it is nonetheless revelatory. This paper uncovers this
incident and it frames its analysis of it around Australia’s record in New Guinea and the impact of
the League of Nations.
Keywords: punitive, league of nations

Indigenous Resistance to the Encroachment of Church and State:
Dealing with Punitive Expeditions on Malakula, Vanuatu
Stuart Bedford
Australian National University
Violent clashes across the islands of Vanuatu (the former New Hebrides/Nouvelles‐Hébrides)
between European and ni‐Vanuatu date from the very first contacts. As European Empires began
to encroach and carve up the Pacific in the nineteenth century and their respective nationals
began to settle, these clashes became more frequent and increasingly lethal. On the island of
Malakula, northern Vanuatu, an effective resistance amongst some areas of the island to colonial
encroachment and associated punitive expeditions, continued for generations. One of the last
major clashes, in 1916, where colonial proxy forces were ambushed and suffered heavy losses,
signalled a change of policy where punitive expeditions to the island began to be reassessed This
paper provides a short history of those clashes and the underlying influences which led to a state
of colonial exhaustion in relation to punitive expeditions aimed at the island of Malakula.
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FLUID FRONTIERS: OCEANIA & ASIA IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTICE: PART 2
BEING
Dec 5 – 15.50-17.20 – NTTU Room D

Panel organizer and chair:
Paul D'Arcy (Australian National University)
Panel introduction:
In recent years, Pacific scholars have begun to break down the artificial divide between
Oceania and the rest of the Austronesian world and maritime East Asia that has fundamentally
defined the parameters (and approaches) to Pacific history. the rise of China (PRC) in the Pacific
Islands has exposed the importance for Pacific scholars to expand their knowledge base westward
beyond the Pacific Islands to truly understand forces at play in the contemporary Pacific; and that
in fact such interaction with, and influences from, the western Pacific Rim have long extended into
Oceania, and less commonly, from Oceania into Southeast Asia and East Asia.
By combining Pacific Islanders interactions with both Southeast Asia and East Asia, these
panels draw attention to the fact that the current obsession with China in the Pacific has obscured
older Pacific‐Asian relationships that continue to be important and also the fact that a wide variety
of Southeast Asian and East Asian influences are currently expanding in the Pacific Islands, either in
response to Chinese influences or independently of them. In adopting a longer and wider
viewpoint, we seek to put the current rise of China in perspective. A number of our contributions
also demonstrate that perceptions of 'Asians' and 'Pacific Islanders' have also decisively influenced
the treatment of the region and its inhabitants by Western nations involved in these regions
regardless of how close these perceptions mirrored the reality on the ground ‐ from Wittfogel's
Oriental Despotism to the PRC as a modern, insensitive juggernaut aid donor by contemporary
critics of China in the Pacific, and from South Sea paradises or nests of heathen depravity to
environmentally doomed, economic basket‐cases in contrast to booming Asian Tiger economies
whose prosperity will somehow allow them to circumvent equally apocalyptic environmental
futures, but this time of their own making.

The Philippines as a Pacific Nation: National, Cultural, and Regional
Implications of the Rising Filipino Presence in the Western Pacific
Paul D'Arcy
Australian National University
Located on the Pacific boundary of island Southeast Asia, the Philippines is usually described
as Asian or Southeast Asian despite its climatic, linguistic, cultural and migration linkages east into
the Pacific. Filipino influences extend thousands of kilometers eastward into the Pacific, and Pacific
Islanders regularly appear in eastern Indonesian and Filipino histories. The Filipino presence in the
Western Pacific is accelerating. The second largest Asian resident population in the Pacific Islands is
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Filipino. Over 25 percent of Guam's 160,000 people and 35 percent of the CNMI's 70,000 people
are post World War II migrants from the Philippines, while most the dominant indigenous
Chamorro category also have Filipino ancestry as a result of 300 years of Spanish colonial rule that
linked these three Spanish possessions. Filipinos represent around 21 percent of Palau's population
of 20,000, followed by Chinese at 7 percent. In Papua New Guinea, Filipinos are the second largest
Asian resident group after Chinese, with an estimated population of between 8,000 and 15,000.
Significant Filipino fishing and forestry enterprises now operate in Madang Province, Papua New
Guinea. Despite all of this, recent Filipino activities in the Western Pacific have been virtually
ignored by Pacific scholars. While the Philippines is now one of the largest donors of medical care
in the Pacific despite its own internal problems, the prospect of the Philippines becoming more
integrated into Pacific regional politics remains distant due to the geographical orientation of its
government elsewhere. For now, the Filipino presence in the Pacific will continue to rise quietly
and steadily, led by informal migration and the private sector.

Uncertain Boundaries: World War Two and US Exclusion of
Asians and Pacific Islanders
Judith A. Bennett
University of Otago
US policies of immigrant exclusion evolved from the so‐called Asiatic barred zone of 1917 to
the Asian triangle, but also included people of the island Pacific, though boundaries were vague. In
the later case, as the famous 1930s case of Peter Buck revealed, the test for eligibility to enter the
United States as a potential citizen was race‐based, the measure being the percentage of "white"
blood. World War Two induced pressures by US citizens in the occupying armed forces for marriage
to both Asian and Pacific Island women. Internal lobbying in the US plus diplomatic expediency
saw some post war relaxation of the ban on Asian immigration via marriage. In New Zealand there
was at least one challenge to the extent of the Pacific boundary of the Western Hemisphere
wherein greater mobility of migrants was acceptable to the US government. Political cold war
pressure, more than geographic boundaries, proved eventually more potent re potential
immigration via marriage but this was too late in most cases for Pacific partners of US servicemen,
most of whom had left the Pacific theatre by the end of 1945.
Keywords: World War II, Race, Pacific
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When the Strait is an Ocean: China and Taiwan's Pacific Island Crossing
Fabrizio Bozzato
Tamkang University
Old, new and renewed forces and connections are at play in the Pacific Islands Region. Over
the last decade the region has been undergoing a rapid and substantial change in its geopolitics,
with profound consequences for all its stakeholders. The currents of influence are swirling and
shifting. As a result, a new geo‐discursive paradigm is unfolding and evolving, and Asian powers are
taking increasingly prominent roles in it. China is by far the most important of the Asian players.
Prior to 2008, Beijing's interests in the Pacific Islands have been driven largely by its diplomatic
confrontation with Taiwan. Specularly, the chief motivation behind Taipei's activities in the area
was (and remains) the preservation of its 'international space'. While the cross‐Strait rivalry has
had, under many respects, a negative impact on the Island nations' political processes and
international perception, it would be simplistic to maintain that they have not benefited from the
aid provided by the two Asian powers, which represents a few‐strings attached alternative to the
highly‐conditional Western development assistance. With the subsequent consolidation of the
cross‐Strait diplomatic truce, China's presence in the Islands has been characterized by
spectacularly expanding trade, investments, and aid programs. Also, thanks to the quiescence of
the rivalry with the Mainland, Taiwan ‐ which has one fourth of its 'diplomatic ties' in the Pacific ‐ is
now in a position to further its long‐term interests in the region by maximizing its soft power. Today,
cross‐Strait dynamics are at a crucial juncture. Changes across the Taiwan Strait and in the regional
order provide both sides with new options. The Pacific Islands now offer Beijing and Taipei the
opportunity to experiment with confidence‐building measures, test cooperation models, and
develop synergies on a relatively small and low‐risk scale.

Micronesia and the Rise of China: Realpolitik Meets the Reef
Gonzaga Puas
Australian National University
On December 11, 2013 a Chinese fishing fleet mother ship Ping Da 7 ran aground on
Nankapenparam Reef in Pohnpei. A state of emergency was declared on January 22, 2014 by the
President of the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), Manny Mori, in support of the Governor of
Pohnpei State, John Ehsa, and his concerns over the environmental threats posed by Ping Da7's
leaking fuel and chemicals onto the reef ecosystem. The ship owner, (Jianghai Ping), has not been
responsive to contacts made by the FSM Taskforce and indicated no intention of taking
responsibility in salvaging the boat, much less collaborating in undertaking preventive measures
against environmental harm.
The Ping Da 7 case highlights a growing concern about foreign vessels in Micronesian waters
and their potential negative environmental impact. It also indicates a new dimension in the
relationship between the FSM and China. The oceanic environment has always been the
livelihood of FSM citizens, and threats to this environment are considered serious. The
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commitment of foreign governments in supporting steps taken by the FSM government to protect
the marine environment will affect the longer term bilateral relationships FSM has with its major
partners including China. This article examines the flow of benefits between FSM and China
arising from diplomatic and economic relations. As a predominantly oceanic nation, FSM's future
ecological and economic sustainability rests heavily on its oceanic environment and the
commercial arrangements it makes with other government and commercial entitles concerning
marine resources.
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GENEALOGIES AND ALTERNATIVE HISTORIES
Dec 5 – 15.50-17.20 – NTTU Room E
Chair: Ching-hsiu Lin (Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University)

Moanan Genealogies: Tapu, Noa and Indigenous Paradigms in Research
Lea Lani Kinikini Kauvaka
University of the South Pacific
This paper takes a reflective journey into the theoretical interface between indigenous
epistemology and ontology and life story research methodologies. Making reference specifically to
Moanan, or indigenous, peoples from the “sea of islands” between near and far Oceania, I draw on
concepts/phonemes such as tā and lā, talanoa, tapu and noa, aiming to carve out a pathway for
improving written representations of indigenous peoples inside of academic research.
I start with the assumption that in Oceanic contexts, the recitation and expression of life
stories is a ritual practice related to a larger locus of enunciation that might be considered
genealogies. With this assumption, this paper makes the claim that gathering life stories is an
inherently potent process with affects beyond the parameters of academia. I ask how might
biomethodologies be more productively thought of as genealogies, and how does this stance
continue to challenge the a priori assumptions of a clinical, secular and unbiased scientific research
paradigm.
Keywords: indigenous methodologies, genealogy, Moanan philosophy, Polynesia

He Kanaka Hawai‘i, He Kama Na Kahiki:
Hawai‘i Is a Man, A Child of Kahiki: A Genealogy of Ideas
Emalani Case
Va'aomanu Pasifika, Pacific Studies, Victoria University of Wellington
After crossing “ke kai kāwahawaha o ka Moana Pākīpika,” the furrowed waters of the Pacific
Ocean, a great chief named Mo‘ikeha looked upon the island of Hawai‘i while his navigator and
orator chanted: “Eia Hawai‘i, he moku, he kanaka. He kanaka Hawai‘i, he kama na Kahiki.” [Behold
Hawai‘i, an island, a man. Hawai‘i is indeed a man, a child of Kahiki.] Calling out to the island
before them, Kamahualele celebrated a genealogical connection between Hawai‘i and Kahiki, a
name often referenced in stories as a homeland or a place of origin for Hawaiians.
My research focuses on Kahiki as part of this genealogy, linking islands and islanders across
the Pacific. More than that, however, it also traces the genealogy of Kahiki itself, as a concept that
has taken on new meaning through the centuries. Following early interactions with foreigners,
Kahiki was used to refer to any and all lands outside of Hawai‘i, including places like America and
Europe. Thus, these new places found their way into Hawaiian genealogies, impacting the way that
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Hawaiians engaged with Kahiki and influencing the way that their descendants would understand
their role and relationship to the rest of the Pacific and to the larger world.
This paper will explore Kahiki as a link in Hawaiian genealogies while also looking at it as a
genealogy itself, or a concept that has its own lineage, one that is articulated and rearticulated in
each generation. It is this continued and shifting interaction with Kahiki that has and will continue
to birth new ideas about who we are and who we will be, as children of Kahiki and of the Moana
Pākīpika.
Keywords: genealogy, homeland, Kahiki

A Cross-Cultural, Dual Biography: Te Hemara Tauhia and Martin Krippner in
Nineteenth-Century Aotearoa/New Zealand
Anne Eddy
University of Waikato
This paper discusses the potential of a cross‐cultural, dual biography to deepen analysis and
understanding of nineteenth‐century Aotearoa/New Zealand. The argumentation is based on my
PhD‐project‐in‐progress which seeks to re‐construct the biographies of two relatively obscure, yet
fascinating and controversial players in Aotearoa’s/New Zealand’s history. Both historical figures
were initiators and leaders of neighbouring settlements: the Rangatira Te Hemara Tauhia (1815 –
1891), in his role as chief of the Ngāti Rongo/Te Kawerau hapū re‐occupying ancestral lands after
living in exile, and main land‐seller to incoming European settlers, and the former Austrian Captain
Martin Krippner (1817 – 1894), organiser of an Austrian‐Bohemian settlement made possible
under the Auckland Provincial Government land grant scheme. Despite their efforts for each
community, both men were accused by their own people of misusing their positions for personal
gains. Te Hemara Tauhia was blamed for selling off tribal lands to cover personal debts. Martin
Krippner was never forgiven for promising his Bohemian compatriots a ‘land of milk and honey’
while leading them to near starvation and struggle within dense New Zealand bush, and
subsequently into a war where Krippner was commissioned Captain in the Colonial Defence Force.
Placing both men’s biographies side‐by‐side provides a novel view of a range of historical
phenomena from both Tāngata Whenua (indigenous peoples) and European settlers (Pākehā)
perspectives. Looking at the same events from different angles and perspectives, a cross cultural,
dual biography can act like a prismatic tool, revealing the complexity of a shared history. With this
cross‐cultural, dual biography, I hope to contribute to a dialogue between ethnic groups, especially
between Māori and Pākehā, in order to challenge stereotypes and generalisations based on lack of
knowledge of historical and cultural contexts. The process of this research, which incorporates
conversational interviews with descendants of relatives and contemporaries of the two
protagonists of this study, already provides impetus for such a dialogue.
Keywords: dual biography; New Zealand; cross‐cultural; Nineteenth Century
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A Century after the Battles to Suppress the Truku Tribe: The Significance of the
Resistance of the Aboriginal Land Rights Movement and the Rhizome Strategy
Piling Humi
Department of Ethnic Relations and Cultures, National Dong Hwa University
Hui‐Ju Pai
Gevirtz Graduate School of Education, University of California, Santa Barbara
This paper aims to discuss a series of indigenous land rights movements, the significance of
aborigines’ resistance to the country’s battles and ruling in the name of modernization, and the
rhizome strategy. The most obscure incident exists in the history of Taiwan’s development; that is
between 1908 and 1914, the colonial Japanese government implemented the twice “Five‐Year
Program of Ruling‐Aborigines”, launching several major battles to suppress the so‐called fierce
indigenes in northern Taiwan. The nation justified its suppression in the name of modern
development and used military troops and advanced weapons against Taiwanese aborigines,
making them subjects of the ruling power of the Japanese government. Among the many battles,
the 1914 battle on the Truku Tribe is critical one because it was when the ruling power entered the
tribe.
The year of 2014 marks a hundred years after the important battle of suppression first took
place, but we have not seen any Truku tribesmen or organizations hold conferences or gatherings
to reflect on or commemorate the justifiability of those battles. Through in‐depth interviews with
the Truku tribesmen of various ages, this paper adopted a historic view from postcolonial and
critical perspectives to observe the tribe’s “loss of memories” on the battles or their “relaxed
attitude” toward being in the bottom of society and receiving social welfare. Does the current
situation of the tribe tend to correspond to Deleuze and Guattair’s question that “[people] actually
want humiliation and slavery not only for others but for themselves?” but not to liberation?
However, in several aboriginal land rights movements, we have noticed the changed relation
between the country and aborigines in addition to discovering the significance of the rhizome
strategy.
Keywords: Five‐Year Program of Ruling‐Aborigines, Battles to Suppress the Truku Tribe, Taiwanese
Aboriginal, aboriginal land rights movements, the rhizome strategy
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ASIAN & PACIFIC ORIGINS AND INTIMACIES
Dec 6 – 8.30-10.00 – NTTU Room A

Panel organizer and chair:
Maile Arvin (Ethnic Studies, University of California Riverside)
Panel introduction:
In recent years, scholarship, activism and cultural revitalization in areas including seafaring
have complicated traditional divisions not only between Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia, but
also between Oceania and Asia. This panel seeks to critically assess such recent shifts in
understanding the geographies and peoples of Asia and the Pacific by highlighting scholarship that
remaps “Asia‐Pacific” through focusing on issues of indigeneity, race, gender, and sexuality. We are
particularly interested in turning a critical eye towards what kinds of origins and intimacies are
recognized and valorized today, while others go unnoticed or are repressed. For example, what
work is done by recognizing an ancient Austronesian connection between Taiwanese and Pacific
Islander peoples? What does this recognition (established through linguistic, archaeological and
genomic research) mean beyond academic or institutional spaces‐‐ does it resonate at all with
communities? We recognize such questions as critical because we know that origins (racial and
geographical) can be deployed for a variety of political projects. Areas are never “natural” and
origin stories are never innocent. Though we are invested in building Asia‐Pacific Studies as a field,
we are also adamant that we cannot afford to build it according to the conventions of area studies,
grounded in Cold War concerns and ongoing military and economic interests in the Pacific.
Therefore we find juxtaposing “origins” with “intimacies” productive in troubling such area
boundaries. Though origins are important and cannot be dismissed, especially as they figure in
Indigenous Pacific Islander cosmologies, “origins” can also suggest notions of purity and
authenticity that can be damaging to peoples’ self‐determination in the present. “Intimacies”
suggests to us the often impure, inappropriate, messy, desirous facets of living in a still‐colonized,
globalized world. In the relation between origins and intimacies, we track a variety of concerns
about gentrification, legal fictions of immigration “origins” narratives, military “frontiers,” Pacific
Islander diasporas, and scientific legacies in contemporary divides between Polynesian, Melanesian,
and Asian “races.” In doing so, we follow the examples of scholars such as Vernadette Vicuña
Gonzalez, whose recent text Securing Paradise makes a provocative and compelling argument for
understanding the Philippines as solidly within the scope of Pacific Islands studies. This argument
for connection is made not on the basis that the Philippines is located in the Pacific, but because
US military and tourism interests have intertwined the Philippines and Hawai’i into the same story:
of the Pacific as an American tropics. We also engage scholarship such as Alice Te Punga
Somerville’s Once Were Pacific which complicates Pacific regionalism through a focus on the
connections and disjunctures felt and narrated between Indigenous Pacific Islanders in and beyond
New Zealand. Overall, we seek to articulate our dreams for a critical Asia‐Pacific Studies, while also
assessing the long‐term work that will be required to achieve those dreams.
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Settler Logics of "Paper Son" Origin Narratives: The Overdetermination of Racial
Exclusion in Chinese American Claims of Proximity to Asia and the Pacific
Lee Ann Wang
Women’s Studies, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
This paper will discuss how Chinese “paper families” are remembered in national memory
and invoked as a site of originating narratives, legal exclusion, and kinship within contemporary
discussions of race, gender, and sexuality in Asian American Studies. The 1906 earthquake and
subsequent fire of San Francisco’s administrative buildings is marked in Asian American history as
the origin point of opportune Chinese community formations of “paper families, ” fictive ties
amongst individuals in response to burned legal records. A half‐century later, federal efforts to
parse out fictive from non‐fictive kinship resulted in a series of self‐confessions paraded as
government sponsored American oral history projects. While the history of paper families is well
known within the field and often memorialized as a legal exception within American retellings of
Chinese migration, there is relatively little discussion paid to the actual theorization of fraud and
confession as a form of law despite its significance to immigration, citizenship, and legalization. As
a result, paper families are defined to be no more than a racial misrepresentation or a reaction to
normative fraud. This paper argues instead, that the raciality and legal personhood of the
foreign subject is the site through which determinations of fraud are tied to the naturalization of
legal exclusion as a widely accepted contradiction to citizenship. Drawing on a reading of both
court records and the existing literature in which they are remembered, the paper critiques the
narrative ties Asian American Studies has made between legal exclusion, paper families, and
kinship which if taken as a legal project of settler colonialism rather than an exceptional moment of
an assumed natural nation‐state, can reveal the legal violence of origin, fraud, and confession
produced by law and its institutions.

“Islands of Law”: Asia-Pacific Frontiers of Comparison
Kirisitina Sailiata
University of Michigan
In this paper, I intend to bridge scholarship between Native American Studies and Territorial
Studies in an examination of extraterritorial space within the United States as defined by the
Insular Case rulings. In 1900, the Supreme Court created the ‘unincorporated territories’ places
across Asia, the Pacific, Caribbean, and Latin America that were and were not part of the United
States. Extraterritorial spaces are defined as ‘foreign in a domestic sense,’ meaning germane to the
United States, but not of it, this would include: free trade zones, ports, unincorporated territories,
military bases, embassies, airports, detention centers, special economic zones, the United Nations,
reservations, internment camps, and prisoner of war camps, but also ‘the commons,’ such as outer
space, the high sea, water, and digital space. The emphatically territorialized and homotopic spaces
meaning, “generic, normal, law bound,” such as, America proper, cannot exist, without the
extraterritorialized zones, imperial America. And tellingly, Foucault proffers as extreme examples of
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heterotopia, colonies and brothels. These heterotopias, spaces of Otherness exist primarily as a
counterweight to normal spaces. In this sense, Native scholars generally work towards
re‐presenting indigenous sovereignty as ‘more foreign’ than domestic, whereas territorial scholars
work towards re‐presenting island sovereignty as the inverse. Through a reading of the Insular Case
rulings and the litany of cases that it has generated, I look at the way race, place, and space is
constructed by engaging territorial studies in direct conversation with Native American studies.
Thus, Imperial America is not just the outerlying possessions or the contiguously bounded
geography, but all of it. Walter Echo Hawk has described ‘reservations,’ as metaphorical
archipelagos, which Leopold Lambert argues is the new paradigm of territorial sovereignty.’ Overall,
the application of island metaphors to describe legal exceptions on the continent exposes the
disconnections generated in contiguous space. In regional studies of the Pacific and Asia, the
perspective of islands as isolated and disconnected has long been debunked. I look at the potential
these Asia/Pacific indigenous philosophies of place have in disrupting isolated academic legal
approaches to the study and definition of U.S. empire.

The "Origins" of Silicon Valley at the Interstices of U.S. Empire and Taiwan
Postcolonial Student Migration
Brian Su‐Jen Chung
Ethnic Studies, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
This presentation takes Silicon Valley, California, the home and also a place for work for many
Taiwanese immigrants, as a point of departure to explore the relationship between postcolonialism
and U.S. empire in making of Taiwanese diasporic subjects. Beginning in the late nineteen nineties,
the origins stories of Silicon Valley’s booming consumer‐oriented economy began to include
advanced degree carrying Chinese immigrants in the fields of engineering, computer science, and
biomedicine are described as naturally and integrally part the high‐tech suburban cityscape, or
what Margaret Pugh O’Mara called “Cities of Knowledge.” The clustering and collaborative
relationship between higher‐education institutions, high‐tech firms, and venture capital generates
a unique suburban built environment, liberal political culture, and regional lifestyle centered on
the on‐going reproduction of the lucrative high‐tech economy. With the growing number of
Taiwanese owned firms in Silicon Valley and the transpacific business it has generated, scholars
explain that Chinese immigrants and culture are necessarily part of this high‐tech suburban
equation, or “regional advantage,” and its transformation of U.S. suburbs from white to
multicultural.
This presentation departs from this origins narratives and instead proposes that the common
sense that Chinese people should be “there” in Silicon Valley, as normative citizen‐subject of the
high‐tech industry, requires a transnational historical frame. This paper argues that Silicon Valley,
not just as an industry, but a place and an eventual destination of Taiwanese transplants, is a
product of U.S. Cold War politics that joins together U.S. empire and Postcolonial studies of Taiwan.
More than just a series of properly executed plans around creating pretty suburbs, this
presentation challenges the national frame of domestic space by reframing histories of technology
and the everyday intimate, domestic and work cultures of Silicon Valley as inextricably tied to a
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larger Pacific World of U.S. empire building while working to elide this relationship. This paper,
then, bridges this discussion with postcolonial economic development in Taiwan and the presence
of American “at home” that prefigures the migration of Taiwanese students in related fields of
science and technology. Through a review of secondary literature and interviews with Taiwanese
and American residents of Silicon Valley’s high‐tech industries, this paper aims to decenter the
multicultural promise of technology‐directed city planning and the “immigrant paradigm” of
Taiwanese by situating Taiwanese diasporic subject formations within the violence of empire and
postcolonial conditions of Taiwan.

"The Polynesian Problem": Critical Readings of Racial Origin Stories of the Pacific
Maile Arvin
Postdoctoral Fellow, History Of Art And Visual Culture, University Of California, Santa Cruz
This paper examines a complicated and troubling “origin” story about the Polynesian race,
created, legitimized and circulated by nineteenth and twentieth‐century Western science, which
holds that Polynesians are white. This narrative was repeated countless times in ethnology,
anthropology, sociology and biology, from the mid‐1800s through the 1950s, often under the
heading “the Polynesian Problem,” and continues to have a life today, if in different ways. Such
studies held that though Polynesians’ whiteness was at times masked by biological and cultural
degeneration, Polynesians were descendants of Aryans, like Caucasians.This paper asks what work
this origin story did and continues to do today. Further, the paper critically reflects on if more
recent remappings and reclassifications of Oceania substantially change this racial origin story or
naturalize it in new ways. Noticeably, for example, recent remappings of Oceania emphasize Near
Oceania and Remote Oceania (after Roger Green and Andrew Pawley’s suggestion in 1973) rather
than Melanesia, Polynesia and Micronesia. Melanesia, in particular, has seemed to fall out of favor
as a designation. It may be obvious that Melanesia, from melas, meaning black in Greek, is a
problematic Western, colonial construction; however, I argue that the history of the construction
of Polynesia, as a place of whiteness in contrast to Melanesia’s blackness, is structured by the same
colonial knowledge. As Polynesians’ whiteness was proven in science, their eventual assimilation to
white society was assumed, without question, to be imminent. How does race figure in, become
erased by, or change with the newer classifications? Are there meaningful ways to map Oceania
that do not originate with academic tracings of linguistic evolution and archaeology? The paper
engages such critical questions not merely to debunk Western classifications but to examine what
work they do, and how this work may align or not with the desires of Pacific/Oceanic peoples
themselves.
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WORKING WITH CHRISTIANITY: LANGUAGE, PLACE AND IDENTITY
Dec 6 – 8.30-10.00 – NTTU Room B
Chair: Benoit Vermander (Fudan University; Taipei Ricci Institute)

Indigenous Languages, Traditional Culture and the Introduction of
Christianity in Taiwan
Rik De Busser
National Chengchi University
This paper explores the consequences of the introduction of Christianity to indigenous
communities in Taiwan on their traditional cultures and languages. Established discourse often
asserts that the influence of introduced Western religion on small‐scale indigenous cultures is
primarily negative: Western religions are often seen as intrusions that lead to the decline of native
cultures. The situation in Taiwan has been more ambiguous; I will discuss how Christian religious
institutions played an important, albeit ambiguous, role in the protection of indigenous languages
and cultures, and reflect on the methodological consequences of this phenomenon on the social
and historical study of the indigenous cultures of Taiwan.
Keywords: Formosan culture, Formosan languages, religion, Christianity

The Power of Written Words:
Constructing Identity in the Early Bunun Christian Church, Taiwan
Chun‐wei Fang
National Museum of Prehistory, Taiwan; Australian National University
Written words in the vernacular have inspired identity and pride among the Bunun, an
Austronesian‐speaking indigenous people of Taiwan. The Bunun believe they had a glorious past
when they still held the written words and were the original owners of vast tracts of land. However,
these invaluable written words were lost in a flood which is perceived as the main cause of their
poverty, weakness and suppression. This is why they were eager to contact the Christian mission
when they heard that the Han Chinese Presbyterian missionaries were going to teach them written
words. The introduction of Bunun written words was regarded as one of the crucial reasons for
Bunun people’s earnest embrace of Christianity as reported in Presbyterian official records (cf. Hu
1965; 1997[1984]) and confirmed by my own interviews.
Writing is a remarkable technology, and the printed word gives followers of scriptural religions
a profound advantage in proselytising and winning converts over large sections of the earth and in
maintaining their beliefs in relatively stable form as long as their texts are preserved and access to
them is granted, as illustrated by Goody (2000). Many anthropological studies have shown that the
acceptance of Christianity among preliterate minority peoples was always accompanied by the
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introduction of literacy. They have demonstrated that Christianity gave indigenous populations
access to literacy and as a result helped them to obtain a better job or position in mainstream
society and gain economic advantages (Tapp 1989; Kipp 1995; Duncan 2003).
Much of the literature, however, views local peoples’ quest for writing or literacy from a
pragmatic, economic consideration rather than from the identity perspective. There are important
exceptions. One thinks in particular of Norma Diamond’s insightful paper on the creation and
dissemination of Hua Miao script in China, as a process of “cultural and local political
empowerment” in which the Hua Miao Christians drew upon the created script to elevate their
social status and construct new ethnic identity among the neighbouring dominant groups, such as
Han Chinese and Yi (1996). To sum up, the introduction of writing is beyond merely instrumental
considerations, and has a close correlation with ethnic identity and power.
This paper by examining the process of early Bunun Bible translation investigates how the
Bunun constructed their identity and resisted the government assimilation policy. I argue it is
necessary to go beyond the well‐known exploits of the Han Chinese Presbyterian missionary and
focus instead upon the complex social and political forces within Taiwan that conditioned this work.
Besides, it is also important to emphasise the agency of the Bunun people who responded both
favourably and unfavourably to this work. By means of the vernacular written words, Christianity is
believed, like writing, to be the Bunun’s own possession, which they have always had. Hence,
Christianity has been tied up inextricably with the Bunun’s language, culture and ethnic identity.
Keywords: Bunun, Christianity, the written words, construction of ethnic identity, colonialism

My Coconut and My Land:
Religious Paroxysm on Onotoa Island in the Defence of Identity
Kambati Uriam
School of Social Sciences, University of the South Pacific
In 1967 H. E Maude published an article in the Journal of Pacific History concerning a series of
events that happened on Onotoa Island in the southern Gilberts that began in April 1930. The title
of the article is ‘The Swords of Gabriel: a study in participant history’. The title is a reference to the
men who were designated as ‘swords of Gabriel’, who led a band of young men – soldiers of the
New Way (or the New Religion) ‐ whose job was ‘to keep the people from being lazy, and to call the
people who were seen by the “sheep” as sinners’ to the leader of the New Way, Pastor Barane.
Arthur Grimble, the Resident Commissioner of the Gilberts and Ellice Islands Colony at the time, in
his 1929‐30 report to the Colonial Office in London called the New Way ‘an outburst of religious
hysteria’. George Eastman, the head of the LMS mission in the Gilberts, labelled the New Way as a
‘perilous paroxysm’ by Protestants on the island who were motivated by the desire to rid the island
of Roman Catholicism. But is the New Way simply a religious perilous outburst?
The paper is a reassessment of the New Way, and argues that it was more than simply a
religious outburst: it was a resistance to all forms of foreign domination ‐ a religious paroxysm in
the defence of identity. And it all began with the humble coconut: the LMS Mission wanted
coconuts to raise funds for their missionary work; the Colonial administration wanted the coconuts
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to pay for the administration and its services; the people of Onotoa, who picked the nuts from
their family lands and therefore owned the coconuts, wanted a better price for their coconuts.
Keywords: religious, political, resistance, identity, Gilberts

Church as Embodiment of Place and Crystallisation of Growth in Tasiriki,
a Village of South West Santo, Vanuatu
Candice Roze
University of Aberdeen
In the ethnographic literature of Vanuatu, the notion of Place – Ples in Bislama – and the
conditions of its emergence have been widely discussed. The archipelago is characterized by a
great diversity in its expression of Place. This expression is often encapsulated in the term
“Kastom” which can be defined as “the way of place” (Taylor); thus one can almost say that, in
Vanuatu, there are as many forms of Kastom as there are places. The specific form Kastom takes in
different places is often organised around and the product of metaphors which subtend the way
sociality is thought and lived in that place (cf. Rio, Mondragón). Despite the fact that the State of
Vanuatu is constitutionally based on both Kastom and Christianity, it is only recently that the role
of the Church in the making of place has started to be considered as significant in the ethnographic
literature. Kastom and Church have long been opposed; this is still true and mostly the case when
referring to Kastom as pre‐Christian practices and understandings.
Yet the polysemous nature of the word “Kastom” maintains the ambiguity which characterizes
the relationship between these two terms. It is increasingly the case though that Kastom and
Church work in tandem, most often in an intertwined fashion, being co‐extensive to or
encompassing each other. An important study of Church has been conducted by Eriksen (2012) in
the village of Ranon on the Island of Ambrym, Vanuatu. It is the Church and its gendered aspect
which is the focus of that study. The Church is shown as being the embodiment of the female
forms of relations as they manifest in Ranon. The Church has become prominent in Ranon’s society
thus inverting the hierarchies of values which used to be predominantly male.
In this present article, I wish to demonstrate that, in Tasiriki, the Church is also at the centre of
people’s life and sociality. Historically, the Church is founding of the place and yet I suggest that the
Church has been grown through and shaped by the root‐metaphors which pre‐date the Mission.
The Church in Tasiriki embodies both the female and male aspects of these metaphors. Surely, the
coming of the Church has brought some structural changes in the way place is conceived, not the
least the establishment of long‐term settlements on the coast, the co‐habitation of people who
originally came from different places in the bush and the widespread use of money. Despite these
paradigmatic shifts, since its implantation in the area at the end of the 19th century, the Church
seems to have been strongly re‐shaped through the root‐metaphors of place pregnant in the
pre‐Christian era, yet integrating and channelling the elements introduced by the colonisation and
the mission, and thus becoming a kind of matrix of the place as well as the crystallisation and
expression of the metaphor of Growth along which place is conceived in Tasiriki.
Keywords: Vanuatu, Church, history, making of Place
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REVISITING HISTORIES OF INTERNATIONAL RELATION & RETHINKING THE FUTURE IN
PACIFIC‐ASIA CONNECTIONS
Dec 6 – 8.30-10.00 – NTTU Room C
Chair: Morgan Tuimaleali’ifano (University of the South Pacific)

Indigeneity and the Nation State:
A Reconsideration of the Place of Australia and Taiwan within the Pacific
Scott Mackay
University of Melbourne; Victoria University of Wellington
This paper offers a preliminary comparative investigation of the cultural significance of
Indigenous peoples within the contemporary nation states of Australia and Taiwan respectively.
Referring specifically to the place of these communities within the geo‐political space of the Pacific
and its cultural reimagining as Oceania, the paper is designed to open up questions about inclusion
and exclusion; the politics of representation; and identity beyond the national. First I offer a
characterisation of Indigenous Australia’s historical role in the construction and maintenance of an
Australian national imaginary, and make a case for the cultural and largely symbolic significance of
Indigenous Australia within contemporary constructions of nationhood. This discussion is framed
by an analysis of relations between Indigenous and non‐Indigenous Australia, and the interactions
(social and symbolic) of Australia with its resident Pacific communities. I then move to a
comparative description of contemporary Taiwan and its Indigenous peoples, outlining historical
differences and similarities with Indigenous Australia along with their cultural significance in
contemporary constructions of Taiwanese and Chinese identities. Next I consider the idea of
‘Oceania’ as a set of cultural traditions and practices which enables an understanding of identity
beyond such terms such as ‘Indigenous’ and ‘non‐Indigenous’ which remain dependent on
concepts of nationhood. Acknowledging the contested space that is a Pacific identity (specifically in
Australia and Taiwan), can we rethink the significance of Indigenous identity and culture in these
countries through the idea of Oceania? My argument concludes with reference to a particular case
study of the Festival of Pacific Arts, a rare and complex site in which both Indigenous Australian
and Indigenous Taiwanese peoples are ‘celebrated’ as Pacific peoples.
Keywords: Taiwan, Australia, indigeneity, nation, Oceania
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“It was here that I came to know what modern, civilized governments are like and
what they mean” (Sun Yat Sen): Revisiting the Hawaiian Kingdom as a Model for East
Asian Modernization
Lorenz Gonschor
Political Science, University of Hawai’i at Manoa
In the mid‐1800s, the Hawaiian Kingdom became the first, and for a long time only,
non‐Western state to achieve recognition as a co‐equal of the western powers. Based on a highly
stratified traditional political system that has recently been identified as one of the world’s few
pristine state societies, the Hawaiian Kingdom developed into the most developed modern
nation‐state outside of the Western World in the nineteenth century, only later to be
overshadowed by Japan. As early as 1858, Hawaii enjoyed equal treaty relations with all European
powers, whereas Japan had to struggle until the 1890s to get its unequal treaties revised, and for
China, such a situation was only to be achieved in the 1940s. Given this exceptional position as the
first non‐Western nation to be recognized as a co‐equal by the Western powers, the Hawaiian
Kingdom was seen as a model for political modernization throughout Oceania. More than a
century before Epeli Hau'ofa's seminal essay "Our Sea of Islands", Hawaiian leaders and diplomats
developed a visionary policy to unite the islands of Oceania into a confederation of independent
states in order to halt the expansion of Western colonialism in the region.
While Pacific historians have occasionally mentioned this Oceania‐oriented aspect of
Hawaiian foreign policy, the role of the Hawaiian Kingdom as an inspirational model for East Asia is
less known. Not only was Meiji Japan attempting to make a deal with Hawai'i in order to set a
precedent for treaty revision in 1881, King Kalākaua of Hawai'i was actually envisioning all of Asia
to join together in a Pacific confederation to protect itself against the West, suggesting to the Meiji
Emperor to build a Hawaiian‐Japanese led league of Asian and Pacific nations.
Even more significant, in the long run, was Hawai'i's model function for China, since Sun Yat
Sen, the future revolutionary and founding father of the Chinese Republic, was educated in the
Hawaiian Kingdom, attending two denominational secondary schools in Honolulu in the late 1870s
and early 1880s during Kalākaua's reign. Later affectionally called “keiki Pake o Hawai'i nei,”
[Chinese child of Hawai'i] by Hawaiians, Sun began developing his vision for a modernized China
during this time, and the Hawaiian Kingdom became the first conceptual philosophical model for
this vision, with Sun later stating that “It was here [in Hawai'i] that I learned what modern civilized
governments are and what they mean.”
Focusing on a variety of sources in Hawaiian language as well as in English and Chinese that
have hitherto been rarely been taken note of by biographers of Sun Yat Sen, this paper revisits the
influence of growing up in the Hawaiian Kingdom on the Chinese revolutionary's political ideas. By
arguing that, in a sense, the ultimate model for the Republic of China is the Hawaiian Kingdom,
and by putting Sun Yat Sen’s pan‐Asianism of the 1920s in relation to Hawai'is earlier pan‐Asianist
initiative of the 1880s, the paper points out the important place of the Hawaiian Kingdom in
connecting Asia and Oceania.
Keywords: Hawaiian Kingdom, modernization, Sun Yat Sen, Chinese Revolution, Pan‐Asianism
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The Predicament of the U.S.A and Contemporary Hawaiian
Nationalist Political Movements
David Teng Yueh Ma
Department of Anthropology, Yunnan University
Respecting the sovereignty and territory of a nation‐state is the basic principal in international
relations. Hawaii was recognized as a nation‐state in 1843, which made it the first nation state
outside Europe and America. Because of its geographic importance, Hawaii was illegally occupied
by the U.S.A. in 1898 and thus became a point of contention. In this article I will analyze the
different perspectives and strategies of the ethnic and civic nationalist movements in Hawaii from
the viewpoints of history, law and the agency of Hawaiians, as well as how the U.S.A. is facing the
predicament of law, politics and morality on this issue.
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THE PATHS OF PLANTS & ANIMALS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
Dec 6 – 8.30-10.00 – NTTU Room D
Chair: Cheng-hwa Tsang (Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica)

Sweet Potato Transfers in East Asia and the Pacific: Some Historical Reflections
Chris Ballard
Australian National University
Crop introductions associated with the Columbian Exchange between the Americas, the
Pacific and East Asia played a significant role in demographic increase and expansion, and in the
broad transformation of local environments and societies.
This paper traces the lines of this historic exchange connecting China, Taiwan and the Pacific,
focusing particularly on the diffusion, adoption and exploitation of the sweet potato (Ipomoea
batatas). A review of intensive research into the “Sweet Potato Revolution” in the New Guinea
Highlands suggests that there may be scope for a further round of exchanges between China and
the Pacific, addressing questions about the sociological processes of innovation and intensification,
and the nexus between sweet potato and pig production.
Keywords: Sweet Potato, Pacific, Taiwan, China, Agriculture

Plant Trails in Oceania: A Case Study of Paper Mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera)
Chi‐Shan Chang
National Museum of Prehistory
In Pacific, the large islands where lying close to the Asian and Australian continents, are much
rich in terms of the number of plant species naturally present. When human being migrate from
Near Oceania to the smaller and very isolated islands of Remote Oceania, people found a much
smaller range of naturally‐occurring plants and animals resources. Long‐term colonization of the
non‐continental islands was difficult without the addition of few useful plants and animals
resources from Near Oceania. We could presume that plants were carried by human during all
periods of Oceanic prehistory, on voyages of exploration, migration. The scientists use the
botanical and historical records as a basis to sort out the trails of several cultivated plants, that the
living plant trails we see today are a record of what survived which were carried by people across
Oceania, such as breadfruit (Artocarpus species), kava (Piper methystichum), paper mulberry
(Broussonetia papyrifera), taro (Colocasia esculenta), coconut palm (Cocos nucifer), pandanus tree
(Pandanus species) and sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas).
In recent years due to the advancement of research means, scientists are able to apply
molecular genetics into studies on the change of genetic diversity and the possible mechanisms
presented in the migration history of different species. In this paper, we will introduce a case study
of paper mulberry, to analyze the possible trail in Oceania of the species.
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The Ocean Current of Taro from the Batanes to Irala
Ke‐Ting Chen & Gene‐Sheng Tung
Department of Botanical Garden, Taiwan Forestry Research Institute
Tracing the dissemination of food and its changes is as fascinating as reading a detective story.
According to oral history, Tao ancestors most likely immigrated from the Batanes of the Philippines
to Irala of Taiwan (also known as Pongso no Tao or Orchid Island). Taro is one of Austronesian’s
most important foods and also a staple of the Tao diet; therefore, the diversity of cultivation
techniques, cultivars and cooking methods of taro function as indicators by which to compare the
cultures of Tao and Ivatan. These two island cultures have a high degree of cultural similarity,
such as their pronouncing taro as “soli” and “sodi”. However, our results show that the
cultivation techniques, cultivars and cooking methods of taro in these two locals are different.
Instead of being a staple food as in Tao, taro has lower importance than yam and sweet
potato in the Ivatan diet. The diversity of taro cultivar is not equally represented in the Ivatan
cooking and diet. We discovered that there is a higher diversity of taro cultivars but a lower
diversity of taro cooking methods in Tao; but, the opposite results were found in Ivatan.
Moreover, regarding cultivation techniques, the Tao plant lowland taro mostly (wetland or taro
patches) and also plant upland taro (dryland), but the Ivatan mainly use the upland method.
We suppose that this phenomenon may be caused by cultural drift and colonial influence:
(1) Tao ancestors only transported a part of their primal cultivation techniques with them
from the Batanes and, being faced with a different local environment in Tao, focused especially on
taro. Mainly working with the lowland cultivation method, they cultivated and selected for
multiple new taro cultivars, creating more than in their previous settlement.
(2) Diverse cooking methods in Ivatan were introduced and influenced by the Spanish and
the mainland people of the Philippines.
Keywords: taro, cultural drift, Ethnobotany, Orchid Island, the Batanes

Fish Names and Vula’a Cultural Heritage:
A Study of Language and Memory in South-eastern Papua New Guinea
Deborah Van Heekeren
Department of Anthropology, Macquarie University
The Vula’a people of south‐eastern Papua New Guinea (PNG) consider themselves to be
expert fishermen. The ancestral founders of their largest village had the same name as the dugong
(lui) that were ritually hunted. However the Vula’a no longer hunt the dugong that have almost
disappeared from local waters. Moreover, a younger generation is forgetting the indigenous names
of a vast array of local fish and fishing practices, a situation perceived by older villagers as a
significant loss of tradition. In a field‐based project undertaken in 2010 to address these concerns
I documented the names of more than one hundred types of fish, fishing equipment and various
fishing techniques. This paper explores the important connection between the language of fishing
and Vula’a cultural memory.
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CONTEMPORARY MICRONESIA
Dec 6 – 8.30-10.00 – NTTU Room E

Panel organizer and chair:
Manuel Rauchholz (Heidelberg University)
Panel introduction:
Micronesians have always been part of wider worlds and developed institutions and strategies
to reflect this fundamental reality of their island lifestyles. Recent economic and politico‐strategic
changes in the international seascapes and landscapes have enhanced this reality and made
Micronesians more central to the political and historical narratives of wider regional communities
of interest and non‐regional national agendas. In particular, the decline of US influence and
interest in the region has coincided with the rise of East Asian economic and military power leading
to speculation that ‘global power spheres of interest in the Western Pacific may soon be radically
transformed. Island‐centered perspectives are generally absent from such debates. This panel
therefore seeks to correct this deficiency and interlink Pacific Rim and Micronesian perspectives to
demonstrate that Micronesians are far more than passive recipients of overwhelming forces from
beyond the horizon which they cannot control. Indeed, they are active in ways that may prove
extremely beneficial to helping resolve tensions between external parties involved.

Micronesia as an Intermediary Region in Establishing Relations between Australia,
the USA, China and Japan: Micronesia’s Future Engagement with the Outside World
Manuel Rauchholz
Heidelberg University
This paper traces historical and current themes central to Micronesia as an intermediary
region between the above mentioned States. Since the 1830’s, Micronesia has been a region of
intense encounter between numerous citizens and governments from Australia, the USA, Japan
and China, among others, who came to the islands as whalers, black‐birders, traders, laborers,
entrepreneurs, missionaries or in the form of colonial powers, namely Japan (1914‐1945) and the
USA (1945‐1986/94) seeking to expand their area of political and economic influence. Current
global developments since the independence of Micronesia (1986/94) include the massive flow of
persons and resources from China, Japan, Australia and the USA into the island region and vice
versa. So far, Micronesia has only begun to utilize the presence of these global players on its soil to
address issues of geopolitical concern such as the depletion or conservation of natural oceanic
resources and climate change.
In recent times, the large migratory flows of persons in search of labor or recreation (mass
tourism) have led to the establishment of networks trafficking persons in and out of the
Micronesian region. This paper proposes the collective critical evaluation of ‘persons and bodies as
an economic commodity’ as a topic of analysis and political concern to be included in Micronesia’s
engagement with the outside world.
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A Proposed Chinese Mega-resort in Yap:
Vulnerabilities, Opportunities, and Pacific Geo-politics
Donald H Rubinstein
University of Guam
Clement Yow Mulalap
Federated States of Micronesia UN Mission, New York
The recent proposal by the Chinese resort‐development company “Entertainment and Travel
Group” (ETG) to construct a mammoth resort in Yap has generated deeply divided responses from
Yapese leaders and community members. Originally conceived as a 10,000‐room complex including
casino gambling, boat marinas, and shopping malls; greatly expanded airport and seaport facilities;
new roads, water, power and sewage treatment utilities; housing for Chinese workers and a
“Native Town” for relocated Yap Islanders, the proposal envisioned transforming Yap into a
Chinese‐style “Paradise Island.” In this presentation we review the chronology of events over the
past three years, and the sharply divided responses from the three primary Yap constituencies: the
traditional leaders, the elected leaders, and the public, as well as the FSM national government.
We conclude with brief comments on the legal and cultural implications of this proposal, and the
vulnerabilities and opportunities it has revealed as Yapese contemplate their future and their
position within 21st century geo‐politics.

Past Lessons and Future Prospects:
Shared Maritime Interests as a Bridge between Asia and the Pacific
Paul D’Arcy
Australian National University
Micronesia is seen by outsiders as largely marginal to global progress and indeed a victim of
unrestrained industrial development. In reality however the nations of this region are leading the
world in policies and cultural attitudes that move towards universal development agendas in far
more sustainable and cost effective ways than currently practiced. Nowhere is this more apparent
than in use of the sea. Micronesians lead the world in marine conservation measures and
sustainable harvest strategies, yet much of this is masked by the activities of illegal and
unsustainable harvesting by vessels from beyond Micronesia. As arguably the world’s greatest
seafarers and fishermen, Micronesians are noticeably absent on world ocean policy making bodies.
It is not the Micronesian way to push one’s own agendas. However, these agendas are now global
agendas, and aid and foreign affairs officials in Pacific Rim nations in particular need to realize that
the perceived margin is now the centre in terms of best practice. Partnerships to provide political
support for Micronesian agendas as well as financial assistance to allow the development of
self‐sustaining economies along the lines Micronesians desire are in everyone’s interests. East
Asian nations as major markets for marine resources and fishers of Micronesian waters have a
central role to play in ensuring the sustainable economic and ecological future of their neighbor.
The paper concludes by suggesting ways that East Asian players, and especially Taiwan can become
partners in development with Micronesian nations to the mutual benefit of all concerned.
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PAN‐PACIFIC INDIGENOUS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: PART 3
CONSERVATION AND RECONCILIATION
Dec 6 – 10.15-11.45 – NTTU Room A

Panel organizers and chairs:
Daya Da‐Wei Kuan (National Chengchi University)
Paul D'Arcy (Australian National University)
Panel introduction:
Indigenous peoples across the Pacific Islands face many similar resource management issues.
While ultimately solutions will only be ecologically sustainable and socially enduring if they take
account of distinct local contexts and cultures, this need to take account of local contexts and to
empower local resource guardianship can be enhanced through looking at how other groups deal
with broadly similar issues and contexts. These two panels adopt a comparative framework by
discussing a series of local resource management issues across the Pacific. Each panel combines
indigenous Taiwanese perspectives with those of other indigenous groups from around the Pacific.
In tacking between general principles of conservation, consultation, and community
empowerment, and specifics of place, identity and cultural values, we will also indirectly explore
how indigenous groups might best interact with each other and in some cases the larger
non‐indigenous populations of nation states they inherited from colonial pasts. We also seek to
assess the value and most effective use of such Pan‐Pacific indigenous networks for future
resource management issues.

Reconciliation between Land and People:
A Case Study on the Spiritual Landscape of Taiwan’s Tayal Tribe
Yih‐Ren Lin
Graduate Institute of Humanities in Medicine, Taipei Medical University
This paper explores how Taiwan’s indigenous Tayal people look at nature and their view of
nature contesting with different colonial powers in the historical context of Taiwan. Llyung (literally,
a river basin), the Tayal vocabulary is a keyword to understand how the people’s life interacting
with their surrounding environment and the political ecology related to it. By engaging with an
action‐oriented participatory methodology in over ten years with Tayal people, the researcher
comes up with an understanding that the concept of Llyung does not simply express the people’s
local knowledge, material practices, institutional arrangement, and social relations, but also
embodies their spiritual values and worldview. Llyung, as a spiritual landscape, provides a
collective integral power and resilient place for the people to guard against the
techno‐bureaucratic system brought in by the colonial powers. Two controversial natural resources
management cases will be examined in response to the importance of the Tayal concept Llyung,
which is the Maqaw national park issue and the fallen‐beech incident. In conclusion, the
researcher aims to show Tayal’s holistic view of nature through their daily practices from the
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concept Llyung should be taken seriously to remedy the disconnected and damaged relationship
between people and land.

Intimacies: Poetics of a Land Beloved
Jonathan Osorio
Hawai‘inuiākea School of Hawaiian Knowledge, University of Hawai'i at Mānoa
For a hundred generations Kanaka Maoli (The native people of Hawai'i) have sung, danced
and recited stories celebrating the intimate relations between particular places and the families
who lived, loved and fought in those places. The modern Kanaka, severed from both the land and
its stories by the American dispossession must reclaim both. Kanaka Maoli education begins by
retelling those stories and songs that understand our places as home for humans and for gods. As
we fight politically for the return of our country we must also reclaim, remember and articulate
our ancestors' memories of their homelands.
Keywords: Literary, Culture, History, Hawai'i, Modernity, Pacific

Co-management of Protected Area Partnerships through Native Title in Australia:
Free, Prior and Informed Consent and What to Look for
Toni Bauman
Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS)
The native title agreement‐making regime around protected areas in Australia is a complex
one determined to some extent by the Native Title Act 1993 (NTA) but also by a policy framework
seeking streamlined alternative land agreements outside the NTA. This presentation will provide a
snapshot of this landscape including co‐management partnerships over protected areas and what
might be needed to arrive at free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) as required by the United
Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous peoples. Importantly, in addition to the need for
building consensus through skilled facilitative engagement processes, FPIC should also involve
significant work prior to any negotiations to build the negotiation and governance capacity of
traditional owners including approaches which minimise conflict within and between Indigenous
groups.
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The First South Pacific Conference on National Parks, 1975:
Conservation and Indigenous Rights Ideas in Context
Keri Mills
University of the South Pacific
The first South Pacific Conference on National Parks and Reserves was held in Aotearoa New
Zealand (Aotearoa) in 1975, during a decade of high protest on both environmental and indigenous
rights issues worldwide. At the time Aotearoa followed, and still largely follows, a “Yellowstone
model” for its national parks, where indigenous people are excluded from living in, or managing, a
“pristine”, human‐free environment. In other parts of the South Pacific the national parks model
has been more inclusive of indigenous cultures. This paper looks at the discussions and findings of
the conference in historical context, to see what it can teach us about the development of ideas
around conservation and indigenous rights in the Pacific region in this important period.
Keywords: indigenous people, environment, history, Pacific
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MIGRATION OF RICE: CULTIVATION AND CO‐EVOLUTIONARY CULTURAL SYSTEMS
Dec 6 – 10.15-11.45 – NTTU Room B

Panel organizers and chairs:
John A. Peterson (University of Guam)
Stephen Acabado (University of California at Los Angeles)
Marlon Martin (Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement, Ifugao, RP)
Panel introduction:
Varieties of upland, dry rice and wet‐rice are reported from archaeological and historical
contexts in Island Southeast Asia as well as in the Mariana Islands of the western Pacific. Major
varieties differ in gross morphology as well as habitat, and have unique phytolith remains. Upland
and wet‐rice also are associated with distinct social and cultural systems that facilitated growing
and consuming different varieties. Settlement patterns as different as swidden farming of upland
rice contrasted with wet‐rice terrace production and were accompanied by very different social
organization as well as agricultural and ritual practice. The trajectory of the adoption and spread
of these varieties may have been linked closely with these patterns, or perhaps also were
components of farming systems that hedged risk as different practices within the same
communities. This symposium addresses the interconnections and spread of indigenous rice and
the cultural and social systems within which rice cultivation was embedded.

Ritual Rice: Tinawon and the Continuity of Ifugao Agricultural Rituals in the
WHS Rice Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras
Marlon Martin
Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement, Ifugao, RP
Rice rituals feature very important aspects of the entirety of the oral literature of the Ifugao
people. Epics, myths, ballads and prayer chants compose the elaborate rituals that accompany
every single phase of the tinawon, the traditional rice of the Ifugao. This complex of intangible
heritage provides clues to the deeper understanding of the pre‐history, religion and spirituality,
material culture and other facets of the way of life of these indigenous peoples famous for their
extensive rice terracing culture. More than the practical implications of these vanishing rituals in
the social sciences and humanities is the direct correlation of ritual continuity in the contemporary
fields of cultural resources management and governance of ancestral domain areas.
The World Heritage status of the Ifugao rice terraces is anchored on an Outstanding Universal
Value (OUV) premised on indigenous knowledge systems and practices (IKSP) mastered through
several hundred years of trial and error. These IKSPs developed overtime alongside a non‐secular
component manifested through an elaborate series of rice rituals. The performance of such rituals
connected the secular world with the supernatural in keeping with the natural order of things as
defined by customary Ifugao culture. Such rituals however can only be performed on the tinawon
to the exclusion of all other introduced varieties.
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In the 1970s, the Philippine government, in its bid to promote food‐sufficiency, launched a
massive nationwide campaign introducing high‐yielding rice varieties (HYVs) developed by the
International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) in all rice‐producing areas of the country. This
introduction of non‐ritual rice varieties altered the entire cultural landscape of the Ifugao terraces
system as villages shifted one after the other to shorter‐term rice cropping systems. IKSPs that
maintained the rice terraces for generations bowed to modern farming techniques as the pressure
to produce more rice got the better of sustainable land use and traditional farming practices. The
traditional rice rituals, unchanging for more than a hundred years, suddenly found itself totally
inapplicable to strange varieties of introduced rice.
This paper, through long‐term participant observation by the staff of the Save the Ifugao
Terraces Movement (SITMo), a non‐profit community‐based organization in Ifugao Province,
Philippines, presents the implications of diminishing tinawon production to the continued practice
of ancient rice rituals in the WHS Rice Terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras. It will also expound on
the urgent need to integrate deeper anthropological investigations into heritage management
plans as formulated by both government and private conservation agencies.

Introductions as Adaptive Packages: Wet-rice and Dry-rice varieties and
Agricultural Practice in the Philippines and Guam
John Peterson
University of Guam
The introduction of rice into the Philippines and Guam appears to have been from two
different periods of contact, and each variety required very different social and economic
organization. The earliest rice remains documented in the Philippines were reported from the
Andarayan Site in northern Luzon, in the Cagayan River valley, ca. 3200 ybp. This rice was
identified as a dry‐rice variety. Wet‐rice varieties have been reported from rice terraces in Ifugao
province from deposits dating from 1600 A.D. Though these terraces were constructed somewhat
earlier for taro pondfields, the appearance of rice may have been associated with historical period
introductions into the region, and may have been introduced no earlier than 1300 A.D. into the
Philippines. In Guam there is no evidence for rice prior to the historic period. Earlier putative
claims for rice do not distinguish between wet or dry varieties. The earliest rice appears to have
been introduced after Spanish contact, and may have been dry‐rice; wet‐rice was aggressively
introduced ca. 1803 throughout Guam and the Marianas Islands. In either case dry‐rice was
adapted to swidden farming practices while wet‐rice was adapted to intensive and usually
landesque farming strategies required to support the variety.
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The Tinawon (Ifugao Rice): Centrality of Rice in Ifugao Society
Acabado Stephen
University of California at Los Angeles
Marlon Martin
Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement, Ifugao, RP
John Peterson
University of Guam
The Ifugao region is known for the rice terraces that were enshrined in UNESCO's List of World
Heritage Sites in 1995. This listing however, has not mitigated the political and economic changes
that the Ifugao have encountered since being assimilated into the wider Philippine society. The
listing actually has hastened culture change because of the massive influx of domestic and foreign
tourists. The Ifugao, as a people, were not colonized by the Spanish and were placed under state
control during the American occupation in the early 1900s. Rapid economic and political
transformations started during this era. There have been concerted efforts to preserve the terrace
landscapes, but other aspects of the culture and agricultural practices have been overlooked.
Currently, there is an urgent need to document the vanishing 11 rice (tinawon) varieties that are
still being cultivated in the Ifugao Rice Terraces (IRT). According to Ifugao elders, there were about
20 tinawon varieties as late as the 1970s, about 9 varieties disappeared in the 1990s. Ethnographic
studies have emphasized the centrality of rice in Ifugao social and political life. Indeed, rituals and
social relationships have customarily revolved around rice and rice production. These, however,
have changed since the introduction of high‐yielding commercial rice varieties developed by the
International Rice Research Institute and introduced by the national government through the
Department of Agriculture. As a result of increasing economic pressures for wage labor and market
price structures, the customary social institutions of the Ifugao that effectively regulated
ecologically and socially efficient traditional rice production have eroded adding to the weakening
of Ifugao culture in general. Ironically, recognition of the IRT's Outstanding Universal Value (OUV)
that qualified it to UNESCO's World Heritage List is premised on these customary Ifugao practices
and institutions. The disappearance of heirloom Ifugao rice varieties from the rice terraces along
with accompanying customary practices will spell the end of customary Ifugao culture and the loss
of an internationally‐declared heritage of humanity.

Rice in the Ethnic Crossroad: Research Institutes, Cultivation Landscape,
and Ritual Changes of Rice in Eastern Taiwan
Yi‐tze Lee
Department of Ethnic Relations and Cultures, National Dong Hwa University
Eastern Taiwan is famous for its beautiful and massive rice cultivation. This paper aims to
explore the connection of breeding indigenous rice with the introduced Japonica rice during the
Japanese colonial period, with its impact on the landscape and cultural activities of Austronesian
people (here especially the Amis 阿美族). Based on the needs of crossbreeding new types of rice
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for the consumption of colonial tastes and later wartime supply, Japanese agronomists introduced
Japonica rice breeds into Taiwan for large production. While the Austronesian speaking Amis
people cultivated millet as their traditional crop, they were forced to learn rice cultivation during
the colonial time as well as to change related rituals for production blessing. Rice has since
become dominant staple food in Eastern Taiwan and result in its local landscape and identity. In
this paper, I will first delineate the selection and promotion of certain types of Japonica rice
(especially the famous KS 135) for cultivation. The discussion proceeds with the consideration of
local climate in cultivating new breeds, as well as the control of pests after the installation of
monocrop in Eastern Taiwan. My focus will be on the historical transition and selection in
Agricultural Research Institute ( 農試所 ) under different regimes from colonial Japanese to
Nationalist Chinese government. As the reaction from local communities, I will focus on the
comparison of different rice breeds based on farmer’s accounts, as well as the use of certain Amis
rituals in order to mark the differences between rice and millet. In the end, this paper will point
out the making of research institutes, rituals, and landscape via the installation of crossbreeding
rice in Eastern Taiwan.
Keywords: Path, Test, Ritual Authenticity, Modernity
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CLASSIFICATION & MOBILITY OF PERSONS & BOUNDARIES
Dec 6 – 10.15-11.45 – NTTU Room C
Chair: Yu-ping Chen (Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University)

Metaphorical Mitchondria: Poetic DNA Pathways between Taiwan and Pacific Poets
Selina Tusitala Marsh
English, Drama and Writing Studies, University of Auckland
Imaginatively expanding upon the scientific DNA link between Polynesians and Indigenous
Taiwanese, I creatively map the poetic DNA between Taiwan and the Pacific. This paper asks: What
metaphors have been able to cross cultural divides? Are there culturally rooted/routed
connections made with specific metaphors and what might account for these? Three strains of
poetry are explored: 1) Pacific Islands‐based poets whose work evokes significant historical events
involving large‐scale Asian presence in the Pacific such as Indian and Chinese indentured labour in
Fiji (Koya) and Samoa (Von Reiche); WWII impact on the Solomon (Makini); 2) Pacific influences in
the contemporary poetry of New Zealand–based Asian poets (Chanwai‐Earle, Mok, Liang, ) 3) Asian
reconnections in the work of Pacific poets of Asian descent (Strickson‐Pua, Pihana‐Wong).
This paper explores the ara/ala of the creative written word. Here, the ara/ala is a tongue is a
bridge is a path to deeper connections across the great ocean, te moana nui a kiwa. Ron Crocombe
argues that Asia is the most pressing 21st century force in the Pacific since the United States and
Britain in the colonial era. Whether from mass migration, to the ever increasing evidence of
cheque‐book diplomacy, Asia is making its presence known in the Pacific economically and
politically ‐ from without (foreign investment interests) and from within (intermarriage). Yet,
creatively in terms of literature, the Pacific continues to look westwards to America and Europe for
literary legitimacy, instead of to each other, and to our closest Pacific Rim neighbours. With the rise
in anthologies of translated poetry, the path is being forged and we must now possess the eyes to
see it. There is a need for the Pacific to deepen its engagement creatively with Asian Pacific Rim
countries if the kinds of exchanges between the Pacific and Asia are to encourage meaningful and
mutual cultural exchange.
Keywords: Poetry, Metaphor, Polynesia, Creativity, Translation

Circulation of Children in Pohnpei, Micronesia
Hsin‐Yi Tsai
Department of Anthropology, University of Pittsburgh
Pohnpeian customs include a variety of child‐caring arrangements. In Pohnpei, the closest
parallels to Euro‐American conceptions of adoption are pwek‐seri or pwekipwek, which, although
not identical, literally mean “lifting a child” or “being lifted”. Compared to the concept of adoption
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as an official, legal, documented procedure, the movement to another household was usually
described by the locals in a straightforward fashion, often with the phrase “went to live with.” At
the same time, the word “adoption” is used for both analytic and comparative reasons—not only
because Pohnpeians now more often mix this English word or use “adoption” and the local word
interchangeably in conversations, but also because the practices of adoption have increasingly
been brought to the court for legal recognition.
However, there is a cleavage between legal and customary adoption that can complicate
matters. Unlike the Western‐oriented laws declares that the rights of birth parents are terminated
and transferred once the adoption is established, most of the adoptees continue to follow the
cultural norms of paying respect to their birth parents throughout life, and some of them even go
back and co‐inherit with their natural siblings. In addition, instead of focusing particularly on “the
best interest of the child” as the judge does, local Pohnpeians care more about the mutual support
and solidarity between the two families through the alliance.
Therefore, following Leinaweaver’s (2008) usage of “child circulation” to refer to the various
local terms and interpretations of children’s mobility, I intends to discuss adoption in Pohnpei as an
active process leading to the formation, and transformation, of relatedness and sociality. More
specifically, I plan to explore how people deal with the potential contradictions and conflicts
between the legal and customary adoption process in my future dissertation.
Keywords: customary adoption, legal adoption, circulation of children, Micronesia, Pohnpei

‘…Certain Malays and South Sea Islanders…’:
The Influence and Legacy of Early In-marrying Foreigners in Papua New Guinea
Michael Goddard
Macquarie University
The conventional history of European colonization of Papua New Guinea (PNG) dichotomizes
white foreigners and natives and casts a moral shadow over occasional conjugal relations between
them. It also marginalizes other foreigners such as so‐called ‘Malays’ and ‘South Sea Islanders’ who
married natives, and implies that their significance was limited to serving Europeans in colonial or
missionary projects.
The offspring of marriages between natives and foreigners were categorized as ‘mixed race’
and have been generally protrayed in literature as occupying an uncomfortable social place, fitting
neither into native society nor white society. Against these conventional images, this paper
discusses the influence of early in‐marrying foreigners on native societies in and around the capital
of PNG, Port Moresby, and their legacy, particularly in matters of kinship and landholding.
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LIBRARIES, MUSEUMS & ARCHIVES
Dec 6 – 10.15-11.45 – NTTU Room D

Panel organizer and chair:
Kylie Moloney (Pacific Manuscripts Bureau, Australian National University)
Panel introduction:
What is the value of digitising historical documents relating to the Pacific Islands? This panel
will case study how librarians and archivists throughout the world are digitising Pacific Island
collections in order to preserve, and make them more accessible. The speakers will explain the
path they took and raise issues that were encountered whilst digitising Pacific Island collections.
Future possibilities and collaborations to improve access to digital Pacific Island collections held in
cultural organisations will be suggested.

The Path Pambu Took, from Microfilm to Digital
Kylie Moloney
Pacific Manuscripts Bureau, Australian National University
The Pacific Manuscripts Bureau (PMB) has assisted with the long‐term preservation and
accessibility of the documentary heritage of the Pacific islands since 1968. The Pacific Manuscripts
Bureau is based in the College of Asia and the Pacific at The Australian National University. It is a
non‐profit organisation sponsored by an international consortium of libraries specialising in Pacific
research. The Bureau’s longevity is due to a high level of international cooperation of member
libraries, a business model that delivered a high volume of high quality microfilms exclusively to
member libraries, and commitment by dedicated staff.
For the past 45 years, the Bureau has used microfilm as the preferred preservation medium to
copy, preserve and distribute archives from the Pacific Islands to the Bureau’s member libraries. In
2014 the Bureau moved from microfilm to digital format. This significant change has affected all
areas of the Bureau’s operations; including the development of a new online open‐source database
that can digitally deliver titles to PMB member libraries, developing digitisation policies and
technical standards for digital preservation and delivery, acquiring and operating new digital
equipment to copy archives in the Pacific Islands, developing new workflows and ways of operating,
and the ongoing reinvention of the Bureau’s business model. Despite limited funding and resources,
the Pacific Manuscripts Bureau has been reinvented as an archive that now operates in a digital
environment. The Executive Officer will share how the transition to digital took place and highlight
how open and wide consultation based on mutual respect, reinforcing old and creating new
personal and professional relationships, a lot of hard work and the ability to renegotiate, were
fundamental to the reinvention of the Bureau. The speaker will conclude by discussing how
digitised Pacific Island resources open up exciting new possibilities for researchers and cultural
institutions.
Keywords: Archives, digitisation, access, libraries
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Digitization of Missions and Church-Related Materials at the
Yale University Divinity Library
Martha Smalley
Yale University
This paper will describe and evaluate a recent project at the Yale University Divinity Library to
digitize annual reports and periodicals of Protestant Christian mission agencies, including
organizations that worked in the Pacific area. The value of these primary source documents for
historical research will be examined as well as issues of selection, preservation, and delivery of the
digital files.
Keywords: Digitization, Missions, Church, Periodicals, Reports

From A Few Bookshelves to a Regional Resource Center
Francis X. Hezel, SJ
Micronesian Seminar
The presentation will be on the development of MicSem from a handful of materials used to
sustain Jesuit seminarians' interest in the Pacific to a full‐on resource center that included photos,
videos and music. The presentation will discuss factors that contributed to the expansion of
MicSem while discussing some of the technical issues encountered along the way.
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TĀ‐VĀ: TOWARD A MOANA “TIME‐SPACE” THEORY OF REALITY
Dec 6 – 10.15-11.45 – NTTU Room E

Panel organizers and chairs:
Maui‐Tāvā‐He‐Akó Dr Tēvita O. Ka‘ili (International Cultural Studies & World Languages /
Jonathan Nāpela Center for Hawaiian & Pacific Islands Studies, Brigham Young University Hawai'I)
Māhinarangi‐Mārama‐He‐Tāvā Dr Helen Erana Ferris‐Leary (University of Auckland)
Hūfanga Dr ‘Ōkusitino Māhina (Vava'u Academy for Critical Inquiry & Applied Research)
Panel introduction:
The aims of the panel are to critique the tā‐vā ("time‐space") theory of reality. The concepts
and practices tā and vā, which also exist in the Moana as kā and wā, are the English equivalents of
"time and space." By virtue of both change and continuity, tā and vā, like kā and wā, can be traced
back historically, culturally and linguistically in time and space to their Austronesian roots as
"*tarag" and "*‐wan" respectively. In Austronesian terms, *tarag means marking with an adze and
*‐wan as a great expanse of space. It follows that, like both tā‐vā and kā‐wā, *tarag is a temporal
marker of *‐wan and *‐wan a spatial composer of *tarag. This is reminiscent of the use of the toki
("adze") as an artistic tool for the intersection of kohi ("lines/times") and vā ("spaces") in such
material arts as tufunga langafale [house‐building] and tufunga fo‘uvaka ("boat‐building"). Herein,
the mata ("eye"), or, its opposite, ava ("hole"), of the toki is used as a means of mediation of the
separation and connection, that is, intersection, of kohi and vā. Generally, this is informed by the
realist tā‐vā theory, where all things in reality, that is, nature, mind and society, are considered as
standing in eternal relations of exchange, giving rise to conflict and order, both of which are of
equal logical status, where order is itself a form of conflict. By extension, order is when equal and
opposite forces or energies intersect, that is, separate and connect, at a common point, defined by
a state of noa ("zero‐point"). As indivisible entities, culture is a receptacle for the historical
composition of refined knowledge and skills and language a vehicle for their dialectical
communication in tā and vā. Given both its generality and formality, tā‐vā theory enters all types of
disciplinary practices and all forms of social activity, linking nature, mind and society. From a realist
time‐space theoretical perspective, tā and vā as ontological entities are the common medium in
which all things are, in a single level of reality, spatiotemporality or four‐sided‐dimensionality, that
is, nature, mind and society. As ontological entities, tā and vā are epistemologically arranged in
different ways across cultures. Like kā and wā, tā and vā are inseparable in reality, as in nature,
mind and society. Given their inseparability, it simply means that reality is four‐dimensional rather
than three‐dimensional. Contemporaneously, tā is spatially‐constituted or composed of vā, which
is, in turn, temporally‐marked or defined by tā. The enforced separation of tā and vā, as well as the
failure of comprehension of their transcultural arrangements, lead to a host of serious idealistic
and rationalistic problems, informed by a sense of both dualism and evolutionism. In the Moana,
tā and vā, like kā and wā, are arranged in plural, cultural, collectivistic, holistic and circular ways.
This is evident in the historical yet paradoxical arrangement of the past, present and future, where
the past is put in front of people in the present and the future is brought to bear on the past
behind them, with both the already‐taken past and yet‐to‐take‐place future constantly mediated in
the ever‐changing, conflicting present.
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Genealogizing, Narrating, and Caring for Maunawila Heiau –
A Sacred Tā-Vā, "Time-Space" in Hawai‘i
Tēvita O. Ka‘ili
International Cultural Studies & World Languages / Jonathan Nāpela Center for Hawaiian & Pacific
Islands Studies, Brigham Young University Hawai'I
Oceanian sacred spatiotemporal sites genealogically link people to past, present, and future.
This paper focuses on the Maunawila Heiau, a traditional religious sacred site, located in the
Ahupua‘a (land division) of Hau‘ula, in the Moku (district) of Ko‘olauloa, in the island of O‘ahu in
Hawai‘i.
For over two years, I have been working with my cultural anthropology and Pacific Islands
Studies students, in partnership with the community of Hau‘ula, to care for the Maunawila Heiau.
Structurally, a heiau is a sacred site of worship that was constructed with stones terraces to create
a square, rectangular, or circular shape structure. As an Indigenous Moana/Oceanian
anthropologist, what interest me about the Maunawila Heiau is that Hawaiian mo‘olelo (oral
traditions) link Maunawila Heiau to Tahiti, Tonga, and Sāmoa. According to Hawaiian oral traditions,
the Maunawila Heiau was constructed by the kāula (seer, prophet), Makuaka‘ūmana, who came to
Hawai‘i with the famous priest‐navigator Pa‘ao from Wawau (Vavau, Vava‘u) and Upolu (‘Upolu,
Kupolu) in Kahiki. Oral tradition indicates that Makuaka‘ūmana brought stones from Kahiki (Tahiti,
Tonga, Sāmoa) for the construction of his heiau sites. The Maunawila Heiau is also known as a
heiau hō‘ola, a healing place.
In this paper, I deploy the indigenous‐based tā‐vā (“time‐space”) theory to examine the
ancient links of Maunawila Heiau to Tahiti, Tonga, and Sāmoa. In addition, I explore the possibility
of genealogizing and narrating the mo‘olelo (oral traditions) of Maunawila Heiau to weave new ties
and promote healing among Hawaiians, Tahitians, Tongans, Sāmoans, and other Indigenous
Oceanians who now reside in Hawai‘i. This paper speaks to the power of sacred tā‐vā
(“time‐space”) to link people and places in past, present, and future.

Tā-Vā: Towards A Moana "Time-Space" Theory of Reality
‘Ōkusitino Māhina
Vava'u Academy for Critical Inquiry & Applied Research [VACIAR]
This paper will critique the tā‐vā theory as a general theory of reality. Given both its formality
and generality, the tā‐vā [time‐space] theory of reality enters all disciplinary practices and forms of
social activity, within and across nature, mind and society. As a newly‐emerging realist theory, it is
based on the refined Moana/Pacific and Tongan concepts and practices tā and vā, the English
equivalents of time and space. Where there is tā [time] there is vā [space] and, by extension,
where there is vā [space] there is tā [time]. From a tavaist perspective, it does point to the fact that
tā [time] and vā [space] are inseparable in reality, as in nature, mind and society, and reality is
four‐dimensional and not three‐dimensional, as problematised across disciplines. By critiquing
tavaism as a realist theory, the paper will focus on both its ontological and epistemological tenets,
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dealing not only with tā [time] and vā [space] as common medium in which all things exist, in a
single level of reality, but also how they are historically altered and culturally ordered in different
ways across human societies.
Keywords: tā [time], vā [space], reality, ontology, epistemology

Loto, Ongo and Sino: A Tā-vā [time-space] Theoretical Reflection on
Desire, Feeling and Body
Sione Vaka
Massey University ‐ Albany Campus
Sēmisi Potauaine
University of Auckland
‘Ōkusitino Māhina
Vava'u Academy for Critical Inquiry & Applied Research [VACIAR]
This joint paper will reflect on the Tongan concepts and practices loto, ongo and sino,
translated as desire, feeling and body, informed by the tā‐vā [time‐space] theory of reality. Not
only are they spatiotemporal, historico‐cultural entities, they do take place in both time and space.
These eternally intersecting, that is, connecting and separating, spatiotemporal tendencies are
more than often interchanged as means of accounting for the body, mind and society, as well as
the relationships between them. While the words ongo, loto and sino are freely used as a matter
of habit in the everyday dealings of people, and more so in their formal usage in the performance
arts of poetry and oratory, their meanings are far from clear in the process. As far as both
knowledge production and knowledge application are concerned, this joint paper will focus on
both the meaning and usage of loto, ongo and sino, where the former, that is, ‘what is’ question is
considered as taking the lead over the latter, that is, ‘what does’ question, in that logical order.
Keywords: loto [desire], ongo [feeling], sino [body], tā [time], vā [space]
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部落參訪 Cultural Tours

There are 16 officially recognized indigenous peoples in Taiwan: Amis, Atayal, Bunun, Hla’alua,
Kanakanavu, Kavalan, Paiwan, Puyuma, Rukai, Saisiyat, Sakizaya, Seediq, Thao, Truku, Tsou, and
Yami (Tao).

© Council of Indigenous Peoples
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12/4（四）部落參訪行程
據點安排概念：青年為部落傳統文化傳承與永續發展的案例。
行程安排概念：透過部落觀光，達成部落經濟與地方產業活化振興的目標。
族別
地點
特色
參訪
體驗
餐飲
帶團老師
南島所學生

主題

行程表

魯凱族
達魯瑪克部落
東部唯一魯凱族
部落入口守護神、鞦韆、收穫
祭廣場、青年會所
射箭
部落傳統餐飲
葉淑綾
溫秀琴、馬銘龍
從文物館、青年集會所、石板
屋、桑樹溪生態及野菜食療解
說，體驗並學習自然思維及永
續共存的生活方式
13：00 出發
13：30 獻花環
部落守護神
魯凱族生活館
民俗植物生態廊道
祖靈屋、頭目家屋
18：00 風味餐
20：00 赴歸
20：30 到達飯店

排灣族
拉勞蘭部落
復振小米文化
拉勞蘭小米工坊

阿美族
都歷部落
以編織命名的部落
月桃編體驗

小米飾品製作
部落傳統餐飲
譚昌國
高蘇貞瑋、陳珍宇
拉勞蘭部落透過復振部落傳
統文化，逐漸發展出部落的族
群自信心與認同

捲煙體驗
部落傳統餐飲
林靖修
洪麗娟、楊濬瑄
Torik，阿美族語是「編織」之
意。編織技術成為都歷部落最
具特色的文化體驗

13：00 出發
13：40 進部落儀式
教堂簡報
頭目家屋
獵人學校
傳統作物園區
18：00 風味餐
19：30 赴歸
20：30 到達飯店

13：00 出發
14：00 部落參訪
月桃體驗
捲煙體驗
17：30 風味餐
19：00 赴歸
20：30 到達飯店

12/7（日）會後參訪行程
行程安排概念：從台東搭乘巴士走海線參訪比西里岸部落前往花蓮，從花蓮火車站搭火車返回台北。
行程項目
族別
地點
特色
參訪
餐飲
帶團老師
主題

行程時間表
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海岸線
阿美族
比西里岸部落
浮筒鼓樂
部落藝術散步
部落美食
蔡政良
收集定置漁網漂流在岸上的廢棄浮筒做為鼓身，漂流木為鼓座，使用當地羊皮為鼓皮，以高
彈力繩來繃鼓，以阿美族傳統編織、圖騰彩繪與雕刻作為裝飾，使 PAW‐PAW 鼓成為最具部落
特色的環保樂器。
09：00 出發
10：30 ‐ 11：00 海堤上導覽
11：00 ‐ 11：30 PAW‐PAW 鼓表演
11：30 ‐ 13：00 比西里岸部落風味餐
13：00 ‐ 14：00 部落藝術散步＆導覽體驗行程
14：00 啟程東海岸
16：00 花蓮火車站
花蓮火車站在旅遊服務中心下車，有英語諮詢服務、英文導覽手冊、乾淨廁所。

Dec 3 (Thu) PHA Conference Tours
Main focus: Youngsters vs. Indigenous traditional culture heritage and sustainable development.
The idea is through the construction of tribal tourism, the tribe economy and local industry could better achieve the
goals of activation and revitalization.
Program
Indigenous
Peoples
Location
Characteristics
Visits
Experience
Dinner

Itinerary
schedule

Itinerary 1
Rukai Ethnic Group

Itinerary 2
Paiwan Ethnic Group

Itinerary 3
Amis Ethnic Group

Taromak tribe
The only eastern Rukai tribe
Tribal Patron
Saint, Swing, Harvest festival,
Youth's House
Archery
Traditional indigenous cuisine
13:00 Departure
13:30
Wreath laying ceremony
Tribe Patron Saint
Rukai tribe museum
Folk plant ecological corridor
Ancestral house
Village chief house
18:00 Traditional diner
20:00 Back to Hotel

Lalauran tribe
Revival of millet culture
Lalaulan tribe millet workshop

Torik tribe
Torik (weaving) culture
Shell‐ginger weaving

Millet crafts workshop
Traditional indigenous cuisine
13:00 Departure
13:40
Welcoming ceremony
Debrief in the church
Village chief house
Hunter school
Traditional crops park in the
village
18 :00 Traditional diner
19:30 Back to Hotel

Cigarettes rolling
Traditional indigenous cuisine
13:00 Departure
14:00
Tribal house
Shell‐ginger weaving
Cigarettes rolling
17:30 Traditional diner
19:00 Back to Hotel

Dec 7 (Sun) Post-conference Tour (optional)
Itinerary: The tour leaves from Taitung to Hualien by taking the East Coast Line.
Participants can then take the train back to Taipei from Hualien Train Station after the tours.
Program
Indigenous Peoples
Location
Characteristics
Visits
Food

Research and
Discussion Topics

Itinerary schedule

Itinerary ‐‐ East Coast Line
Amis ethnic group
Pisilian community group
Buoy drumming
Indigenous communities’ visits
Indigenous traditional cuisine（Pisilian community group）
Pisilian: The PAW‐PAW is an eco‐friendly instrument among the indigenous tribes. The
structure is made from fish nets’ drifting buoys collected on the shore, the shape is made from
driftwood following typhoons and local goat skin, and the rope stretching the skin is made
according to traditional Amis weaving. In addition, paintings and sculptures are applied to
decorate its body.
09:00 Departure
10:30 Tour on seawall
11:00 PAWPAW drum performances
11:30 Lunch at Pisilian community group
13:00 Indigenous art and communities’ visits
14:00 Journey on the East coast
16:00 Arrival at Hualien Train Station. When arriving at the station, please alight the bus at
the Tourist Information Center. (English brochures and clean toilets are available).
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Villages to be visited in PHA Conference Tours & Post-conference Tour

☆ – Jhihben campus of NTTU
◇ – PHA Conference Tours
○ – Post‐conference Tour
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會議籌辦單位 Organizing Committee

主辦單位 Organizers
Taiwan Society for Pacific Studies (TSPS)
As new research into language evolution suggests that most Pacific populations originated in Taiwan around
5,200 years ago, the Taiwan Society for Pacific Studies gathers researchers, professors and institutions
devoted to a new mapping of Pacific and Austronesian studies in Taiwan. The Taipei Ricci is therefore now a
partner of the TSPS and together they focus their work on:
‐ promoting research on cultural exchange between Pacific and Austronesian culture
‐ emphasizing the importance of the Pacific’s role and contribution in the building of a global sustainable
development system
‐ exploring the unique culture of the Pacific and Austronesian islands and make it interact with Taiwan and
the world
‐ playing the role of the Pacific and Austronesian culture resource center in Taiwan
Website: http://pacific_en.erenlai.com

Pacific History Association (PHA)
The PHA was established in 1979 in Australia after having organized two conferences in the country. Its main
goal is to promote the study of the Pacific, in the field of culture, society and history. Since then, the Pacific
History Association has been holding international conferences biennially to reflect and to celebrate the
past, present and future of the Pacific.
The PHA supports indigenous scholars and history teachers in the Pacific region as well as publishes books
on the history of the Pacific for school usage.
Website: http://pacifichistoryassociation.org

合辦單位 Co-organizers
Taipei Ricci Institute
Taipei Ricci Institute named after the great Italian sinologist, Matteo Ricci, the Ricci Institute was founded in
1966 by Fr Yves Raguin (1912‐1998), Jean Lefeuvre and other Jesuits as a work of the Chinese Province of
the Society of Jesus. The purpose of the Institute was originally to continue the Jesuit lexicographic
endeavor while developing research in comparative spiritualities and Chinese religions. The TRI is the
co‐author of the Grand Ricci. Since the beginning of the 90s, the Institute has refocused its work on (a)
Taiwanese studies, especially aboriginal languages and religious/ cultural transformations; (b) dialogue with
Chinese intellectuals on cultural diversity, sustainable development and spiritual empowerment; (c) and,
presently, coordination of various research programs on Pacific and Austronesian studies.
The Institute has developed a rich library now being transferred to Taiwan Central Library.
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In January 2004, the Institute founded "Renlai Monthly", in order to foster debate in the Chinese world on
issues linked to cultural diversity, sustainable development and spiritual empowerment. The companion
"eRenlai.com" website also contributes to nurture communication among social agents, intellectuals and
grassroots communities.
Website: http://www.riccibase.com

National Taiwan University
National Taiwan University (NTU)'s institutional predecessor was Taihoku Imperial University, founded in
1928 by the Japanese colonial administration. The first president was Shidehara Tan Tairaka Hiroshi. In 1945,
the Republic of China won the war of resistance against Japan, and Taiwan was handed over to the
Nationalist government of China. On November 15 of that year, Taihoku Imperial University was formally
transferred to Chinese administration and renamed as National Taiwan University, with Dr. Tsung‐lo Lo
appointed as the first President...
For more information, please visit: NTU official website.

Center for Indigenous Studies, National Taiwan University
National Taiwan University (NTU) established the Center for Indigenous Studies in 2004. Its goals are the
development of Indigenous Studies research, the integration of the university’s indigenous talent and
resources to expand this field of research, arousing social issues discussions, as well as promoting the future
development of Taiwan indigenous culture.
When the Center for Indigenous Studies was first established, the teachers from the College of BioResources
and Agriculture represented its core. Under the policies of the Council of Indigenous Peoples, the center
participated in the planning and implementation of surveys about local biological resources. Since May 2013,
the Center for Indigenous Studies was adapted in order to integrate the characteristics of NTU’s every
department.
In addition, with the creation of a new website, Facebook and other internet platforms, the Center for
Indigenous Studies promotes the debate and enriches the understanding of indigenous related issues in
order to contribute to the implementation of a multicultural society.
The missions of the center are:
‐ To promote the sharing of knowledge
‐ To promote the use of databases related to Taiwan Indigenous Peoples
‐ To promote interdisciplinary public issue discussions
‐ To cooperate and exchange actively with international Austronesian research organizations, as to make
Taiwan the center of Austronesian culture research
‐ To increase the general education of Taiwan Indigenous interdisciplinary related curriculum
‐ To increase Taiwan Indigenous artistic/cultural events and exhibitions within the university
Website：www.cis.ntu.edu.tw

Taiwan Center for Pacific Studies, National Taiwan University
Taiwan Center for Pacific Studies was created under the College of Liberal Arts of National Taiwan University
to unify Pacific Studies' human and research resources, to enhance research results as well as to promote
Pacific research and encourage experts exchange and cooperation in this field.
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The missions of this center are:
‐ to promote Pacific studies, especially in the field of Austronesian culture, language, history, society…
‐ to promote academic and cultural exchanges between Taiwan and the Pacific region by organizing
seminars, cultural events, exhibitions, building websites…
‐ to encourage graduate students and researchers to enter the field of Pacific and Austronesian Studies, as
well as promoting interdisciplinary cooperation and exchange
Website: http://tcps.ntu.edu.tw/index.php/en

Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University
Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University was created more than 60 years ago, in 1949,
making it the oldest in the History of Taiwan. It covers an abundant variety of academic fields and its
teaching system and research institutions are the most complete, so as to cultivate numerous
anthropologists in Taiwan. At the beginning of the creation of the Department, the emphasis was put on the
integration of anthropology research orientation in order to develop the following four fields: social and
cultural anthropology, archeology, physical anthropology and linguistics. However today, the academic
emphasis is more focused in the development of social and cultural anthropology, archeology, material
cultures and museology. Research fields are now mainly focused on Archeology, Ethnology, Indigenous
Culture, Chinese, South‐East Asia and Oceania Societies Studies.
Since the Japanese occupation, the departments of Ethnology and Archeology as well as the research fields
of Taiwan History and Indigenous Studies were very successful. The department bears the responsibility to
link past heritage to the future, by preserving the academic tradition and answering the demands and
development of our society. The Department of Anthropology gathers a fabulous collection of images and
testimonies from every ethnic group in Taiwan dating from the Japanese occupation, creating precious
teaching and display resources. During the last years, the main priority of the department is the cooperation
with the Digital Archives and the development of application topics as well as the establishment of the
Museum of Anthropology, in order to give the Anthropology collections a new social and educational
signification.
Website: http://homepage.ntu.edu.tw/~anthro/english/index.htm

National Taitung University
National Taitung University (NTTU), based in Taitung County, was originally established in 1948 as Taiwan
Provincial Taitung Teachers School, before becoming National Taitung University in 2003. NTTU counts today
two campuses, Taitung campus and Jhihben campus, with the College of Science and Engineering, the
College of Humanities and the Teachers’ College.
Not restricted to the field of education, NTTU also cooperates in favor of Taitung tourism, Indigenous Art
and Austronesian culture. To become a regional and an international university, NTTU focuses on
developing the local institutions and the county’s prosperity, as well as increasing the level of the local
culture education.
Website: http://nweb.nttu.edu.tw

Center of Austronesian Culture, National Taitung University
The Center of Austronesian Culture is a new research center of National Taitung University. This center was
built upon the results accumulated over the years of the researches accomplished at NTTU in the field of
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Taiwan Indigenous, Austronesian Culture and Education. The foundation of the Center of Austronesian
Culture enabled a more lively application of research, as well as more practical academic research units.
The Center of Austronesian Culture integrates National Taitung University and Taitung County’s information
in order to promote actively Taiwan Indigenous and Austronesian culture. The focus is put on the promotion
of education and the application of research so that Austronesian culture continues to be NTTU’s main
research field.
Website: http://cas.nttu.edu.tw

Department of Public and Cultural Affaires, National Taitung University
Established in 2011, the Department of Public and Cultural Affairs provides the Undergraduate program and
Master’s Programs in Regional Policy and Development (established in 2004) and Austronesian Studies
(established in 2003).
The geographically and politico‐economically marginal location of Taitung provides a wide diversity of ethnic
cultures and the best environment for education and discussion of public and cultural affairs. With our
curriculum design and local resources, we aim to train students to care for environmental and social issues,
increase students’ cultural awareness, pay attention to local issues and develop comparative perspectives
on public affairs.
Website: http://pca.nttu.edu.tw

National Museum of Prehistory
The objectives of the National Museum of Prehistory (NMP) are to enlighten the public about the
complexity and diversity of Taiwan's natural ecology, prehistory and its indigenous cultures through the
functions of research, preservation, exhibition and recreation, as well as to encourage people to appreciate
and respect the natural environment and cultures of this island.
The NMP has constructed architectural facilities with a picturesque environment. It is not only the first
museum based on the themes of prehistoric and indigenous cultures in Taiwan, the first museum that
includes an Excavation Site, nature and wildlife park, as well as the museum building itself, but also a
state‐ranking museum located on the east coast of Taiwan. Therefore, the overall mission of the NMP is to
build up social education in the midst of East Taiwan's beautiful mountains and waters, so that it can
contribute to social education, academic research, cultural preservation and recreation. In addition to this,
we look forward to the development of the NMP into a top‐ranking museum that best presents local
cultural features with an international viewpoint and international status, through the proposition of
Taiwan's prehistory and indigenous cultures that were originated locally yet with content that is beyond
national boundaries.
Website: http://en.nmp.gov.tw/index.php

Taitung County Government
Taitung canvasses an area of 3515 km2, covering 9.78% of the total land area of Taiwan. It is the third largest
county in Taiwan, next to Hualien and Nantou. Taitung is also the longest county, owning 166 km of
coastline, 2/5 of the total coastline of Taiwan. Population 234,123. 16 townships.
Website: http://www.taitung.gov.tw/en/Default.aspx?themesite=BAA86C8F16BADDE6
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Organizing Team
Matilde Hong 洪翎雅
Executive Director of Taipei Ricci Institute
http://www.erenlai.com/
Chialin Huang 黃嘉琳
Researcher of Taipei Ricci Institute
http://www.riccibase.com/
Lichun June Lee 李禮君
Project coordinator of Taiwan Society of Pacific Studies (TSPS)
http://pacific.erenlai.com/index.php/en/
台灣大學場 National Taiwan University venue

Yuan‐chao Tung 童元昭
Associate Professor
Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University
http://homepage.ntu.edu.tw/~anthro/english/member/faculty/tungyuanchau.htm
台東大學場 National Taitung University venue

Futuru Tsai 蔡政良
Assistant Professor
Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University
http://pca.nttu.edu.tw/files/13‐1012‐6178.php?Lang=zh‐tw
Yu‐Chuan Chang 張育銓
Associate Professor
Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University
http://pca.nttu.edu.tw/files/13‐1012‐26016.php?Lang=zh‐tw
Shu‐ling Yeh 葉淑綾
Assistant Professor
Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University
http://pca.nttu.edu.tw/files/13‐1012‐6177.php?Lang=zh‐tw
Chang‐Kwo Tan 譚昌國
Associate Professor
Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University
http://pca.nttu.edu.tw/files/13‐1012‐26016.php?Lang=zh‐tw
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史前博物館場 Prehistory Museum Venue

Chun‐wei Fang 方鈞瑋
Research Assistant
Division of Research & Collection, National Museum of Prehistory
http://www.nmp.gov.tw/uploads/about/02/02/35_pdf.pdf

學術籌備委員 Academic Coordination
Pei‐yi Guo 郭佩宜
Associate Research Professor
Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica
http://idv.sinica.edu.tw/peiyiguo/index.htmhttp://idv.sinica.edu.tw/peiyiguo/index.htm
Yuan‐chao Tung 童元昭
Associate Professor
Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University
http://homepage.ntu.edu.tw/~anthro/english/member/faculty/tungyuanchau.htm
Daya Da‐wei Kuan 官大偉
Assistant Professor
Department of Ethnology, National ChenChi University
http://www.ethnos.nccu.edu.tw/teacher.asp
Li‐May Sung 宋麗梅
Associate Professor
Graduate Institute of Linguistics, National Taiwan University
http://homepage.ntu.edu.tw/~gilntu/People_Faculty.htmlhttp://homepage.ntu.edu.tw/~gilntu/Pe
ople_Faculty.html

國際諮詢委員 International Advisory Board
Paul D'Arcy
Associate Professor,
School of Culture, History & Language
ANU College of Asia and the Pacific
https://researchers.anu.edu.au/researchers/d‐arcy‐pc
Jacqui Leckie
Associate Professor/Head of Department,
Department of Anthropology & Archaeology
University of Otago
http://www.otago.ac.nz/anthropology/anth/people/leckie.html
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Teresia Teaiwa
Senior Lecturer,
Pacific Studies,
Va'aomanū Pasifika
Victoria University of Wellington
http://www.victoria.ac.nz/pasifika/about/staff/teresia‐teaiwa
Morgan Tuimalealiifano
Head of School,
School of Social Sciences
The University of the South Pacific, Laucala Campus
http://www.usp.ac.fj/index.php?id=10260&tx_wecstaffdirectory_pi1%5Bcurstaff%5D=2&cHash=81
69e13990fd6cb89ae011ab198f6e2b
Alan Quanchi
Senior Lecturer
School of Social Sciences
The University of the South Pacific, Laucala Campus
http://socialsciences.usp.ac.fj/index.php?id=10278&tx_wecstaffdirectory_pi1[curstaff]=85&cHash=
4ae3f67ef346339217f29898f79dfede

贊助單位 Sponsors
Ministry of Science and Technology 科技部
The predecessor to the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), the National Science Council
(NSC) of the Executive Yuan, traces its history back to February 1, 1959. As the government’s dedicated
scientific and technological development agency, the NSC was charged with three main missions of
promoting the nation’s overall S&T development, supporting academic research, and developing the science
parks.
In today’s knowledge‐based economy, S&T innovation has become a key driver of economic growth and
national progress. As such, the NSC was reorganized and became MOST on March 3, 2014 with a new
organizational structure aiming to facilitate stronger links between academic research and industrial
development. MOST will carry on the NSC’s tradition of innovative measures and programs and bring
academic research another step closer to industrial needs. By fostering an innovative and entrepreneurial
spirit and encouraging creativity in science and technology, MOST will boost Taiwan’s academic and
industrial competitiveness at the international level.
Website: http://www.most.gov.tw/mp.aspx?mp=7

Council of Indigenous Peoples 原住民族委員會
To respond to the needs of the indigenous peoples, as well as to bring Taiwan in line with global trends in
1996 the Executive Yuan began preparations for the establishment of a central government organization
devoted to indigenous affairs. Organizational laws were formulated in the same year to provide a legal basis
for the development of this organization. On November 1, 1996, the Legislative Yuan approved the
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organizational bylaws of the Council of Aboriginal Affairs. On December 1‐ of the same year, the Executive
Yuan officially established the Council to carry out coordination and planning of indigenous affairs. This
marked a new milestone in Taiwan’s national policy, providing consistent and progressive formulation and
execution of indigenous policies, and coordinated planning for the full‐scale development of indigenous
society appropriate for the new century.
In response to the functional and organizational adjustments of the Taiwan Provincial Government, the
Taiwan Provincial Aboriginal Affairs Commission was incorporated into the Council on July 1, 1999, with its
office in Jhongsing New Village serving as the Council’s central Taiwan office. The Council also took over
management of the Indigenous Peoples Cultural Park from the provincial commission. On January 4, 2002,
the legislative Yuan approved amendments to the organizational bylaws, with the Council renamed the
Council of Indigenous Peoples, Executive Yuan, on March 25 of the same year. Its organizational structure
was revised to include the Planning, Education and Culture, Health and Welfare, Economic and Public
Construction and Land Management departments.
Website: http://www.apc.gov.tw/portal/index.html?lang=en_US

Taiwan Foundation for Democracy 財團法人臺灣民主基金會
The Foundation was established with an inter‐related, two‐tracked mission in mind. Domestically, the TFD
strives to play a positive role in consolidating Taiwan's democracy and fortifying its commitment to human
rights; internationally, the Foundation hopes to become a strong link in the world and democratic network,
joining forces with related organizations around the world. Through the years, Taiwan has received valuable
long‐term assistance and stalwart support from the international community, and it is now time to repay
that community for all of its efforts.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs initiated the Taiwan Foundation for Democracy project in 2002. After much
research and careful evaluation, the Ministry integrated the required resources from many sectors of society.
In January 2003, the Ministry obtained the support of all political parties to pass the budget for the
Foundation in the legislature. The TFD formally came into being on June 17, 2003, with its first meeting of
the Board of Trustees and Supervisory Board. At that meeting, Legislative Yuan President Wang Jin‐pyng was
elected its first chairman. According to its By‐laws, the TFD is governed by a total of fifteen trustees and five
supervisors, representing political parties, the government, academia, non‐governmental organizations, and
the business sector.
Website: http://www.apc.gov.tw/portal/index.html?lang=en_US
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發表人與主持人名單 List of Presenters & Chairs

Name

Affiliation & position

Arvin, Maile

UC President’s Postdoctoral Fellow, Ethnic Studies, University of California Riverside

Atienza, David Atienza

Assistant Professor in Anthropology, University of Guam

Bablis, Gregory

Senior Technical Officer, National Museum & Art Gallery of Papua New Guinea

Ballard, Chris

Associate Professor, Australian National University

Bambridge, Tamatoa

Researcher, CNRS / Le Centre de Recherches Insulaires et Observatoire de
l’Environnement de Polynésie Française (CRIOBE)

Bedford, Stuart

Researcher, Australian National University

Bennett, Judith A.

Professor of History, University of Otago

Bozzato, Fabrizio

PhD Candidate, Tamkang University

Bryant‐Tokalau, Jenny

Associate Professor, University of Otago, Dunedin

Carter, Lynette

Senior Lecturer, Te Tumu – School of Māori, Pacific, and Indigenous Studies, and the
Centre for Sustainability, University of Otago

Case, Emalani

PhD Candidate, Va'aomanu Pasifika, Pacific Studies, Victoria University of Wellington

Chang, Anita

Independent Filmmaker / PhD Candidate, University of California at Santa Cruz

Chang, Chi‐Shan

Reseach Assistant, Division of Exhibition and Education, National Museum of Prehistory

Chang, Meng‐Hsuan

Graduate student, Department of Land Economics, National Chengchi University

Chang, Shan‐Nan

Director of the National Museum of Prehistory

Chao, Chifang

Associate Professor, School of Dance, Taipei National University of the Arts

Chen, Ching‐Shan

Associate Professor, Department of Architecture, Chaoyang University of Technology

Chen, Chun‐chieh

Assistant Professor, Department of Architecture, Chaoyang University of Technology

Chen, Ke‐Ting

Research Assistant, Dept. of Botanical Garden, Taiwan Forestry Research Institute

Chen, Tzu‐Mei (Nancy)

General Secretary, Taiwan Ecological Stewardship Association

Chen, Yu‐ping

Assistant Professor, Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University

Cheng, Chieh‐fu Jeff

PhD Candidate, Department of Archaeology, Boston University

Cheng, Weichung

Assistant Research Professor, Center for Asia‐Pacific Area Studies, RCHSS, Academia Sinica

Cheng, Weining

Assistant Research Professor, Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica

Chiang, Bien

Associate Research Professor, Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica

Chiang, Chiao‐Wen

Project Assistant, College of Music, National Taiwan Normal University

Chien, George Shan‐Hua

Dean, College of Music / Professor, Department of Music & Graduate institute of
Ethnomusicology, National Taiwan Normal University

Christiansen, Anna Marie

Associate Professor of English, Brigham Young University Hawaii

Chung, Brian Su‐Jen

Assistant Professor, Ethnic Studies, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

Clement, Michael

Assistant Professor of History and Micronesian Studies, University of Guam

Close‐Barry, Kirstie

Researcher, Deakin University

Conrich, Ian

Associate Professor / Associate Head of School / Director of Research, University of South
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Australia; Principal Editor of the Journal of New Zealand and Pacific Studies
D'Arcy, Paul

Fellow, School of Culture, History & Language, Australian National University

De Busser, Rik

Assistant Professor, National Chengchi University

Di Rosa, Dario

PhD Candidate, Australian National University

Douglas, Bronwen

Associate Professor, Australian National University

Eddy, Anne

PhD‐Student, University of Waikato
Research Assistant, Division of Research and Collection, National Museum of Prehistory,

Fang, Chun‐wei

Taiwan; Ph.D. Candidate, School of Archaeology and Anthropology, Australian National
University

Ferris‐Leary, Helen

Ph.D., Pacific Studies, University of Auckland

Firth, Stewart

Research Fellow, College of Asia and the Pacific, Australian National University

Gadeljeman, Valagas (Hu, Graduate student, Graduate Institute of Building and Planning, College of Engineering,
Che‐Hao)

National Taiwan University

Gardner, Helen

Associate Professor, Deakin University

George, Marianne

Director, Pacific Traditons Society

Goddard, Michael

Honorary Associate, Macquarie University

Golub, Alex

Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

Gonschor, Lorenz

Ph.D. candidate, Department of Political Science, University of Hawai'i at Mānoa

Goto, Akira

Director and Professor, Anthropological Institute, Nanzan University

Govor, Elena

Research fellow, Australian National University

Griffiths, Casey Paul

Visiting Faculty, Religious Education, Brigham Young University

Guo, Pei‐yi

Associate Research Professor, Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica

Hatfield, DJ W.

Assistant Professor, Liberal Arts Department, Berklee College of Music

Hattori, Anne Perez

Professor, History and Chamorro Studies, University of Guam

Hilton, John

Assistant Professor, Religious Education, Brigham Young University

Hoffer, Olivier
Hu, Jer‐Ming
Huanduo, Willy
Huang, Shiun‐wey

Associate Lecturer in Geography, CNEP (Centre des Nouvelles Etudes sur le Pacifique /
Center of New Pacific Studies), University of New Caledonia
Associate Professor, Institute of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, National Taiwan
University
Lecturer, History, Philosophy and Gender Strand, University of Papua New Guinea
Dean, College of Humanities and Social Sciences, National Dong Hwa University; Research
Professor, Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica

Humi, Piling

PhD student, Department of Ethnic Relations and Cultures, National Dong Hwa University

Iitaka, Shingo

Lecturer, University of Kochi

Iwamoto, Hiromitsu
Jensen, Devan
Jones, Edwin
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Dr. / Project Formulation Advisor, Japan International Cooperation Agency Papua New
Guinea Office
Executive Editor / Associate Director of Publications, Religious Studies Center, Brigham
Young University
PhD candidate, University of the South Pacific, Fiji, and University of St Andrews, Scotland

Jones, Ryan
Ka‘ili, Tēvita

Senior Lecturer, University of Auckland
Associate Professor, International Cultural Studies & World Languages / Jonathan Nāpela
Center for Hawaiian & Pacific Islands Studies, Brigham Young University Hawai'I

Kauvaka, Lea Lani Kinikini

Lecturer / Postgraduate Chair, University of the South Pacific

Konishi, Junko

Professor, Faculty of Music, Okinawa Prefectural University of Arts

Kuan, Daya Da‐Wei

Assistant Professor, Department of Ethnology, National Chengchi University

Kuan, Yuan‐Yu

PhD Student, Ethnomusicology, University of Hawai'i at Mānoa

Lai, Yi‐yu

MA student, Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University

Lal, Brij

Professor, ANU College of Asia and the Pacific, Australian National University

Lan, Shi‐chi Mike

Assistant Professor, Department of History, National Chengchi University

Leckie, Jacqueline
Lee, Hui‐Lin
Lee, Yi‐tze

Associate Professor and Head of Deaprtment, Department of Anthropology and
Archaeology, University of Otago
Ph.D student, Anthropology Department, University of Hawai'i at Mānoa
Assistant Professor, Department of Ethnic Relations and Cultures, National Dong Hwa
University

Lin, Chia‐Nan

Ph.D. Student, Dept. of Geography, National Taiwan University

Lin, Ching‐hsiu

Assistant Professor, Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University

Lin, Kai‐Shyh

Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University

Lin, Shih‐Yuan

Assistant Professor, Department of Land Economics, National Chengchi University

Lin, Wei‐ping

Professor, Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University

Lin, Yih‐Ren

Associate Professor, Graduate Institute of Humanities in Medicine, Taipei Medical
University

Liu, Jun Shiung

Assistant Professor, Jente College, General Education Center

Liu, Pi‐Chen

Associate Research Professor, Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica

Lo, Su‐mei

Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University

Lowe, David

Director / Professor, Alfred Deakin Research Institute, Deakin University

Lusausatj, Suliljaw

Research Assistant, Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica

Ma, David Teng Yueh

Professor of Anthropology, Yunnan University

Mackay, Scott
Māhina, 'Ōkusitino

Tutor Co‐ordinator, Australian Indigenous Studies Program, University of Melbourne /
Victoria University of Wellington
Professor of Art, Culture & Critical Anthropology, Vava'u Tonga & Vava'u Academy for
Critical Inquiry & Applied Research [VACIAR] Auckland Aotearoa New Zealand

Manscill, Craig K.

Assoicate Professor, Church History and Doctrine, Brigham Young University

Martin, Marlon

Chief Operating Officer, Save the Ifugao Terraces Movement, Inc.

Matautia, Saint Andrew

MA student, School of Design, Victoria University of Wellington

Matsuda, Matt

Professor of History, Rutgers University New Brunswick

Mawson, Stephanie

PhD Student, University of Cambridge

Mayo, Lewis

Lecturer in Chinese and Asian Studies, Asia Institute, University of Melbourne

McCall, Grant

Professor / Honourary Affiliate, Department of Anthropology, University of Sydney
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Mills, Keri

Lecturer in History, University of the South Pacific

Moloney, Kylie

Executive Officer, Pacific Manuscripts Bureau, Australian National University

Mona, Awi

Associate Professor, Graduate Program of Culture and Education Law, Department of
Educational Management, National Taipei University of Education

Muckle, Adrian

Senior Lecturer, History Programme, Victoria University of Wellington

Ng Shiu, Roannie

Pasifika Australia Convenor, Australian National University

O'Brien, Patricia

Australian Research Council Future Fellow, Australian National University

Osorio, Jonathan
O'Sullivan, Nan

Professor of Hawaiian Studies, Hawai'inuiākea School of Hawaiian Knowledge, University
of Hawai'I at Mānoa
Lecturer ‐ Programme Director First Year Design, School of Design, Victoria University of
Wellington

Pai, Hui‐Ju

PhD student, Gevirtz Graduate School of Education University of California, Santa Barbara

Peterson, John

Assistant Vice‐President, University of Guam

Potauaine, Sēmisi

Design Tutor, University of Auckland

Pratt, Rebecca

MA student, School of Social Sciences, University of the South Pacific

Puas, Gonzaga (Zag)

PhD Candidate, Australian National University

Quanchi, Max

Senior Lecturer, University of the South Pacific

Rauchholz, Manuel

Faculty, Heidelberg University

Ritchie, Jonathan

Senior Research Fellow, Alfred Deakin Research Institute, Deakin University

Roze, Candice

PhD candidate, University of Aberdeen

Rubinstein, Donald H

Professor of Anthropology and Micronesian Studies, University of Guam

Ryota, Nishino

Lecturer, History Discipline, University of the South Pacific

Sailiata, Kirisitina

Doctoral Candidate, American Culture, University of Michigan

Samson, Jane

Professor and Associate Chair, Department of History and Classics, University of Alberta

Santos, Elyssa

Undergraduate Student, University of Guam

Sharma, Lalita
Simon, Scott
Sitan, Peter

Assistant Lecturer / PhD student, Oceania Centre for Arts, Culture & Pacific Studies,
University of the South Pacific
Associate Professor, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, University of Ottawa
Traditional historian / Guest speaker, Micronesian‐Australian Friends Association (MAFA),
Australian National University; President/CEO, Micronesian Fishing Corporation

Smalley, Martha

Special Collections Librarian, Yale Divinity Library, Yale University

Stephen, Acabado

Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of California, Los Angeles

Stevens, Kate

PhD candidate, University of Cambridge

Sun, Chun‐yen

Assistant Professor, Department of Chinese Music, Chinese Culture University

Suva, Cesar

PhD Candidate, Australian National University

Tabe, Tammy

PhD Candidate, Department of Social Anthropology, University of Bergen

Tateyama, Hirokuni

Associate Professor, Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University

Teaiwa, Teresia

Senior Lecturer, Pacific Studies, Victoria University of Wellington

Temu, Deveni

Pacific Librarian, Menzies Library, Australian National University
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Thiele, Jillian
Toni, Bauman
Toro Escudero, Juan
Ignacio

Coordinator, Learning and Academic Support Centre, Pacific Adventist University
Senior Research Fellow, Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Studies (AIATSIS)
PhD Candidate in Audio Visual Communication, Universidad Complutense de Madrid;
Fellow Researcher, East China Normal University; Fellow Researcher, Hanban/Confucius
Institute

Tringham, Ruth E.

Professor Emerita, Anthropology Department, University of California, Berkeley

Tsai, Futuru C.L.

Assistant Professor, Department of Public and Cultural Affairs, National Taitung University

Tsai, Hsin‐Yi

PhD student, Department of Anthropology, University of Pittsburgh

Tsang, Cheng‐hwa

Distinguished Research Professor, Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica

Tu, Karen Kan‐Lun

Ph.D. Candidate, Australian National University

Tuimaleali'ifano, Morgan

Associate Professor in Pacific History, University of the South Pacific

Tung, Gene‐Sheng

Associate Researcher, Dept. of Botanical Garden, Taiwan Forestry Research Institute

Tung, Yuan‐chao

Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, National Taiwan University

Tusitala Marsh, Selina

Senior Lecturer, English, Drama and Writing Studies, University of Auckland

Uriam, Kambati

Teaching history / Rev. / Dr., School of Social Sciences; Faculty of Arts, Law, and
Education, University of the South Pacific

Vaka, Sione

Senior Lecturer, Massey University ‐ Albany Campus

Van Heekeren, Deborah

Senior Lecturer, Dept of Anthropology, Macquarie University, Sydney

Vermander, Benoit

Professor, Fudan University (Shanghai); Taipei Ricci Institute

von Poser, Alexis

Curator of the Ethnological Collections, Lower Saxon State Museum Hanover, Germany

Wang, Lee Ann

Visiting Assistant Professor, Women’s Studies, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

Wang, Ying‐Fen

Professor, Graduate Institute of Musicology, National Taiwan University

Warwakai, Benedict

President of Vunavavar Parish Youth Ministry, Treasurer Rabaul Deanery youth Ministry

Waters, Christopher

Associate Professor, Deakin University

Weir, Christine

Adjunct faculty, University of the South Pacific and Pacific Theological College, Suva

Wellen, Kathryn Anderson Researcher, Royal Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Studies (KITLV)
Wu, David Y. H.

Professor, East‐West Center, University of Hawai‘i

Yamaguti, Osamu

Visiting Professor, Department of Ethnomusicology, Nanhua University

Yamanishi, Hiroaki

Graduate student (Doctoral program), Tokyo University of Foreign Studies

Yeh, Shu‐Ling
Yen, Ai‐Ching
Yow Mulalap, Clement
Zayas, Cynthia

Assistant Professor, Austronesian Studies, Department of Public and Cultural Affairs,
National Taitung University
Professor, Department of Land Economics, National Chengchi University
Legal Advisor, Permanent Mission of the Federated States of Micronesia to the United
Nations
Professor, Center for International Studies, University of the Philippines, Diliman
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會議場地資訊 Venue Information
Taipei Venue
GIS NTU Convention Center 集思台大會議中心
Address: B1F., No. 85, Section 4, Roosevelt Rd., Daan District, Taipei City
Telephone: +886‐2‐2363‐5868
Website: http://www.meeting.com.tw/index.php/find‐venue/convention‐center/ntu‐venue‐guide
(Chinese version only)

How to get to the venue:
‐ By Taxi
‐ By TRTC (MRT): Take Tamsui‐Xinyi Line（to Daan or to Xiangshan）from Taipei Main Station to
Chiang Kai‐Shek Memorial Hall Station, then transfer to Songshan‐Xindian Line (to Xindian) to
Gongguan Station and get off at Gongguan Station exit 2, and then walk for 3 minutes
‐ By Bus: Many different buses stop right in front of Taiwan National University and Gongguan
station, such as: O South, 1, 30, 52, 74, 106, 109, 115, 208, 236, 251, 252, 253, 254, 278, 280, 284,
290, 291, 311, 505, 510, 606, 626, 642, 643, 644, 648, 649, 907, Shindian Bus, Xin Xin Bus,
Chunan Bus Line 1 & 2
Visit also NTU interactive map to see the locations of the different bus stops:
http://map.ntu.edu.tw/ntu‐eng.html
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Conference Rooms @ GIS NTU

Rooms

Size (person)

Code

Socrates (蘇格拉底廳)

145

Room A

Michelangelo (米開朗基羅廳)

86

Room B

da Vinci (達文西廳)

48

Room C

Raphael (拉斐爾廳)

48

Room D

Nietzsche (尼采廳)

48

Room E

Archimedes (阿基米得廳)

48

Room F
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Taitung Venue
National Taitung University (NTTU) Jhihben campus
Address: N.369, University Road, Section 2, Taitung
Website: http://wwwen.nttu.edu.tw/bin/home.php

How to get to the venue (NTTU Jhihben campus):
‐ From Taitung Airport:
(1) First, go from the airport to NTTU Taidong campus by taking the Coast line of the Ding Dong
bus to the terminal station (NT$23 ‐ USD 0.8). From there, walk 5‐10 mins to the entrance of
Taidong campus. Then, take the university bus to Jhihben campus (NT$10 ‐ USD 0.3).
(2) The airport is located at about 10 km from NTTU Jhihben campus. You can also take a taxi
directly from the airport for NT$300 (USD10).
‐ From Taitung Train Station:
(1) First, go from the airport to NTTU Taidong campus by taking the Coast line of the Ding Dong
bus to the terminal station (NT$23 ‐ USD 0.8). From there, walk 5‐10 mins to the entrance of
Taidong campus. Then, take the university bus to Jhihben campus (NT$10 ‐ USD 0.3).
(2) Take a taxi directly from Taitung Train station for NT$400‐500 (around USD15).
‐ From Jhihben Train Station:
Not every train stops at the Jhihben Train Station (2 stops after Taitung station), only the slowest
trains do.But if your train does stop, take a taxi directly from Jhihben Train Station for
NT$400‐500 (around USD15).
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Conference Rooms @ Jhihben Campus, NTTU

Rooms

Size (person)

Code

Lecture hall, Library and Information Building
(圖書資訊館湖畔講堂)

192

Lecture hall

Multifunction Classroom, Library and Information Building
(圖書資訊館推廣教室)

80

Room A

A103, Jinsin Academy (鏡心書院 A103 教室)

62

Room B

A104, Jinsin Academy (鏡心書院 A104 教室)

62

Room C

A203, Jinsin Academy (鏡心書院 A203 教室)

62

Room D

A204, Jinsin Academy (鏡心書院 A204 教室)

50

Room E
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會議交通資訊 Traffic Information
Taiwan Railways Administration, MOTC.
Customer Service (General Service and Traveler Redress):
TEL: 0800‐765‐888 (Local phone only), 02‐21910096 (+886‐2‐21910096)
http://www.railway.gov.tw/en/
交通部臺灣鐵路管理局
客服電話（一般服務諮詢及旅客申訴）
：0800‐765‐888（限市話）02‐2191‐0096（市話、手機）
http://www.railway.gov.tw/tw/
Taiwan High Speed Rail
Customer service:
TEL: +886‐2‐4066‐3000 (international Calls),,4066‐3000 (local),,02‐4066‐3000 (mobile phones)
http://www5.thsrc.com.tw/en/
台灣高鐵
客服專線: 4066‐3000 行動電話：02‐4066‐3000
http://www.thsrc.com.tw/
Taipei Metro
For callers in Taipei City, please dial 1999 for the Citizen Hotline.
For callers outside of Taipei City, please dial +886‐2‐27208889.
http://english.trtc.com.tw/
臺北捷運公司
臺北市民當家熱線：1999 (外縣市 02‐27208889)
http://www.trtc.com.tw/
Taxi Services in Taipei
Foreign visitors can dial 0800055850 for the Safe Taxi Service Hotline (or dial 55850 on mobile
phone) to ask for a cab in English. Or call the English‐Speaking Drivers’ Association at 27997997 for
a cab.
Taxi Services in Taitung
Shunyun Transportation Company
TEL: 0936‐808886 (+886‐936‐808886) – Downtown area of Taitung
TEL: 0935‐648213 (+886‐935‐648213) – Jhihben campus of NTTU
TEL: 0989‐121546 (+886‐989‐121546) – Jhihben campus of NTTU
TEL: 0910‐499701 (+886‐910‐499701) – Jhihben campus of NTTU
*It takes $500 or so for going to Taitung Train Station from Jhihben campus of NTTU
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住宿資訊 Accommodation Information
Taipei

Taitung

Just Sleep @ NTU
No.83, Sec.4, Roosevelt Rd., Taipei 10673
Tel: +886 2 7735 5088
http://www.justsleep.com.tw/NTU/en/index
Closest MRT: Gongguan station

YES Hotel
No.145, Fuxing Rd., Taitung City
TEL:+886‐89‐322100
http://www.yeshotel.com.tw/about_en.php

Howard Civil Service International House
No.30, Sec.3, Xin Sheng South Road, Taipei
Tel: +886 2 7712 2323
http://intl‐house.howard‐hotels.com
Closest MRT: Taipower Building
Li Yuan Hotel
No.98, Sec.3, Roosevelt Rd., Taipei
Tel: +886‐2‐2365‐7367
http://www.liyuan.tw/
Closest MRT: Gongguan station
Fu‐hau Hotel
No.9, Sec.2, Fusing S. Rd., Taipei
Tel: +65‐6226‐3310
http://www.fuhauhotel.com.tw
Closest MRT: Technology Building station

Fu Kang Hotel
No.28, Ln. 50, Gengsheng Rd., Taitung City
TEL: +886‐89‐355811
http://www.fukang.tw/ (Chinese version only)
Taitung Sinsu INN
No.362, Zhongshan Rd., Taitung City
TEL: +886‐89‐311770 / +886‐89‐311776
http://www.sinsu.com.tw/hall/ (Chinese
version only)
Sinsu Commercial Hotel
No.243, Fujian Rd., Taitung City
TEL: +886‐89‐311777
http://www.sinsu.com.tw/en/main.html

Taipei Fullerton Hotel－South
No.41, Fu‐Xing South Road, Sec.2, Taipei
Tel: +886‐2‐2703‐1234
http://www.taipeifullerton.com.tw
Closest MRT: Technology Building station
Dandy Hotel ‐ Daan Park Branch
No.33, Sec.3, Xinyi Road, Taipei
Tel: +886 (2) 2707‐6899
http://www.dandyhotel.com.tw
Closest MRT: Dongmen station
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一般資訊 Useful Information
Useful Phone Numbers
Emergency Numbers (Free Service)

Fire, Ambulance

119

Police

110

Overseas Operator

100

Chinese Local Directory Assistance

104

Chinese Long Distance Directory Assistance

105

English‐language Directory Assistance

106

Telephone Repair

112

Time

117

Weather

166

Traffic

168

Tourist Information Hotline

+886‐2‐2717‐3737

24‐Hour Toll‐Free Travel Information Call Center

0800‐011‐765

International Community Service Hotline

0800‐024‐111

Taoyuan International Airport Terminal 1 Service Counter

+886‐3‐383‐4631

Taoyuan International Airport Terminal 2 Service Counter Bureau

+886‐3‐398‐3341

Tourist Service Center, Kaohsiung International Airport

+886‐7‐805‐7888~9

Board of Foreign Trade

+886‐2‐2351‐0271

Taiwan Visitors Association

+886‐2‐2594‐3261

Police Radio Station

+886‐2‐2388‐8099

Hospitals
Region Hospital

Address

Telephone No.

Taiwan Adventist Hospital

No.424, Sec.2, Bade Rd., Taipei City

+886‐2‐2771‐8151

Taipei Chang Gung
Memorial Hospital

No.199, Dunhua N. Rd., Taipei City

+886‐2‐2713‐5211

Mackay Memorial Hospital
Taipei

No.92, Sec.2, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei
City

+886‐2‐2543‐3535

National Taiwan University
No.7, Zhongshan S. Rd., Taipei City
Hospital

+886‐2‐2312‐3456

Cathay General Hospital

No.280, Sec. 4, Ren‐ai Rd., Taipei City

+886‐2‐2708‐2121

Taipei City Hospital

No.145, Zhengzhou Rd., Taipei City

+886‐2‐2552‐3000

Taipei Show Chwan Hospital No.1, Ln.116, Guangfu S. Rd., Taipei City +886‐2‐2771‐7172
Far Eastern Memorial
Hospital
Taitung Taitung Hospital
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No.21, Sec.2, Nanya S. Rd., Banqiao
District, New Taipei City

+886‐2‐8966‐7000

No.1, Wu‐Chiuan St., Taitung City

+886‐89‐324112

Post
The rate for domestic express letters is NT$5, and NT$12 for prompt delivery. Domestic
super‐express mail is more expensive, but your letter is guaranteed to be delivered anywhere in
just a few hours. International express mail service is also available. For more information, please
visit http://www.post.gov.tw/post/internet/U_english/, or call the Post Voice Service Hotline:
0800‐700‐365. Payment Service: (04)23542030 via cell phone.
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常用日常會話翻譯 Useful Phrases for Visitors in Taiwan
Mandarin Chinese

Pinyi

English

你好！

nihao

Hello

謝謝！

xiexie

Thank you

對不起！

duibuqi

Excuse me.

再見！

zai jian

See you

請幫個忙

qing bang ge mang

Please do me a favor.

請等一下

qing deng yixia

Please wait a moment.

沒關係

mei guanxi

That's all right.

很高興認識你

hen gaoxing renshi ni

It's a pleasure to meet you.

不客氣

bu keqi

Don't mention it.

請再說一次

qing zai shuo yici

Could you please repeat that?

請說慢一點

qing shuo man yidian

Please speak more slowly.

這個多少錢？

zhege duoshao qian

How much is this?

左轉

zuo zhuan

turn left

右轉

you zhuan

turn right

計程車

jicheng che

taxi

公車

gong che

bus

警察局

jingcha ju

police station

洗手間

xishou jian

lavatory

公共電話

gonggong dianhua

public telephone

醫院

yiyuan

hospital

超市

chaoshi

supermarket

書店

shudian

bookstore

百貨公司

baihuo gongsi

department store

火車站

huoche zhan

railway station / TRA

捷運站

jieyun zhan

MRT station

藥局

yaoju

pharmacy

最近的銀行在那裡？

zuijin de yinhang zai nali

Where is the nearest bank?

請問捷運站在那裡？

qingwen jieyun zhan zai nali

請問哪裡有公車？

qingwen nail you gongche

請問現在幾點？

qingwen xianzai jidian

Excuse me, could you tell me the time?

請拿菜單給我。

qing na caidang gei wo

Please bring me a menu.

我要點這道菜。

wo yao dian zhedao cai

I would like to order this dish.

我可以坐這裡嗎？

wo keyi zuo zheli ma

May I sit here?
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Could you tell me where the MRT
station is?
Could you tell me where I can catch the
bus?

Could you please tell me where

請問(台灣大學)在那裡？

qingwen (taiwan daxue) zai nali

可以幫我照張相嗎？

keyi bang wo zhao zhang xian ma

那裡可以買到票？

nali keyi mai dao piao

Where can I buy tickets?

我迷路了，請幫幫忙？

wo milu le, qing bang bang mang

I'm lost. Could you please help me?

你可不可以幫我畫張地圖？

ni kebukeyi bang wo hua zhang
ditu

(National Taiwan University) is?
Could you please help me take a
photo?

Could you please draw a map for me?

你可以帶我去那裡嗎？

ni keyi dai wo qu nali ma

Could you please take me there?

請快一點。

qing kuai yidian

Please hurry up.

便宜一點可以嗎？

pianyi yidian keyi ma

Could you give me discount?

多少錢

duoshao qian

How much is it?

這件衣服多少錢？

zhejian yifu duoshao qian

How much is this clothes?

這裡有什麼東西好吃？

zheli you shemo dongxi haochi

Is there anything good to eat here?

qingwen you ren hui shuo

Excuse me, does anyone here speak

yingwen ma

English?

一

yi

One

二

er

Two

三

san

Three

四

si

Four

五

wu

Five

六

liu

Six

七

qi

Seven

八

ba

Eight

九

jiu

Nine

十

shi

Ten

二十

ershi

Twenty

三十

sanshi

Thirty

四十元

sishi yuan

Fourty dollars

一百元

yibai yuan

One hundred dollars

請問有人會說英文嗎？
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台灣原住民族問候語 Greetings in Formosan Indigenous Languages
英文 English

Hello

Thank you

Good bye

阿美族 Amis

nga’ayho!

aray

‘arayom

泰雅族 Atayal

lokah su ga? (blaq su ga?)

mhuway su

sgagay ta

排灣族 Paiwan

na venala sun?

maljimalji / masalu

vaikanga ken

魯凱族 Rukai

sabau

maelnenga

aii sabau

布農族 Bunun

mihumisang

uninang

namuhnang ta pasadu

賽夏族 Saisiyat

So’o kayzaeh ay?

ma’alo’

pil’awan

雅美族 Yami

kokay!

ayoy!

卑南族 Puyuma

inabayan

semangalan

marepanauwa ta driya

鄒族 Tsou

aveoveoyu

aveoveoyu

aveoveoyu

邵族 Thao

maqitan ihu!

anuniza

uqthawan mapariqaz

噶瑪蘭族 Kavalan

nengi su

wanay

wanay

太魯閣族 Truku

embiyax/embrax/malu su

mhuway su

swayay ta da

撒奇萊雅族 Sakizaya

mahica kiso

kokay

haymawen

nona, ya ko makongo mo
keypong

Source: 2008 General Travelling Term & Sentence of Taiwan Indigenous, Council of Indigenous Peoples (ed).

南島語同源詞 Cognate Words in Austronesian Languages
Path

Rain

Eye

Five

Seven

Weep

Roast

Proto Austronesian

*zalan

*quzaN

*maCa

*lima

*pitu

*Caŋis

*CuNuh

Puyuma

dalan

udal

matra

lima

pitu

trangis

-

Paiwan

djalan

qudjalj

maca

lima

pitju

cangitj

culju

Amis

lalan

’orad

mata

lima

pito

tangic

todoh

Ifugao

dalan

udan

mata

lima

pitu

-

-

Tagalog

daan

ulan

mata

lima

pito

tangis

-

Malay/Indonesian

jalan

hujan

mata

lima

-

tangis

tunu

chalan

uchan

mata

lima

fitu

tanges

tunu

Palauan

rael

chull

mad

eim

uid

-

-

Kwaio

tala

uta

maa-na

nima

fiu

-

unu

Fijian

sala

uca

mata

lima

vitu

tangi

tunu

Samoan

ala

ua

mata

lima

fitu

tangi

tunu

Maori

ara

ua

mata

rima

whitu

tangi

tunu

Hawaiian

ala

ua

maka

lima

hiku

kani

kunu

Chamorro

Source: Austronesian Comparative Dictionary, web edition (2010), Robert Blust and Stephen Trussel,
www.trussel2.com/ACD/
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